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1 Introduction
Measuring oceanographic parameters does not solely involve gathering data and logging it. To
get a complete view of the governing conditions at sea, it is desirable to post-process and
present the data as well. The oceanographic parameters measured with a Waverider are made
available to the user by data transfer options like the HF-transmitter, GSM- and satellite links
and data processing, storing and presentation software. The latter is taken care of by Waves5,
the Microsoft Windows based software package developed by Datawell.
Waves5 is compatible with any Datawell instruments listed below:
 Directional Waverider-MkIII (DWR-MkIII), stabilized platform accelerometer-based wave
motion sensor (firmware versions 43M02B40, 43M02E40, and later).
 Non-directional Waverider-SG (WR-SG), stabilized platform accelerometer-based wave
motion sensor (firmware versions 56M02B40, 56M02E40, and later).
 Directional Waverider 4 (DWR4), stabilized platform accelerometer-based wave motion
sensor.
 Wave Unit, stabilized platform accelerometer-based wave motion sensor.
The receivers that Waves5 is compatible with are listed below:
 RX-C (HXV and HVA modes, both serial and Ethernet connections).
 RX-D (III-series instruments, HXV).
Furthermore, Waves5 is able to communicate with III-series instruments via the telemetry
options listed below:
 Iridium SBD.
 Iridium Internet and GSM Internet.
The main part of this manual covers the technical details of the software such as data structures,
algorithms, in- and output of the software. Furthermore, it contains guidelines on how to use the
software for wave measuring purposes. The results of a measurement campaign are stored in
files. These files can be opened with Waves5 and their contents are decoded such that the user is
not required to have any knowledge about the underlying file formats.
In Section 2, the installation and its prerequisites are described. Section 3 describes the
graphical user interface (GUI). Information about mail accounts is given in Section 4, they can
be used by one of the telemetry options, which are described in Section 5. The file system and
its contents are described in Section 6. Quick-start guides can be found in Section 7. Sections 9,
10 and 11 describe the different file formats used in Waves5, i.e. how they are encoded and
decoded by the software. In Section 12 some of the post-processing steps are described.
If Waves5 lacks any functionality desirable for wave measuring purposes, the user is
encouraged to contact Datawell with their request. The aim of Waves5 is to be an as complete
as possible wave analysis software package.
Note: Some information in this document can be found in other manuals as well, such as [1], [2]
and [3]. This document aims to be complete documentation on Waves5 without the need to
consult other documentation.
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2 Installation and prerequisites
Before Waves5 can be used, it has to be installed on the computer. This section describes the
prerequisites and the installation process.

2.1 Prerequisites
Waves5 has been tested to work on Windows 7, 8, 10 and 11.
 Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10 or 11 (x64 recommended).
 At least 2 GB of RAM.
 Around 300 MB of free disk space. If logging of data is enabled, around 10 GB of free disk
space per year per receiver.
 It is recommended that the user keeps their Microsoft Windows version up-to-date with
Windows Update.
Waves5 can be installed by using the Waves5 installer. It can be found on the Datawell website
(http://www.datawell.nl/). Installing Waves5 using the installer requires running the installer on
a Windows user account which has admin privileges.

2.2 Installation using the installer
After downloading the installer (Microsoft Installer, .MSI-file) Waves5 can be installed.
Execute the installer in order to start the installation process. First, a welcome screen will be
shown to the user. After clicking “Next”, the user will be asked to select an installation folder or
use the default installation folder.

Figure 2.1 - The welcome screen of the Waves5 Setup Wizard.
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After clicking “Next” again, the installation can be started by clicking “Install”. The user will be
prompted to accept the installation, as a Windows user account which has admin privileges is
required for the installation. The installation will begin. After the installation is completed, the
user can close the installation by clicking the “Finish” button.
The installation wizard will not only install Waves5, but will also create a shortcut on the user’s
desktop. Furthermore, a shortcut will be added to the start menu. In order to facilitate
communicating on the network, the installer adds two firewall exceptions: one for UDP and one
for TCP.
The installation will also associate some file extensions with Waves5 such that when such a file
is double clicked in the Windows File Explorer, they will automatically open in Waves5. For
more information, see Section 6.

2.3 Removing Waves5
Waves5 can be removed by executing the installer which was used to install Waves5. The
welcome dialog will be opened, click “Next”. Select “Remove” as depicted in the screenshot
below and click “Remove” again. Removing Waves5 requires being logged in to a Windows
user account which has admin privileges. Click “Finish” to close the uninstallation.

Figure 2.2 - Uninstalling Waves5 using the installer.
Furthermore, Waves5 can be removed by using the “Programs and Features” section of the
Windows “Control Panel”. Right clicking the Waves5 entry and selecting “Uninstall” will
uninstall Waves5 from the computer.
Please note that any receiver connection configuration and output generated by Waves5 will not
be removed by uninstalling Waves5. This can be done manually by navigating
to %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Settings and deleting the file usersettings.xml.
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2.4 Version number
The version number of the currently installed version of Waves5 can be acquired by different
methods. The easiest is to open Waves5 and navigate to Help > About in the menu bar. A small
dialog will open showing the current version number.
Furthermore, the Waves5 executable (.exe) file located in the installation directory of Waves5
can be right-clicked, selecting Properties will show a Windows dialog. The “Details” tab will
show the “Product version” of the Waves5 executable.
In addition to that, the version can be acquired by navigating to Windows’ Control Panel and
selecting “Programs and Features”. This can also be opened by pressing the Windows key + R
and opening appwiz.cpl. The version number of Waves5 will then be displayed in the Waves5
entry’s “Version” column.
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3 Operational interface
Waves5 is a graphical software application which allows the user to connect their Datawell
products to a computer. The software is, among others, used for processing oceanographic data
and displaying it on the screen for operational purposes.
This section describes how all operational features of Waves5 can be accessed through its
graphical interface in detail.

3.1 Overview

Figure 3.1 - An overview of Waves5 when four panes have been opened: from top to bottom, left
to right: Receiver status, Buoy messages, Operational and Displacements.
The first time Waves5 starts there are no panes open. Several panes can be opened by
navigating to Window in the menu bar at the top of Waves5. The lay-out is highly customizable
as each separate pane can be resized and dragged to a different area of the application. This can
be done by clicking the title of the pane (e.g. “Operational”, depicted by the yellow arrow in
Figure 3.1) and dragging it to the desired location. A pane can be docked on top, bottom, left or
right of any existing pane, or Waves5 as a whole. Resizing can be done by grabbing a pane at
one of its edges and dragging it to be the desired size.
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Figure 3.2 - Docking the Service pane on the right side of the Instrument messages pane by
dragging it on the top icon of the compass which appears in the middle of the Instrument
messages pane.
Other panes can be added (or re-added if they are closed by the user) by navigating to the menu
bar, clicking Window and selecting the appropriate pane in the menu.

Figure 3.3 - Panes have different behaviour states. In this case, “Dockable” is selected. The
menu can be opened by clicking the small arrow next to the cross and pin.
Panes can be closed by clicking the cross icon in the right hand corner. Docked panes (attached
to one of the sides of the application) can be pinned to be opened at all times using the pin icon.
If the pane is unpinned, the contents will hide automatically if it is not in focus.
Furthermore, panes can be in a window of its own. In this case, the arrow should be clicked and
“Floating” should be the position state. The same effect can be achieved by dragging the pane
on any space which is not the compass (the compass is shown in the centre of the left hand pane
in Figure 3.2).
The interface changes made by the user will be stored in a local storage file for Waves5 on
shutdown and will be reloaded on start-up.

3.2 General
Waves5 can be used to connect to multiple Datawell instruments. A list of instruments
configured in Waves5 can be found in the menu on the left hand side of the screen. Clicking on
an instrument will select it. The name and type of the currently selected instrument is shown in
the toolbar on the top of Waves5. Name and type can be changed by unlocking the values (click
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the lock icon), changing their values and thereafter relocking the values by clicking the lock
icon again. A change of instrument type requires reconnecting the associated receiver.
All data and settings displayed in Waves5 are with respect to the currently selected instrument.
Some settings are global and will have the same value for all instruments, such as the font size
of the displayed letters or the displayed time settings. Selecting a different instrument will not
stop other instrument’s data collection.

3.3 Compact view
In Waves5, data acquisition runs on a background thread such that the different tasks that have
to be executed do not interfere with each other. For example, the calculations for updating the
graphical user interface and the spectral parameter calculations are executed on separate threads.
For users who only use the data acquisition part of Waves5 and do not want to fill the computer
screen with a complete application, Waves5 includes a “Compact View”.
The compact view can be toggled on and off by navigating to View > Compact in the menu bar.
If the compact view is activated, a checkmark icon will be displayed in front of the menu item.
If it is deactivated, no icon will be shown. Furthermore, when it is activated, it is not possible to
activate panes (such as the displacements pane). The Window menu item is not shown in the
menu bar when the compact view is activated.

Figure 3.4 - The compact view is a small sized view which only displays the last HXV- or HVAvector which has been received from the selected instrument and an indication of the validity of
the data.
In the compact view, only the incoming HXV and HVA-vectors of the selected instrument are
displayed. These are the unprocessed data. The status byte is used to check for validity of the
data. When a HXV-vector with status byte value of 00 is received, data is correctly received and
a green background is given to the application. When a HXV-vector with status byte value
unequal to 00 is received the user is warned by an orange background. Lastly, when the
configured receiver is disconnected, a red background will be displayed. In addition to that,
icons are displayed in front of the received HXV-vector: a checkmark for good, an exclamation
mark for warning and a cross for error.
The same holds for HVA-vectors. If a vector with a status which indicates a repair (=) or error
(!) is received, indicative colours will be used and said checkmark, exclamation mark and cross
will be displayed.
In order to prevent accidentally closing Waves5 while data is being acquired, the close button in
the right hand top is disabled in the compact view. The application can still be closed by
toggling off the compact view and using the regular close button, navigating to File > Quit, or
using the key combination ALT+F4. All of these methods of closing Waves5 ask for an additional
final confirmation if data is being received while closing the application, as is also the case
when the compact view is disabled.
Furthermore, the compact view has a fixed size and the user is not able to resize the window.
The widths differ for HXV- and HVA-modes, as the amount of characters is different for the
two. The window can be minimized to the task bar by clicking the horizontal line in the right
hand side top corner.
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If the compact view is activated when no real-time receiver connection has been configured, no
vector will be displayed, but the text No Receiver Connection will be shown with a red
background. In this case, a real-time receiver connection should be established by navigating to
Instrument > Add receiver connection in the menu bar. See Section 7.1 for more
information on configuring a receiver connection.

3.4 HF Receiver status
Whenever a real-time receiver (such as a Wave Unit, RX-C or RX-D) is connected, it is shown
in a table which displays if the receiver is connected, the location name (which will be used for
saving files), the instrument type, the receiver type, the port or IP-address which it is using to
send data to the computer, what the last time a message has been received was, and lastly what
that message was (the received vector). Only one real-time receiver can be connected per
configured instrument.

Figure 3.5 - The HF Receiver Status pane.

3.5 Settings
3.5.1 General
The General settings pane is subdivided in four sections. In the Timezone settings section,
the time settings can be configured. See Section 3.6 for more information on the time settings. If
the use of local time settings is set to true, the computer time is used. Any changes made in the
time settings will require Waves5 to restart. All time settings are only used for displaying times
in Waves5. All other timestamps are based on UTC+0, independent on what the settings in
Waves5 are. Toggling daylight saving time, which happens automatically in Windows, will thus
require a restart of Waves5. Using a particular UTC offset is not influenced by daylight saving
time.
The operational settings can be customized in order to supply the best user experience. All the
different parameters can be individually coloured and a vertical axis label can be configured.
This is used in the history plots which can be opened by right clicking the desired panel and
selecting Display history. See Section 3.8.10.
In the Watch circle settings section, the amount of positions displayed in the map can be
chosen, such that the map does not get cluttered with old positions. Furthermore, an e-mail
address can be chosen to send a notification with whenever the instrument goes out of its watch
circle, or returns into its watch circle. See Section 3.5.5.
In the last section, the name of the parameter displayed in the panels can be displayed in front of
the value of the parameter. This can be toggled by using the “Display parameter name” radio
buttons.
Furthermore, the amount of columns of panels to be displayed can be set. The amount of rows is
determined automatically by using the amount of columns and amount of panels. The grid is
filled from left to right, top to bottom in the order specified by the position setting of a panel
(see Section 3.8.12).
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3.5.2 Receivers
The settings of a HF receiver which is connected to the selected instrument can be changed by
navigating to Settings > HF receiver. Furthermore, the setting of telemetry receivers, such as
Iridium SBD, Iridium Internet and GSM Internet, can be accessed through Settings >
Telemetry. The type of receiver cannot be changed. In order to use a different type of receiver,
the Add receiver configuration wizard should be used. See Section 7.1 for more information
on adding a receiver through the wizard.

3.5.2.1 RX-C (Ethernet) settings
The RX-C receiver is capable of being configured over Ethernet. As described in [3] a web
interface can be used in order to change the reception frequency and mode settings of the
receiver. Furthermore, the Frame Error Rate (FER) and Frequency Correction are shown in a
table in the web interface.
Waves5 incorporates this functionality in the Receiver Settings dialog if a RX-C (Ethernet)
receiver connection has been configured. On initializing the Receiver Settings dialog, a request
is sent to the receiver and the current settings are retrieved and displayed in their respective
textboxes. See Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 - The RX-C (Ethernet) settings. The three buttons on the lower part of the box allow
the user to communicate with the RX-C (Ethernet).
The settings can be refreshed by clicking the Reload settings button, which is a good idea
before changing any settings. This is due to the fact that the settings can be changed from the
RX-C itself or via the web interface as well.
The settings can be changed by changing their respective values in the fields. After clicking the
Save settings button, a request with the new values will be sent to the receiver and the values
will be updated. Please note that the actual settings of the receiver are changed by using this
feature, and not the receiver connection configuration.
Furthermore, it is possible to restart the RX-C (Ethernet) receiver by clicking the Restart RX-C
button. The connection to the receiver will be lost during the time the RX-C is restarting.
Note: The settings of the Wave Unit, RX-C (Serial) and RX-D receiver cannot be received
and/or changed using Waves5.

3.5.2.2 Wave Unit, RX-C (Serial) and RX-D settings
For the Wave Unit, RX-C and RX-D, using a serial connection with the RS-232 connector,
there is only one parameter which is needed to make a connection. This is the serial port and it
can be selected by expanding the drop-down list. The list will show all serial connections to the
computer.
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Figure 3.7 – The RX-C (Serial) and RX-D settings. Only the serial port has to be configured
properly.

3.5.2.3 Logging
Received data can be saved in several (post-processed) file formats. Currently, data received as
HXV vectors can be saved in the .HXV, .XML, .RAW, .WVS, .SPT, .KML, GPS.TXT, .HIW,
.HIS and .WFT file formats. The HXV-files contain the vectors as received by Waves5, without
any processing.
Similar to the HXV data, the HVA from IV-series instruments can be logged. The raw vectors
as received by Waves5 are stored in HVA-files. Furthermore, the DMF messages and
displacements are decoded and saved in CSV type files (.CSV). Every hour, all data is exported
as a .WFT file. See Section 10.
There are file types which only decode information (.RAW) and there are other file types which
also require calculations over the data in order to fill their contents. The various file types can
be selected to be saved in the given directory by using the folder selection dialog at the bottom
of this part of the settings dialog. It is not possible to turn off the saving of files.
If no folder is selected and the folder selection is left empty, the default directory will be used,
which can be found by navigating to %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output in the file explorer.
Files will be saved in this folder and categorised by month. For example, files created in March
2021 will be stored in the %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output/instrumentname/2021/03 if
the default output directory is used. The instrumentname is replaced by the instrument’s name.
This directory can conveniently be used in combination with a Waves5 project file to directly
guide incoming data into the Waves5 project. For more information, see Section 6.3.

3.5.3 Telemetry
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
The Telemetry settings pane can be opened by navigating to Settings > Telemetry in the
menu bar. The pane is subdivided in two parts by a navigation menu on the left hand side. One
part for the Iridium SBD option settings and one option for the Internet settings. If the currently
selected instrument does not have the communication option enabled, the settings for the
respective option cannot be changed.

3.5.3.1 Iridium SBD
The Iridium SBD settings can be opened by clicking the Iridium logo. There are some general
settings, such as the IMEI number, the path where the processed e-mails are stored, the interval
at which the mailbox should be checked, and a button to force a mailbox check. For more
extensive information on these settings, see Section 5.1.2.

3.5.3.2 Internet
The Internet settings (both GSM Internet and Iridium Internet) can be opened by clicking the
Globe. Most settings are specific for the selected instrument’s internet connection, but the
Internet server port is an exception. It is the same for all instruments, as Waves5 is a server that
can handle multiple requests on one single port. Connecting and disconnecting the server will
do so for all connected devices. For more extensive information on these settings, see Section
5.2.
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3.5.4 Operational
An overview of spectral, statistic and performance parameters can be displayed in Waves5.
Furthermore, system message parameters from the buoy can be displayed. This overview
displays wave parameters in near real-time. Changes made to configuration of the Operational
view are saved to the configuration WA:FT file on shutdown and are loaded again on start-up.

3.5.4.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)
In the Displacements pane, a map with GPS positions is displayed. This map can be used to
track a buoy broken from its mooring, hence it is possible to only display the most recent GPS
positions. In this way, the map doesn’t become cluttered with old data. This can be configured
by typing an integer in the “Show last … positions” textbox.
A watch circle can be enabled by checking the checkbox above the GPS section of the
Operational settings. When the watch circle is enabled, the longitude and latitude (in
decimal degrees, decimal separator is a dot “.”) of the watch circle centre can be configured by
typing them in their respective textbox. If one is not sure of the exact location of the buoy, the
last correct received GPS position can be loaded into the textboxes by clicking the button “Set
last GPS position as centre”.
Lastly, a watch circle radius (in metres) can be configured. The watch circle radius should be
large enough to allow for effects such as current direction change and hence is dependent on the
circumstances at the location of deployment and mooring layout. Generally, it is advised to
configure a rather large watch circle radius to prevent false notifications to be sent out.

3.5.5 Message
Waves5 can be configured to send notifications whenever a GPS position is received which is
outside of a user-configured watch circle. The watch circle centre and radius are configured by
navigating to Settings > Watch circle. However, the method of communicating with the user
also has to be configured.
Currently, it is only possible to send an e-mail as notification means. To this extent, one should
have at hand both the e-mail address which is used to receive the messages and the settings for
an SMTP account to send the e-mail messages with. These two can be the same e-mail address.
If e-mail notifications are desired, they can be toggled on by using the checkbox “Enable watch
circle e-mail” in the Settings > Watch circle dialog. In the General settings pane, an email address to receive the notifications with has to be filled in. Furthermore, an outgoing mail
server (SMTP) has to be configured, as Waves5 does not include a mail server itself. (See
Section 4.1.1) In most occasions the e-mail address used to receive the e-mails with can also be
used to send the e-mails with. Please check with your e-mail provider.

3.5.6 NMEA messages
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
Waves5 can be configured to send NMEA messages to the network by using the UDP.
Navigating to Settings > NMEA allows the user to configure which NMEA messages should be
sent to the network by Waves5.
The NMEA messages will be sent to all network interfaces that are attached to the computer,
this includes Ethernet connections and Virtual Devices. In order to broadcast to all devices on
the network, the IP address 255.255.255.255 should be used, with any unused port. One can
also use a specific IP address to send UDP messages to a specific device in the network.
Whenever multiple instruments are sending data over UDP, use different ports.
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An exception for Waves5 in the firewall is necessary in order to send data through the network
interfaces. Waves5 will create this exception during installation. If the exception was not added
or removed after installing Waves5, Windows will prompt the user to add an exception once
Waves5 tries to send data to the network.
The displacement NMEA message (PDTW,WDS) is sent upon receiving the HXV vector. For the
WR-SG, two PDTW,WDS messages are sent per received HXV vector. The other messages are
sent when half-hourly files are written, i.e. on the whole hour xx:00 and the half hour xx:30. On
every update of the operational parameters, values of the spectral parameters computed by
Waves5 are sent to the network interfaces.
See Section 11.9 for information on the various NMEA messages.

Figure 3.8 - The NMEA Settings dialog. When the mouse is hovered over one of the message
types, a tooltip will be displayed containing information on the contents of the message.

3.6 Date and time settings
Having information about the exact behaviour of software which handles time-series of data is
very important. In this section the various timestamps used in Waves5 are described.

3.6.1 Receiving data
The HXV format does not include a timestamp in the message format. Hence, the computer
clock is used when receiving a HXV vector. The moment of receiving the vector is used to
timestamp the vector. This is also the case for received HVA displacements. The DMF
messages which come with the HVA packet channel do have a time stamp, which is used in
Waves5.

3.6.2 Using computer time
The computer time is used. Generally, if a Windows computer is connected to the internet it will
try to synchronize its clock to an online time server. However, when no connection to an online
time server can be made, there is no guarantee that the computer time is the correct time.
Batteries that keep the clock running while the computer is off can run out of charge if the
computer isn’t connected to a power supply for extended periods of time. Waves5 uses the
computer time as if it is the real-time and does not perform any viability checks on this time.
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3.6.3 Changing the computer time
By using the Windows configuration panel it is possible to change the computer’s date and time
settings. As the time settings are only loaded on the start-up of Waves5 to prevent issues with
overlapping data (i.e. when the clock is changed by putting it back in time), Waves5 has to be
restarted for these changes to take effect.

3.6.4 Changing the displayed time offset
Deviations from UTC time can be configured for a receiver by navigating to Settings >
General. Please note that configuring Waves5 to display, for example, UTC+2 does not
influence the names of the files which are created. The DateTime value in UTC+0 is always
used to generate the file names. This is denoted by the Z in the DateTime notation (Zulu time).
The used time zone is the local computer time by default. This can be toggled to a custom time
zone. All integer amount of hours from UTC-12 to UTC+12 are supported. By toggling the
“Use local time settings” radio button to “No”, the UTC offset dropdown box will be activated
which allows for selection of a UTC offset.
Once the time settings have been changed, Waves5 should be restarted in order for changes to
take effect. Waves5 will notify the user that they have changed the display time settings and tell
them they should restart the application.

3.7 Display data
3.7.1 Displacements
In the displacements plot, heave, north and west displacements are shown. The values of the
heave, north and west displacements are shown in centimetres on the vertical axis. The
horizontal axis displays the time in HH:mm:ss format at every major tick, which are present at
every 20th vector. There are 200 seconds of heave, north and west displacements displayed,
which for displacement values taken at 1.28 Hz means 256 displacements. For the WR-SG and
DWR4, which have a displacement value output of 2.56 Hz, this means 512 displacements.
For every measurement of displacements that is received and added to the right side of the
plotting area, a measurement is removed at the left side of the plotting area (the oldest
measurement). Hence, the plotting area displays the last 200 seconds of received measurements.

3.7.2 History
The history of spectral, statistical and performance parameters can be displayed by right
clicking on the corresponding parameter panel in the Operational view (see Section 3.8). A new
pane will be added to the layout and can be dragged around.
There are several options to customize the view. Firstly, the parameter to be customized has to
be selected from the dropdown menu. The line style (colour only) can be changed by using the
selection menu, which could be familiar if you use any of Microsoft’s Office products.
For the settings of the history plots, see Section 3.5.1. If a specific colour is desired for the plot,
it can be supplied in the textbox as ARGB hexadecimal string (e.g. #FFD99594). Furthermore,
the vertical label can be changed. The default vertical label is “Parameter name [unit]”. All
changes will be implemented immediately.
The history plots are scaled to fit on the vertical axis. They cannot be scaled manually in this
direction. On the horizontal (time) axis, the data can be zoomed using the mouse scroll wheel
(middle button) or by dragging the timeline bar ends apart (zoom out) or together (zoom in).
Furthermore, the start- and endpoint of the displayed data can be changed by dragging the
timeline bar left and right or clicking somewhere in the plot area and dragging to the appropriate
direction.
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3.8 Operational view
The Operational view which is included in Waves5 aims to facilitate the operational customer.
Real-time system, spectral, statistical, and performance parameters are displayed in panels
which can be given alarm colours that change by checking user configured thresholds. In this
manner one can quickly see if, for example, waves are too high to perform certain operational
activities. It can be opened by navigating to Window > Operational.

3.8.1 Refresh interval
As operational activities require data which is more frequently updated than data originating
from the spectrum calculations in the instrument (new spectral parameters are available once
every 30 minutes), the spectral parameters for the Operational view are computed by using the
same algorithm used in the instrument, but every 100 seconds (128 vectors at 1.28 Hz). As the
computation of a full spectrum requires 200 seconds (256 vectors at 1.28 Hz), some overlap
between spectra is to be expected. [1, p. 44] For IV-series instruments, this is already the case.
See Section 12 for more information.
Note: The amount of vectors received is independent of using a DWR-MkIII, which has a heave
sample rate of 1.28 Hz or a WR-SG or DWR4, which have a heave sample rate of 2.56 Hz. One
vector contains one heave sample in the case of the DWR-MkIII, but contains two heave
samples in the cases of the WR-SG and DWR4.
Whenever transmission of a HXV vector from the buoy to the receiver is unsuccessful, the
vector is marked with a status byte value larger than 0. For spectral computations, Waves5 waits
until it receives a complete set of 256 vectors without status byte value larger than 0 and uses
this set to compute the spectral parameters (see Section 12.4). This also applies to the DWR4,
where HVA vectors are marked by – for correctly received vectors, = for repaired vectors and !
for erroneous vectors.
After this computation, every 128 additional vectors without status byte value larger than 0 the
parameters are recomputed. Whenever a vector with a status byte value larger than 0 is received,
the counter is reset and Waves5 will try to collect 256 vectors without status byte larger than 0
again in order to compute a new set of spectral parameters.
For statistical parameters, it works slightly different. To determine the statistical parameters,
upcross wave statistics is used. (See Section 12.5) For this purpose all measurements are used,
whether or not they have a status byte value larger than 0. Thereafter, all waves are checked for
data containing any corrupted vectors and complete waves are rejected if they do so.
Finally, the performance parameters are updated as well. They are updated on every incoming
heave vector (Vector Success Rate, VSR) or on every computation of the statistical parameters
(Percentage of Measurements Used, PMU).
All parameters in the different panels display a timestamp which describes the time of the most
recent update of the parameter. If a parameter has not been updated for half an hour, it will
expire and will not be displayed.
The WR-SG has an additional decimating filtering step. Due to the delay introduced by this
decimation, the operational parameters computed by using data originating from a WR-SG will
require some more data than when using data originating from a DWR-MkIII. See Section 12.3
for more information.

3.8.2 Spectral parameters
Several spectral parameters can be displayed in the panes. They are computed by using the raw
heave, north and west displacements acquired by the connected receiver. For a single spectral
computation, 256 vectors are used. This results in a spectrum with a Power Spectral Density
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(PSD) value for a set of frequencies. Spectra can be averaged such that a more reliable value is
acquired. The time over which spectra are averaged needs to be short enough in order to
guarantee a stationary sea state, typically taken as 30 minutes. The available parameters are:
Hm0 (Significant Wave height), Dirp (Peak Direction), Sprp (Peak Directional Spread), T1
(Mean Period), Tc (Crest Period), TE (Energy Period), TI (Integral Period), Tp (Modal Period
or Peak Period), Tz (Zero-Crossing Period).
See Section 12.4 for more information.
The spectral parameters can be computed and displayed over the total spectrum, the sea part of
the spectrum and the swell part of the spectrum. See Section 12.7. The sea and swell parameters
are denoted by (Sea) and (Swell) in their description.
Due to the fact that the peak direction and peak directional spread are ill-defined when there is
insufficient energy in the waves (it is meaningless to say where the waves are coming from if
there are no waves), the peak direction and peak directional spread will not be displayed if the
energy of the peak is smaller than 10−4 m2 /Hz.

3.8.3 Statistical parameters
In the buoy, statistical parameters are determined by taking half an hour of heave measurements
(2304 vectors at 1.28 Hz) and conducting upcross wave analysis on this set of heave
measurements. Upcross wave statistics is described in Section 12.5. The available parameters
are:
Hmax (Maximum Wave height), THmax (Period at Maximum Wave height), PMU (Percentage
of Measurements Used)
On start-up, it is not desirable to wait until Waves5 has received half an hour of heave
measurements before displaying the first parameter values. Hence, the first time the wave
statistical parameters are computed coincides with the first time the spectrum is to be
determined in case of a set of vectors without errors, or 256 vectors.
If another set of 100 seconds (128 vectors at 1.28 Hz) has been acquired, it will be added to the
set of vectors used to compute upcross wave analysis on.
See Section 12.6 for more information.

3.8.4 Performance parameters
Both the RX-C and RX-D display a measure of quality of the received signal. This so called
Vector Success Rate (VSR) is computed by stating that any vector with a status byte value of 0 is
received correctly, and other vectors are not received correctly. The error-correcting algorithm
integrated in the receivers is not taken into account, as VSR is a measure of received signal
quality.
Furthermore, the percentage of measurements used in upcross wave statistics is computed. A
wave is completely (with all heave displacements in the wave) discarded if it contains any
erroneous measurements. This means that unless the first wave starts at the first measurement in
the set and the last wave ends at the last measurement in the set, there are always incomplete
waves in the set, and thus missing measurements. Thus, it is very likely that PMU is not 100 %,
even when reception conditions are good.
The available parameters are:
PMU (Percentage of Measurements Used), VSR (Vector Success Rate).
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3.8.5 System parameters
The buoy calculates and sends several system parameters in half-hour intervals. (See Table
9.1.5 and Table 9.1.6) These can be displayed in the Operational View. These include several
temperatures, battery status and location.
The available parameters are:
Hm0_System (Significant Wave height), Tz_System (Zero-Crossing Period), GPS (GPS
Status), Smax (Peak Power Spectral Density), TAir (Air Temperature), TSea (Sea Water
Temperature), BAT (Battery Status), Av, Ay, Ax (Respective Axis’ Accelerometer Offset), Lon
(GPS Longitude), Lat (GPS Latitude), Ori (Orientation of Buoy), Incli (Magnetic Inclination).

3.8.6 Water current parameters
If a IV-series instrument is equipped with the Acoustic Current Meter (ACM) option, there are
two additional parameters available:
CurrentSpeed and CurrentDirection.

3.8.7 DMF messages
The IV-series instruments take their data from the DMF messages. These messages contain
different parameters than the III-series instruments. Currently, only the parameters as supplied
by the III-series instruments are received from the DMF messages, with the addition of the
ACM current speed and direction.

3.8.8 Frequency selection
By using the frequency selection dialog, one can select the frequencies used for the calculations
of the sea and swell components of the spectral parameters. The dialog can be opened by using
the “Configure frequency separation” button in the toolbar.
Changing this setting will only affect the displayed operational parameters and NMEA
messages, but will not influence the logged files and thus will not change the data. By changing
this setting, a form of making a distinction between sea and swell can be made. See Section
12.7.

Figure 3.9 - The “Configure frequency separation” button in the toolbar.

Figure 3.10 - Selecting frequencies such that frequencies ranging from 0 to 0.17 Hz are used for
determining the swell operational spectral parameters.
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If the frequency selection is made such that the frequency set of either sea or swell does not
contain any of the (discrete) frequencies, no value for the respective parameter will be shown in
the operational widget.

3.8.9 Global Positioning System (GPS)
From the received HXV vectors, the system message can be extracted. See Section 9.1. The
system message contains information on the GPS position of the instrument. HVA vectors
contain the GPS position in several messages, e.g. 0xF80 and 0xFB0 (see Section 9.6.3.12 and
Section 9.6.3.16 respectively). The received GPS positions are depicted in a map on the right
side of the real-time displacements plot. A received GPS position is marked by a yellow dot
with a black stroke.
Furthermore, the watch circle is plotted at the configured position by a circle with a black
dashed stroke. Whenever a watch circle is configured (see Section 3.5.4.1), the background
alarm colours of the Operational view and values of the parameters will be displayed if the
instrument is within the watch circle. If the instrument is out of the watch circle, no alarm
colours and values are displayed. If no watch circle is configured, the alarm colours and values
will be displayed regardless of the received GPS positions.

3.8.10 Historical view
Every displayed parameter has its own historical view. It can be accessed by right-clicking the
pane which displays the parameter and selecting “Display history”. A new pane will be opened,
docked at the bottom of Waves5. Multiple instances of the same parameter can be opened. The
lay-out of the plot (such as colour and labels) can be configured in the operational settings
dialog, which is described in Section 3.5.4.

Figure 3.11 - The historical view of an operational parameter can be opened by right-clicking
the pane which displays the parameter and selecting “Display history”.

3.8.11 Adding panels
A panel can be added by navigating to the toolbar and clicking the “Add operational panel”
button.

Figure 3.12 - An operational panel can be added by using the "Add operational panel" button in
the toolbar.
A dialog window will open. The parameter which should be displayed can be selected by using
the dropdown menu. Furthermore, threshold values should be selected by having them as input
in the two textboxes. Three colours can be selected by using the colour pickers. Whenever the
panel has a value which is lower than the value of the first (left) textbox, the first (left) colour
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will be used as background colour for the panel. If the panel has a value which is in between the
values of the two textboxes, the second (middle) colour will be used as background colour for
the panel. Lastly, if the value of the panel is higher than the value of the second (right) textbox
the last (right) colour will be used as background colour for the panel.

Figure 3.13 - The "Add operational panel" dialog.
If one does not want to display the orange colour and only wants a green and red indication, the
two threshold values can be set to have the same value, or the same colour can be selected for
multiple sections.
For some parameters, a higher value indicates something good, for example the Vector Success
Rate, which is 100 % if reception conditions are perfect. In this case, the (default) colours
should be inverted. Green will be used for higher values of the parameter, orange for
intermediate values and red for lower values. Default is green for lower values, orange for
intermediate values and red for higher values.
In cases where it is does not make sense to speak of high and/or low values of a parameter, such
as direction, the threshold values should not be utilized and the background of the pane is
coloured white.

3.8.12 Editing panels
The settings of a panel can be changed by right-clicking the panel and selecting “Edit panel”
(see Figure 3.11). The position numeric up/down field allows the user to move the panel around
in the Operational pane. Panels are displayed in a grid from left to right, up to down, ordered by
their position value.

Figure 3.14 - The "Configure Panel" dialog allows users to edit the settings of an individual
operational panel.
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3.8.13 Deleting panels
A panel can be removed from the list of panels by right-clicking the panel and clicking “Delete
panel” (see Figure 3.11).

3.8.14 Displaying parameter name
By toggling the parameter name on, which can be done via the toolbar, the title of the displayed
parameter will be displayed in front of the value. It can also be toggled by navigating to
Settings > General and using the radio buttons to change the value of “Display parameter
name”.

Figure 3.15 - Displaying the parameter name in the operational panels can be toggled on and
off by using the "Toggle parameter name" button in the toolbar.

3.8.15 Changing font size
The font size of the text in the parameter panel can be changed by using the “Increase font size”
and “Decrease font size” buttons in the toolbar. The font size influences the size of the
parameter name, the parameter value and the unit.

Figure 3.16 - The font size used to display the values and parameter names of the operational
panels can be increased and decreased by using the "Increase font size" and "Decrease font
size" buttons in the toolbar.

3.9 Instrument messages
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
The DWR-MkIII, Wave Unit, and WR-SG instruments calculate spectral and system parameters
every half an hour. Among other parameters, these parameters are sent over the HF-link and can
be displayed by using the Instrument messages pane, which can be opened by navigating to
Window > Instrument messages.

3.9.1 Real-time receiver
Every half an hour, a spectrum file as well as a system file are composed by the instrument.
These two files can be displayed by expanding the menu on the left hand side and selecting
Spectrum or System respectively. The Spectrum item displays the parameters described in Table
9.1.2. These are the Power Spectral Density (PSD), direction in combination with directional
spread, Fourier coefficients 𝑚2 and 𝑛2 and finally the check factor. The System item displays
the parameters described in Table 9.1.5 and Table 9.1.6.
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Figure 3.17 - Selecting the Spectrum > Direction item to display the direction information
computed inside the instrument.
The spectral parameters are plotted against frequency. The location of the sea and swell
separation frequency (see Section 3.8.7) is shown in the plot as a vertical red line. The visibility
of this line can be toggled on and off by navigating to the Settings item in the menu on the left
hand side.

Figure 3.18 - The Power Spectral Density plotted against frequency as calculated by the
instrument. The sea and swell separation is plotted as a vertical red line.
The figures can be saved as PNG or BMP images by right clicking the plot to be saved and
selecting Save figure. A file dialog will open to select the location in which the figure should
be saved.
Note: The direction is transmitted as a number in the interval [−180,180) and hence the plot
contains a discontinuity at a value of 180 degrees (e.g. a direction of 185 degrees equals a
direction of -175 degrees). In order to prevent the plotted area to be cluttered with vertical lines
due to the modulo operation, an algorithm is used to determine the nearest neighbour. It is
inherently difficult to plot such a parameter on a non-cyclic chart.
The algorithm used takes the first direction value in the plot, which will always be in
[−180,180). Thereafter, it looks at the difference between this direction value and the next
direction value. The next direction value is determined by taking the closest value to the current
value of the next direction value, the next direction value plus 360 degrees or the next direction
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value minus 360 degrees. This method attempts to reverse the modulo operation based on the
assumption that the direction does not change too rigorously at neighbouring frequencies.

Figure 3.19 - The direction plotted against frequency as calculated by the instrument. The sea
and swell separation is not displayed.
In the direction figure, the solid line depicts the direction. The dashed lines are the direction
plus and minus the directional spread. The area in between these two lines is coloured to make
clear to which series the dashed lines belong. This is due to the fact that multiple series can be
displayed in this figure, where the values can jump from the one side to the other side, as
happens in Figure 3.19 for the lower frequency data on the left-hand side.

3.9.2 Telemetry receivers
In addition to the real-time communication option (HF), there are also communication options
available which communicate on a periodic basis with the shore. Currently, the following
telemetry communication options are supported by Waves5:
 Iridium SBD,
 Iridium Internet and GSM Internet.
The telemetry connections can be configured by using the Telemetry Settings pane (see
Section 3.5.3). Due to energy consumption and measurement interference considerations, the
instrument does not listen for incoming requests but will initialize connections on a periodic
basis. Hence, communicating with the instrument via Waves5 can include some delay.
The messages which have been received by the above mentioned communication options are
listed in a data grid. By default, the messages are sorted in time, where the newest messages are
on top. A different sorting method can be configured by clicking the column headers. Clicking a
message shows a summary of its contents.
The Datawell Message Format, of which messages are displayed in this list, is described in
Section 9.6.

3.10 Global Positioning System Table
Every incoming spectrum also provides information on the GPS position of the instrument. This
information is included in the system message. Thus, every half an hour the GPS position is
updated. These positions are displayed in a map next to the displacements in the Displacements
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pane. Furthermore, a table containing all received GPS positions can be opened by navigating to
Window > GPS position table.

Figure 3.20 - The GPS positions are shown in a table.
The GPS positions are saved to a .KML-file and a GPS.TXT-file. These two files are generated
for every month.

3.11 Service view
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
All data produced by the instrument is logged internally on a compact flash card. When
servicing an instrument, this compact flash card is backed up by the Datawell Service
Department. A quick check on the data is conducted and thereafter data is removed such that a
new measurement campaign can start. The Service pane will facilitate this functionality. It can
be opened by navigating to Window > Service in the menu bar.

Figure 3.21 - An overview of the service pane when a compact flash card is selected which
contains instrument data.
On the left hand side of the pane, a volume explorer can be found. It always contains the My
Computer node. In the volume explorer, the arrow in front of the volume can be clicked to show
all underlying drives. In Figure 3.21 a compact flash card is plugged in the G: slot. When a
change in connected drives is detected by Windows, the volume explorer is reloaded
automatically.
Note: The automatic detection of a change in volume event requires .NET Framework version
4.7 or higher to be installed on the system. Please visit
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download/dotnet-framework to find a version that is suitable. In
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Windows 10, a version of .NET Framework is kept up-to-date by keeping up with the Windows
Security updates. Waves5 on systems with versions of .NET Framework prior to version 4.7
will not refresh the volume list automatically on plugging in a device.
Furthermore, when using a card reader to connect the compact flash card to the computer, the
volume change event is not fired by certain types of card readers.
In these cases the refresh button in the right hand top corner can be used to refresh the volume
explorer manually. When selecting a volume in the volume explorer, some basic volume
information will be displayed on the bottom of the volume explorer, such as name, label,
filesystem and free space.

3.11.1 Valid compact flash card
Waves5 searches for the HISTORY.DOC file in the root of the selected volume. This file contains
all the logged messages the hatch cover electronics has produced. It is automatically created on
start-up of the buoy. Hence it is always present if the compact flash card has been used inside of
a buoy. Data on volumes which do not have the HISTORY.DOC file in their root directory are not
processed further. The message The selected volume is not a valid used data logger
card will be displayed. Selecting any file on the volume will automatically select the volume.
If the selected volume is a compact flash card which has been used to log data to, the .SDT-files
on the logger are decoded and the system messages will be loaded into Waves5. Only the file
which has date January 1970 is not used to display. This file is created using data acquired when
the correct time wasn’t set by GPS information. Decoding the system messages can take quite a
while. A progress bar is displayed on the screen while the system messages are decoded.

3.11.2 Handling compact flash card
Because making a back-up of the valuable data acquired during a measurement campaign is one
of the prime focuses of this part of Waves5, a folder selector with a back-up button is presented
in the left hand top corner. A folder to use to save the back-up can be selected by pressing the
[…] button. In this folder, Waves5 will create a folder called Datalogger_i, where i is the first
integer that is not yet used in the selected folder. All data from the selected compact flash card
will be copied to this directory. The user can thereafter move the data to their own archiving
system and rename the folder to a more suitable name. The default directory to save the backups in is the %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Backup directory.

Figure 3.22 - The Compact flash card section allows the user to create a back-up of the
compact flash card in a given directory and format the compact flash card.
The compact flash card should be of a specific filesystem, FAT or FAT16, to use in the instrument
(see [1] and Section 7.5). If the user has sufficient permissions on the computer used to run
Waves5, the application can aid in formatting the compact flash card to the correct filesystem.
Waves5 should be run using elevated permissions. To do so, close Waves5 and right-click the
application, select “Run as administrator”. If the format button is pressed while Waves5 does
not have elevated permissions, an alert is shown and the volume will not be formatted.
Formatting the card in the correct manner can be done by selecting the used compact flash card
and pressing the Format button, found underneath the Back-up button. Note: In this process, all
data present on the compact flash card will be lost.
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If the connected compact flash card is not a used compact flash card, formatting can be done by
right clicking the volume or any file on the volume in the volume explorer. After a confirmation
of the user, the volume will be formatted. Waves5 has a built-in security feature which does not
allow the C: volume and/or volume in which the operating system is installed to be formatted.

Figure 3.23 - Right-clicking on a volume or one of its files shows the format option of a volume.

3.11.3 Campaign overview
On loading a valid compact flash card, the HISTORY.DOC file is displayed in a text viewer. This
allows the user to scan through the logged messages produced by the instrument during the
measurement campaign and check for anomalies. The text viewer cannot be used to edit the
HISTORY.DOC file.
As mentioned above, several parameters are acquired from the .SDT-files on the selected
compact flash card. It can take some time to decode the messages from the compact flash card.
A progress bar will be shown during the decoding of the files on the compact flash card. When
Waves5 is ready decoding the data, it will display several figures over the measurement
campaign:





Significant wave height
Distance to reference position and GPS status
Accelerometer offsets
Sea water temperature and reference temperature (CAT4 temperature if CAT4 is installed)

When a compact flash card is inserted which only contains data originating from a GPS based
buoy, the accelerometer offset figure is not displayed. Because in this case, the three
accelerometer offsets will be zero for all measurements.
Hovering over any of the figures will make the system message corresponding to the hovered
position show up in the Selected measurement section of the data logger manager. Doubleclicking any of the figures while hovering over a particular data point will lock the selected
measurement. The locked, selected measurement will be highlighted by a red, dashed line.
Furthermore, a lock icon will appear in the title bar of the Selected measurement section to
indicate that the measurement is selected and locked. Double-clicking any of the figures again
will unlock the selected measurement again.
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Figure 3.24 - The accelerometer offsets and temperatures originating from a compact flash
card.
The horizontal scale of the figures can be adjusted by using the mouse scroll wheel. If the
horizontal axis is adjusted such that the full range of data points cannot be displayed in the
figure, the figure can be panned horizontally by clicking anywhere in the figure and dragging
the mouse. The vertical scale will automatically adjust according to the maximum and minimum
values which are in display range.
As there are multiple figures displayed in this part of the data logger manager, a scrollbar is
added to the right hand side if the screen is not high enough to facilitate space for all plots. The
mouse scroll wheel is disabled for scrolling through the different figures, as that functionality
has been used to scale the horizontal axis of the plots. Therefore, to display the different figures
the scrollbar should be dragged or the arrows on the top and bottom should be used.

3.11.4 Configuring reference position
The reference position can be set by using the Buoy position section of the data logger
manager. A longitude and latitude can be configured manually, or a system message can be
selected as described above, after which the Set selected measurement as reference
position button can be pressed to use the selected measurement’s GPS position. The figure
which displays the distance to the reference position is automatically updated when the
longitude and/or latitude are changed and the textbox goes out of focus.

Figure 3.25 - The reference position which is used to calculate the distance to the buoy position
to can be configured by using the Buoy position section.

3.12 Converting data logger files
To allow for conversion of .SDT-, .RDT- and .BVA-files that originate from the data logger into
a CSV format file such as the .HIW-, .HIS- and .CSV-files, a converter is available in Waves5.
It can be found by navigating to File > Convert. The input (left hand side box) and output
(two boxes on the right hand side) are depicted below. The required input for a desired output
are coloured in the same way. .RDT-files can result in the WA:FT, RAW-, WVS- and HIW
formats, whereas .SDT-files can result in the WA:FT, SPT-, HIS- and GPS.TXT formats. A
quick-start guide can be found in Section 7.3.
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Figure 3.26 - Data format decoding overview

Note: the processing of files from the data logger includes loading the data in the RAM of the
computer that is being used. The speed of conversion is dependent on available computing
resources.

3.12.1 Input data
The converter allows three types of input. These are the binary file formats described in
Section 9: .SDT and .RDT for III-series instruments and the binary file format .BVA for IVseries instruments. Individual files can be loaded into the program, as well as complete
directories containing multiple of these file formats.
The file names should be of the form
 SMM-yyyy.sdt
o MM: month of the year (e.g.: 04  April)
o yyyy: year
 ddMMyABC.rdt
o dd: day of the month
o MM: month of the year (e.g.: 04  April)
o y: last digit of the year (e.g.: 0  2020)
o ABC: three characters representing the maximum heave value in a record
 yyyyMMdd.bva
o yyyy: year
o MM: month of the year (e.g.: 04  April)
o dd: day of the month
.SDT-, .RDT- and .BVA-files originating from the data logger will automatically follow this file
naming convention.
If the “Add file” button is pressed, the user will be asked to select the full path of a single .RDT, .SDT- or .BVA-file. Multiple files can be selected by holding the SHIFT or CTRL key during
selection. Furthermore, it is possible to select an entire directory by clicking the “Add folder”
button. The folder can contain multiple .RDT- and/or .SDT-files.
Contrary to in .RDT- and .SDT-files, it can be the case that in .BVA-files a DMF message is
split into two files. In this case, it may be desirable to combine the two parts of the message
from the two files. The user can chain two subsequent files by pressing the chain icon.
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If the user selects to add .BVA-files from the “Add folder” option, files following the file
convention mentioned above will be automatically linked to subsequent files by their file name.
Adding multiple files by using the “Add file” option will not automatically link the files.
If one wants to remove a file from the list of selected files, Delete can be used.

Figure 3.27. The input part of the Data Converter pane. Three .BVA-files have been added of
which the first two are linked to eachother.

3.12.2 Output files
By default the files converter produces will be stored in the %APPDATA% folder on your computer.
This directory is a hidden directory used to store data and settings of different
applications: %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output is used by Waves5. The files can be found
by typing this exact path in a file explorer (e.g. Windows File Explorer).
It is also possible to set another directory to save the output in. The converter wizard will
prompt the user for a directory to save the files in. If the directory does not exist, the converter
will try to create the directory. If the user wishes to use the default directory described above,
they should leave the textbox empty.
Waves5 has the ability to create the following file formats: RAW, SPT, HIS, GPS.TXT, WVS,
HIW, CSV and WA:FT. These file formats are described in Section 11. It is also possible to
select multiple file formats to have as an output.
Furthermore, the user can select to have all files as output by selecting the “All types”
checkbox.
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Figure 3.28. The output part of the Data Converter pane. In this case, the only output that has
been selected are .CSV-files. The start button can be found beneath the output part.

3.12.3 Completion
The process can be started by clicking the “Start” button. Feedback will be provided through the
text area on the right hand side of the pane.

3.12.4 Troubleshooting
The converter has three types of messages. The messages are prefixed by [ERROR], [WARNING]
or [INFO]. Errors are fatal. If they occur, the program fails to execute. If an error is encountered,
most likely the input data is invalid and not as described in earlier sections.
A warning is not fatal. It might be the case that the start of a message has been encountered in
the file, but after the header-checksum has been computed it does not match the checksum in the
data. In this case, a false header has been detected. In this case, the data bytes accidentally
coincide with the starting bytes of a message. Checksum computation however allows the
converter to filter out such a case.
An info message gives information about what the converter is doing. For example, it informs
the user of the directory that is being used to save the data to.

3.12.4.1 Limitations
The III-series instruments produce a TMP.RDT-file which most likely contains incomplete data. If
the whole directory from a III-series data logger is selected, the TMP.RDT-file will not be
processed automatically. It has to be either selected as a single file (not as one of the files in a
directory) or renamed. In this way, the user shows that they are aware of the fact that this file
might be incomplete.

3.13 Notifications
Waves5 produces notifications in the right hand side bottom corner which appear on top of all
other applications used on the computer. Waves5 only sends out a notification if the operator
has to perform a certain action. Multiple different types of notifications can be displayed. They
contain the message and a little bit of information about the cause of the notification.
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A notification will be displayed when:
 the instrument reports a GPS position outside of its watch circle. If an e-mail address has
been configured, the e-mail address which received an e-mail will be displayed.
 the first time after an instrument reports a GPS position inside of its watch circle after it has
reported a GPS position outside of its watch circle. The instrument has returned to its
watch circle. There is no action required.
 the connection PC-receiver has been interrupted, or if receiving a new message from the
receiver takes unexpectedly long.
Notifications can be closed by clicking the cross in the right hand side top corner.

Figure 3.29 - A notification which notifies the user of the serial connection being interrupted.
A maximum of five notifications will be opened at a time. If a sixth notification is about to be
opened, the oldest notification is closed. In this case, the user’s screen does not get cluttered
with old notifications.

3.14 Error logging
Any errors and warnings that occur during the running of Waves5 are logged for debug
purposes. The files are created for every new month. They contain information on the errors and
warnings that occurred in a single month. The files can be found in
the %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Logs directory. The (monthly) files are named
log_yyyyMM.log. Here, yyyy is the year and MM is the month. Please include the relevant files in
an e-mail to the Datawell Service Department if you experience any difficulties using Waves5.
Please see Section 13 for our contact information.
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4 Mail accounts
Several functions of Waves5 make use of e-mail accounts. To this extent, Waves5 includes a
database which keeps track of all the different e-mail accounts. The database makes it possible
to use one e-mail account for multiple purposes, without repeatedly having to supply the
credentials for every function.

4.1 Mail account settings view
The Mail Account Settings pane can be opened by navigating to Settings > Mail accounts.
The screen is divided in to two sections. On the left hand side, an overview of all the configured
mail accounts can be found. On the right hand side, mail accounts can be added.

4.1.1 Adding a mail account
To add a mail account, navigate to Settings > Mail accounts via the menu bar. The Mail
Account Settings pane will open. On the left hand side, an overview of configured mail
accounts can be found. On the right hand side, a type of mail account (POP3/IMAP/SMTP) can
be selected. The following properties of a mail account are necessary for Waves5 to connect to
the mail server:







Server address (string)
Server port (integer)
Username (string)
Password (string)
Require the use of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) (boolean)
Use authentication (boolean)

After filling in the required properties, add the mail account by clicking the Add button. The
mail account can now be used to, for example, configure a connection to an instrument with the
Iridium SBD option. For receiving messages from the instrument, a POP3, IMAP or OAUTH
2.0 account should be added. For sending messages to the instrument, a SMTP or OAUTH 2.0
account should be added.

Added accounts can be used for multiple receiver connections. Multiple instruments can be
configured to send e-mails to one e-mail address. For Iridium SBD, the different instruments
will be distinguished by their (unique) IMEI number.
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4.1.1.1 Signing in with App Passwords (Google Mail)
This is an excerpt from https://support.google.com/mail/answer/185833?hl=en. The actual
internet page might be more up-to-date.
Google in general does not allow users to delegate access to Google’s services to applications
out-of-the-box. In order to allow an application access to the e-mail of a user, an app password
should be created, such that the application does not have to handle the user’s password. An
App Password is a 16-digit passcode that gives a less secure app or device permission to access
your Google Account. App Passwords can only be used with accounts that have 2-Step
Verification turned on.
Create & use App Passwords
If you use 2-Step-Verification and get a "password incorrect" error when you sign in, you can
try to use an App Password.
 Go to your Google Account.
 Select Security.
 Under "Signing in to Google," select App Passwords. You may need to sign in. If you
don’t have this option, it might be because:
o 2-Step Verification is not set up for your account.
o 2-Step Verification is only set up for security keys.
o Your account is through work, school, or other organization.
o You turned on Advanced Protection.
 At the bottom, choose Select app and choose the app you using and then Select
device and choose the device you’re using and then Generate.
 Follow the instructions to enter the App Password. The App Password is the 16character code in the yellow bar on your device.
 Tap Done.
Tip: Most of the time, you’ll only have to enter an App Password once per app or device, so
don’t worry about memorizing it.
The combination of Google Account username and App Password can now be used in software
such as Waves5 to send and receive e-mails with.

4.1.1.2 Using a shared Microsoft Exchange mailbox
For receiving e-mail, it can be desirable that a shared Microsoft Exchange mailbox is used. A
shared mailbox is a virtual mailbox which does not have its own login credentials, but can be
accessed by other (primary) Exchange accounts. For example, if the primary e-mail address
data@datawell.nl has access to the shared mailbox sbd@datawell.nl, the latter can be used to
send e-mails to.
In order to use a shared mailbox in Waves5, one should use the credentials of the primary email account which has access to the shared mailbox. The e-mail account username should be
suffixed by a backslash and the name of the shared mailbox. In the example given above, the email account username should be data@datawell.nl\sbd and the password which should be used
is that of data@datawell.nl.
Note: If using modern authentication to authenticate, please see Section 4.1.3.1.
Note: In general, shared mailboxes are not able to send messages with. Please contact your IT
department to enable this feature if desired.
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4.1.2 Mail account overview
The left hand side of the Mail account settings pane displays all the mail accounts that have
been added to Waves5. It is a list of mail account type (POP3/IMAP/SMTP/OAUTH 2.0) and email address. Furthermore, every entry can be removed from Waves5’s settings by clicking the
garbage can.
Selecting a mail account reveals more information about the mail account, such as the provider
server and port. Furthermore, the unique identifier is displayed. This unique identifier is used to
link communication options to the mail account. It is shown merely for convenience, the user
cannot change this.
Note: It is not possible to view or change the password for an e-mail account due to security
considerations. If the user wishes to change the password of an e-mail account, the old e-mail
account settings should be removed and the new e-mail account settings should be added.

4.1.3 Modern authentication / OAuth 2.0
In addition to the basic authentication using a combination of username and password, a more
secure authentication method is being introduced by several e-mail providers, such as
Microsoft. Waves5 supports the OAuth 2.0 authorization flow for Microsoft accounts. Any
account in a Microsoft organization or personal Microsoft account can be used to log in.
Modern authentication allows the user to use the e-mail services provided by Microsoft without
Waves5 knowing their credentials. When the user adds an e-mail account using modern
authentication, they are redirected to a Microsoft login page, which handles the logging in. If
the account is extra secure and requires Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) this is also
supported by Microsoft. A key which is used to identify the user is sent to Waves5 and will be
used to identify itself with the Microsoft e-mail service.
To add an account using modern authentication, the user should follow the directions given in
Section 4.1.1 and select OAuth 2.0. Upon clicking the Sign in using a Microsoft accountbutton the user’s default browser will open with the Microsoft login screen which is used for all
web-based Microsoft solutions. After logging in with Microsoft, the user will be asked to grant
Waves5 permission to access their data (read and send e-mail).

Figure 4.1 – The consent screen which will grant access to the user’s e-mail service.
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Note that Datawell is a verified Microsoft Partner within the Microsoft Partner Network (MPN).
The trust relation between Datawell and Microsoft can be verified by the blue checkmark. More
information about the verification can be accessed by clicking the blue text.
The following scopes are asked consent for:
 email
 offline_access
 https://outlook.office.com/IMAP.AccessAsUser.All
 https://outlook.office.com/POP.AccessAsUser.All
 https://outlook.office.com/SMTP.Send
If the administrator of the Microsoft organisation which the account is part of has set an
expiration time on the validity of the consent, Waves5 will automatically ask for consent after
the consent expires. It is advised not to let the consent expire. Whenever an e-mail address is
used for retrieving Iridium SBD messages there will be no data lost in such a case. The next
time Waves5 checks the mailbox, all “missed” messages will be retrieved in one go, as if they
were retrieved one by one.

4.1.3.1 Using a shared Microsoft Exchange mailbox
As described in Section 4.1.1.2, a shared mailbox can be used to receive e-mails with. In order
to do so using modern authentication, the user should select the Shared mailbox checkbox
while adding an account. Thereafter, the shared mailbox’s name should be entered in the
Mailbox name input field.
For example, if the primary e-mail address data@datawell.nl has access to the shared mailbox
sbd@datawell.nl, the latter can be used to send e-mails to. The user should use
data@datawell.nl to sign in with at Microsoft and check the Shared mailbox checkbox while
adding the e-mail account in Waves5. In the Mailbox name input field, the user should put sbd.
Note: If using regular authentication to authenticate, please see Section 4.1.1.2.
Note: In general, shared mailboxes are not able to send messages with. Please contact your IT
department to enable this feature if desired.

4.2 Uses of mail accounts
An e-mail account can be used for the following functions of Waves5:
 Sending an e-mail when the instrument reports a position which is out of its configured
watch circle, see Section 3.5.5.
 Receiving messages from and sending messages to an instrument which has the Iridium
SBD option enabled, see Section 5.1.
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5 Telemetry
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
In addition to the real-time receiving functionality of the Datawell instruments, several
telemetry options are available for receiving data from an instrument in near real-time. This
section describes how Waves5 can be used to communicate with an instrument.

5.1 Iridium Short Burst Data
Iridium Short Burst Data (SBD) is a telemetry option which makes the instrument able to send
data periodically to an e-mail address via the Iridium satellite network. Iridium SBD
communicates data via short messages, much the same as GSM text messages (SMS). Messages
originating from the Iridium SBD modem are limited to 340 bytes and messages terminating at
the modem are limited to 270 bytes.
In order to configure a connection between Waves5 and an instrument equipped with the
Iridium SBD option, the following elements are required:
 The IMEI number of the SIM-card used in the instrument.
 Access to an e-mail account to send and receive e-mails, the receiving e-mail address has to
be configured with the Iridium service provider.
The e-mail account has to be configured to use either POP3 or IMAP to receive e-mails and
SMTP to send e-mails. If the e-mail account requires Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) via for
example OAuth 2.0, an application password should be retrieved via the e-mail account
provider. Modern authentication provided within Microsoft’s authentication server is provided
by Waves5. See Section 4.1.3 for more information.
As mentioned earlier, to receive messages from an instrument which is equipped with the
Iridium SBD option, an e-mail account is needed. The first step in configuring a connection
with Iridium SBD is configuring an e-mail account in Waves5. It is recommended to use a
dedicated e-mail account for Waves5. More information on adding e-mail accounts can be
found in Section 4.1.1.

5.1.1 Adding an Iridium SBD connection
Select the instrument which has the Iridium SBD option. This can be done by selecting the
instrument in the left-hand side menu. Thereafter, navigate to Instrument > Add receiver
connection. The Add Receiver Connection Wizard will open. Select the Iridium SBD receiver
type and press Next. The IMEI number of the used SIM-card is required to distinguish different
instruments, it can be used in the filters described in Section 5.1.2.
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Select the incoming (POP3, IMAP or OAUTH) account and the outgoing (SMTP or OAUTH)
account which have been configured as described in Section 4.1.1. The folder which is used to
store all the data in (e.g. the raw e-mail .EML-files and the compressed spectra) can be selected
on the next page. If left like it is, the default location will be used, which
is %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output. After clicking Next again and Finish, the new Iridium
SBD connection will be added to the instrument.
Note: when using a POP3 e-mail account, only one instrument can be connected to a single email account as a POP3 client empties the complete inbox. However, all messages will be stored
in a back-up location, whether or not they can be processed by Waves5.

5.1.2 Iridium SBD settings
The Iridium SBD settings pane can be opened by navigating to Settings > Telemetry and
selecting Iridium SBD from the left-hand side menu.

Six panels will be displayed in the Iridium SBD Settings pane. Firstly, the General settings,
it displays the IMEI number, file save path and collection interval. The collection interval can
be changed by using the slider. Any integer amount of minutes ranging from 1 to 60 minutes
can be selected to check for new e-mails. It defaults to 30 minutes. By pressing the Check now
button, an e-mail check will be forced and the next scheduled check will be recalculated.
Furthermore, a progress bar is shown, which shows an indication of the elapsed time since the
last e-mail check.

In the Incoming e-mail account and Outgoing e-mail account panels, the two e-mail
accounts can be selected which should be used for sending and receiving e-mails from and to
the instrument. All of the e-mail accounts configured in the Mail Account Settings pane can
be selected in these two drop-down menus. See Section 4 for more information.
In addition to that, two filter panes can be found in the bottom row of panes. E-mails can be
filtered by the sender (do not process all e-mail which do not originate from this e-mail address)
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and by subject. Furthermore, the two characters %i can be used to insert the IMEI number which
has been configured in the General settings pane above.
The contents of the Iridium SBD e-mail message contain some information, such as the message
date and time, a rough estimate of the instrument’s position and its uncertainty. Please note that
this estimated position is not as accurate as the GPS position provided by the instrument.
The message date and time can be retrieved from the contents of the e-mail message. It requires
three different parameters, which have been set to default values as used by Iridium SBD. If the
Iridium SBD service ever decides to change the format, these can be flexibly changed.
First, the prefix and suffix (the two strings wrapping the date and time) should be entered. In the
example above, these are Time of Session (UTC): and Session Status:. The format of the
date and time is used to parse the date and time. An example of a well formatted string for the
format ddd MMM dd HH:mm:ss yyyy is Sun Dec 30 23:32:28 2018.
The actual data of the Iridium SBD messages are contained within a file in the attachment of the
e-mail message.
In order to send Iridium SBD messages to the instrument, such as the intervals at which the
different receivable messages should be sent, the receiving e-mail address of the Iridium SBD
service provider has to be configured. This e-mail address will be used to send an e-mail to the
instrument (with IMEI number as specified, %i can be used here as well as a substitute for the
instrument’s IMEI number). By default, the two characters %i are used as message subject.
Furthermore, a CC and BCC can be configured for the sent e-mails. This makes it possible to
monitor the messages sent to the instrument.
The last pane displays the intervals at which the various messages are sent by the instrument.
They can be requested from the instrument by clicking the Request settings from
instrument button. The next time the instrument checks the Iridium SBD mailbox, the settings
will be sent to Waves5 and displayed in the drop-down list. Furthermore, the intervals can be
configured by selecting a value in the drop-down list and clicking the Send settings to
instrument button
Note: the e-mail addresses which data are sent to do not have to be added to the mail account list
as described in Section 4.1.1. These addresses are merely receiving the e-mails sent by Waves5.

5.1.3 Sending data
As mentioned above, Iridium SBD is a two-way communication option, which that means that
in addition to receiving messages, messages can also be sent to the instrument. In the case of
Iridium SBD, the intervals at which different DMF messages are sent can be requested and
configured. See Section 9.6.3.2 for more information.

5.1.4 Received data
Data acquired by the Iridium SBD will be stored in the WA:FT. For a description of the way
DMF messages are stored in the WA:FT, see Section 10.4.5. Iridium SBD messages in the
WA:FT will be stored in the %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output/instrumentname/yyyy/MM/
directory, where instrumentname is replaced with the instrument’s name and yyyy and MM with
the year and month of the Iridium SBD message respectively.
It can be the case that due to other communication options installed on the instrument, a
WA:FT-file with the same name is already present. In this case, an underscore with an index is
appended to the filename to create a unique filename.
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5.1.4.1 Example Iridium SBD e-mail
An example of an Iridium SBD e-mail is shown below. Data sent by the instrument is included
in the attachment (data.sbd). An example of the decoding of the data in the .sbd-file can be
found in Section 9.6.
From:
To:
Subject:
Attachment:

sbdservice@sbd.iridium.com
sbd@datawell.nl
SBD Msg From Unit: 012345678901234
012345678901234_12345.sbd

Text:

MOMSN: 12345
MTMSN: 0
Time of Session (UTC): Tue Jan 01 00:00:00 2021 Session
Status: 00 - Transfer OK Message size (bytes): 123
Unit Location: Lat = 52.355168 Long = 4.583283 CEPradius = 3

Attachment file:
...

5.1.4.2 Backup of e-mails
Every e-mail which is processed by Waves5 will be saved in the directory specified by the user
to use to save files, or the default
directory %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output/Emails/yyyy/MM. On the one hand, if an
incoming mail account of the IMAP type is used, only the e-mails which are processed by
Waves5 are backed up, they are also marked as “seen” on the e-mail server. On the other hand,
when e-mails are received by an incoming mail account of the POP3 type, all incoming mails
are lost if they are not correctly stored. Hence, all incoming mail is backed up in this case, such
that it can still be accessed by Waves5 and other e-mail programs.
E-mails are saved as yyyyMMddTHHmmssZ_subject.eml in said directory, where subject is
replaced by the e-mail’s subject, of which all non-file-path-safe characters have been removed
(such as backslash et cetera) and the used date-time is the date-time the e-mail server received
the e-mail. However, the used date-time for the collected data is the time of session (UTC),
which is not necessarily the same as the time the e-mail arrived. The time of session can be
found in the e-mail contents (see above).

5.2 GSM and Iridium Internet
The Datawell internet communication mode allows any GSM (or Iridium) equipped instrument
to transmit data over the internet directly to a computer. This mode of communication is the
default mode for Iridium and an alternative mode for GSM. The Datawell internet
communication mode makes use of the fact that a GSM or Iridium satellite modem can be used
to “dial in” to the internet.
To be able to do this, the instrument’s firmware supports all the necessary internet protocols like
PPP and TCP/IP. Once connected to the internet, the buoy can send its data directly to a
computer running Waves5. This works as follows; each time the instrument wants to transmit
new data, the instrument will set up an internet connection through an internet service provider
(ISP).
Once connected to the internet, the instrument will connect directly to Waves5. Now that the
instrument and Waves5 are connected through the internet, Waves5 will send commands to the
instrument. These commands instruct the instrument to send data or to change certain settings.
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This is called a “session”. To save power and costs, a session is only set up by the instrument at
programmable transmission intervals.
Each session is kept as short as possible (typically around 60 seconds for Iridium and 30
seconds for GSM to set up a connection and download spectral data). The modem is switched
off during the rest of the time to keep the power consumption as low as possible. The
transmission interval is programmable from 0.5 to 24 hours in steps of half an hour. This gives a
range of 1 to 48 sessions per day.
To make a session function correctly, both the instrument itself and Waves5 need to be
configured:
 The instrument needs configuration that tells what internet service provider to use (APN
settings, password etc.) and where to find Waves5 (internet address of the computer where
Waves5 is installed).
 Waves5 needs configuration that tells what commands to send to the instrument.
For more information on the former, please refer to [1]. This section describes how to set up the
latter for proper communication.

Figure 5.1 - The Internet settings pane. It is subdivided in four sections.

5.2.1 Internet server
In the communication between instrument and Waves5, the instrument takes initiative for a
connection. The interval at which the instrument tries to connect to the remote host can be
configured by either connecting the hatch cover to a PC, using the console (which should be
done when configuring the instrument the first time) or by using Waves5 to send a new
configuration. Configuring the instrument via the console for TCP/IP connections using the
Internet option is described in [1].
As the instrument takes initiative for a connection, Waves5 acts as a server, listening to
incoming connections on a certain port. This port has to be opened in the network’s firewall.
Please contact your system administrator for further assistance.
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5.2.2 Adding an Internet connection
In order to add an Internet connection, the listening server should be configured first. The
configuration of the Internet server should match the configuration in the instrument of which
data is to be received. The Internet server can be configured after adding an Internet connection
to any of the configured instruments.
Select an instrument and navigate to Instrument > Add receiver connection to add an
Internet connection. Click Next and select Internet. Enter the Identification string as
configured in the instrument, see [1], and click Next again. Select the folder to use to save data
in and click Finish.

5.2.3 Setting the transmission interval
Waves5 sends commands to the instrument each session which instruct the instrument to
perform an action, send data or to change certain settings. Waves5 allows for data of all types
and sizes to be downloaded just by adding to the command list. The configuration of Waves5
can therefore be optimized for either low calling costs or low data delay.
To clarify this; each “session” has a relatively large connection setup overhead associated with
it. It is therefore most cost-effective to do as few sessions per day as possible. For example, one
could download 12 compressed spectra each session and do 4 session per day (interval is 12).
Therefore, a download “strategy” that is tailored to the specific requirements (low cost or low
delay) must be chosen before setting up Waves5.

5.2.4 Sequence of events
Whenever a new connection request comes in to Waves5, it accepts the connection. It is
currently not possible to know in advance from which IP address a connection is made by the
instrument, hence connection requests from any incoming IP address are accepted by Waves5.
After making a TCP/IP connection to the instrument, three commands are sent to the instrument
such that Waves5 knows what the settings of the instrument are:
 rbyid: gets the instrument’s identification string, such that Waves5 knows which
instrument is requesting a TCP/IP session.
 rtspc: gets the time of the last calculated spectrum.
 ritxi: gets the interval at which the instrument makes a connection.
The instrument will respond with the instrument’s identification string. Waves5 will look for
instruments which have the Internet option configured and an identification string equal to the
received identification string. Waves5 will use the response to the rtspc command to set the
time of the last spectrum. The completion time of all the registers such as cs00, cs01, … , cs11
are relative to this time. For more information, see Section 5.3.4.
The response to the ritxi command, which is the interval at which the instrument makes a
connection to Waves5, is used in the case that the option to automatically calculate which
spectrums are new is enabled. Using the transmission interval, Waves5 can calculate which
compressed spectra have been added since the last time it made a connection.
For example, if the transmission interval is set to the value 2, there are two new spectra every
time a connection is initiated. Please note that only the last 6 hours of compressed spectra are
saved in the internal registers, so any value larger than or equal to 12 will only retrieve the last
12 compressed spectra.
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5.2.5 Multiple connections
It is possible for Waves5 to simultaneously handle multiple connections at once. Data will be
processed for the appropriate instrument. If Waves5 is communicating with an instrument and
gathering a large file from its data logger, it could be the case that during this session, another
instrument connects to Waves5. This does not hinder the already present connection and
Waves5 will properly handle the new incoming connection.

5.2.6 Logging events
The internet server has its own logging file, separate from the regular Waves5 logging file. It
does not only log the errors that occur, but also shows successful connections from instruments
and the communication between Waves5 and said instrument. The logging file can be found in
the directory %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Logs/InternetServer. An example of the internet
server logging file is found in Listing 5.2.1. In this case, an instrument connects and is identified
as being Datawell HLM.
If problems occur concerning Waves5 and one of the Internet communication options, please
include the relevant files in this directory with your message to the Datawell Service
Department.
Listing 5.2.1 - An example Internet server log file. The Internet server is started and thereafter
an instrument makes a connection to Waves5. Messages are exchanged and the connection is
closed.
2021-08-17 14:40:34.692 +02:00 [INF]
2021-08-17 14:40:34.765 +02:00 [INF]
1168).
2021-08-17 14:46:42.048 +02:00 [INF]
62.133.102.94:29304.
2021-08-17 14:46:42.049 +02:00 [INF]
2021-08-17 14:46:42.699 +02:00 [INF]
62.133.102.94:29304.
2021-08-17 14:46:42.705 +02:00 [INF]
(62.133.102.94:29304): Datawell HLM.
2021-08-17 14:46:42.709 +02:00 [INF]
2021-08-17 14:46:43.900 +02:00 [INF]
62.133.102.94:29304.
2021-08-17 14:46:43.900 +02:00 [INF]
Datawell HLM (62.133.102.94:29304).

Initializing Internet Server on port 1168.
Starting Internet Server listening (port
Incoming connection from
Sending message to 62.133.102.94:29304.
Received a message from
Instrument connected to Internet Server
Sending message to 62.133.102.94:29304.
Received a message from
Closed the connection to instrument

5.2.7 Received data
Data acquired by the Internet server will be stored in the WA:FT. For a description of the way
DMF messages are stored in the WA:FT, see Section 10.4.5. All data will be timestamped in
UTC, regardless of the local computer time zone setting. Internet messages in the WA:FT will
be stored in the %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output/instrumentname/yyyy/MM/ directory,
where instrumentname is replaced with the instrument’s name and yyyy and MM with the year
and month respectively.
Received messages will be processed and displayed in the proper location. Received GPS
positions are displayed in the map and GPS Positions pane. Other messages, such as the full
and compressed spectra, are displayed in the Instrument messages pane at the Spectrum
message and Telemetry messages respectively.

5.2.8 Getting a file from the data logger
It is possible to receive files from the data logger by using Waves5. This is possible by using a
sequence of commands described in Section 5.3, an example is given in Section 5.3.5.2. If the
file name and file size are known, one can download complete files. For example, raw
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displacement values can be received before retrieving the instrument and the logger file can be
accessed.
However, after a cdirec command has been sent to the instrument, the instrument will respond
with all file names and sizes on its data logger, such that Waves5 is able to construct the set of
commands which are needed to download the complete file. This is necessary due to the fact
that the instrument has a limited sized buffer and is only able to send files over in pieces with a
maximum size of 99999 bytes.
Adding a file to the queue to download can be done by simply clicking the download icon next
to the file in the Data logger contents part of the Internet Telemetry Settings pane. The
next time the instrument connects to Waves5, the file will be downloaded and put in the
directory %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output/instrumentname/Downloads. Here it can be
retrieved and stored elsewhere.
Note: Downloading a file can extend the duration of the TCP/IP connection made between
Waves5 and the instrument significantly. Keep in mind that during the transmission of a file,
reception should be sufficient.

5.3 iBuoy
The Datawell internet communication mode allows any Iridium or GSM equipped instrument to
transmit data over the internet directly to a computer. This mode of communication is the
default mode for Iridium and an alternative mode for GSM. The Datawell internet
communication mode makes use of the fact that a GSM or Iridium satellite modem can be used
to “dial in” to the internet. To be able to do this, the instrument’s firmware supports all the
necessary internet protocols like PPP and TCP/IP. Once connected to the internet, the
instrument can send its data directly to a computer running Waves5.
This section describes the iBuoy communication protocol. It also describes the structure of the
so-called “dial scripts”, which are used to connect the Iridium or GSM modem to the internet.

5.3.1 Dial scripts
The dial scripts are used by the instrument to initialize the satellite or GSM modem, dial the
internet service provider and login in to the internet. This chapter describes the construction of
these dial scripts. Note that configuring the dial script should be done prior to deployment of the
instrument. For support on supplying the correct dial script, please contact the Datawell Service
Department.

5.3.1.1 Dial script commands
The dial scripts as used by the instrument are constructed of a series of simple, yet powerful
commands. To be able to handle as many different modems and internet service as possible, the
scripts can be tailored to any combination of commands.
A dial script must always end with the “p,~” (PPP) command. This ends the script and starts
PPP communication. Normally, a dial script initializes the modem, dials the number of the
internet service provider and then ends by starting the PPP session. An overview of all available
dial script commands is given below in Table 5.3.1.
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Table 5.3.1. Commands used in the dial string and their description.
Command and example
s<string>~

d<time>

w<time><string>~

p<username>,<password>~

Description
Send a text string to the modem, the string is terminated
with a ~ and can have any length. Carriage-returns are
represented by a #.
example: sAT&F#~
Delay for <time> seconds. Time must always be a 2
digits number!
example: d01 (delay for one second)
Wait for string <string>. If the string does not appear
within <time> seconds, the script fails. Time must
always be a 2 digits number! The string is terminated
with a ~ and can have any length. Carriage-returns are
represented by a #.
example: w30CONNECT~ (wait for “CONNECT” for a
maximum of 30 seconds)
Start the PPP session with username <username> and
password <password> for authentication. This ends a
dial script.
example: pdata,well~ (username:data, password:well)
example: p,~ (no username, no password)

Dial scripts can be changed remotely by Waves5 by issuing write commands to registers ids1
and ids2. Care must be taken however that only valid dial scripts are sent. The dial scripts are
vital for the instrument to be able to connect with Waves5. An invalid dial script can render the
instrument unable to connect at all.

5.3.1.2 Example dial script
A typical dial script for an instrument equipped with Iridium might look like this:
d10sAT&F#~sAT+CBST=6,0,1#~sAT+CSQ#~w10:5~sATD69831676012321#~w60CONNECT~pkpn,~

This script consists of 8 successive commands:
d10

Delay (wait) for 10 seconds. This is to give the modem a chance to finish initialisation.
sAT&F#~

Send the string AT&F<CR> to the modem. This sets the modem to factory defaults.
sAT+CBST=6,0,1#~
Send the string AT+CBST=6,0,1<CR> to the modem. This sets the bearer service type (Iridium

specific setting, needed for data dial up).
sAT+CSQ#~

Send the string AT+CSQ<CR> to the modem. This requests the current network signal strength.
w10:5~

Wait for the string :5 with a timeout of 10 seconds. This string is only outputted by the modem
if the network signal is strong enough (Iridium specific setting).
sATD69831676012321#~
Send the string ATD69831676012321<CR> to the modem. This lets the modem dial the internet

service provider.
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w60CONNECT~

Wait for the string CONNECT with a timeout of 60 seconds. This string is outputted by the modem
once a dial up connection is set up.
pkpn,~

Start the PPP layer. This marks the end of the script and starts the actual internet
communication. The login for the connection is kpn. In this example, no password is needed.

5.3.2 iBuoy communication sessions
An iBuoy communication session consists of 4 distinct stages:
1. Connect stage
The instrument connects to the Waves5 listening port. This connection is accepted by
Waves5.
2. Command stage
Waves5 sends a series of commands to the buoy.
3. Data stage
The buoy responds by sending the data requested by the commands.
4. Closing stage
The connection is closed by Waves5.
The following paragraphs describe all 4 stages in detail.

5.3.2.1 Connect stage
The connect stage is initiated by the instrument. Waves5 itself has a listening port to which the
instrument can connect. Each time the instrument needs to transmit new data (dictated by the
instrument’s transmission interval setting); a TCP/IP connection to Waves5’s listening port is
requested. Once the connection is open, the instrument enters the command stage waits for
Waves5 to send commands. When the connection has been idle for 60 seconds or longer (for
example; when Waves5 does not send any commands) the instrument enters the closing stage
and the connection is actively closed by the instrument. This is to save airtime in case the
connection is bad or in case Waves5 is not responding properly.

5.3.2.2 Command stage
The command stage is entered once the connection requested by the instrument is accepted by
Waves5. In this stage, Waves5 sends a series of commands to the instrument. These commands
are usually some register “read” commands in order to read data from the instrument. They can
also include “action” commands, for example to remotely reset the instrument, or “write”
commands in order the reconfigure the instrument. See Section 5.3.3 for more information.

5.3.2.3 Data stage
The command stage is followed by the data stage. In this stage, the instrument responds to the
commands sent by Waves5 during the command stage. Every single command is responded to
by the instrument. Some responses may be long (especially file request commands) while other
responses may only be a confirmation to a reset command. After this stage, more commands
may be sent by Waves5. This essentially means going back to the Command stage. Waves5
always sends out three commands, as mentioned above. These three read commands, rbyid,
rtspc and ritxi, read the identification string, time of the last spectrum and transmission
interval, respectively.
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5.3.2.4 Closing stage
After receiving and processing all command responses, the connection is closed by Waves5.
This ends the communication session. If the connection is left idle for 60 seconds or longer, the
connection is closed by the instrument instead. This is to save airtime in case the connection is
bad or in case Waves5 is not responding properly.

5.3.3 iBuoy commands
During the command stage, commands are sent by Waves5 to the buoy. These commands can
be divided into 3 groups:
1. “action” commands
2. Register “read” commands
3. Register “write” commands
All commands are in the form of 6-letter sequences. The first letter of the sequence determines
the type of command (c, r, w for “action”, “read” or “write” commands respectively). The next 5
letters the actual command (in case of an “action” command) or the register and read/write
mode (in case of a “read” or “write” command). The following paragraphs give a detailed
description of each command type.

5.3.3.1 Action commands
Action commands are used for some commands that don’t require data to be read or written.
The instrument reset command is a command of this type. They are also used for special
commands like for example the rfile command.
The general format of an action command is:
c
|

reset
|

command.
command type, c for “action” command.
|

The following commands are currently defined:
 creset
This command resets the instrument. All software and hardware will be reset by this
command. This command returns no data.
 cdirec
This command returns the logger directory contents. The data returned is text based. There
is no need to setup any other registers before issuing this command.
 crfile
This command returns the contents of a logger file. The number of bytes to read, the offset
to read from and the name of the file must be defined first by writing to the flen, foff and
fnme registers. The offset (set by the foff register) can be referenced to either the
beginning or the end of the file. Normally foff specifies the offset from the beginning of
the file, by adding 1000000000 to the offset in foff, the offset is referenced to the end of
the file.
Examples: foff=1000
offset is 1000 bytes from the beginning of the file
foff=1000001000
offset is 1000 bytes from the end of the file
The data returned is treated as a binary array of data but can be any type of data depending
on the type of file. Waves5 has functionality to automatically download a whole file from
the logger after receiving the logger directory contents.
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 cstore
Store parameters/registers in non-volatile memory. All changes that are made to the
instrument registers are volatile. By executing this command, these registers are copied to
the instrument’s non-volatile memory. This way, the registers will be restored every time
the instrument is reset.
 crecal
Recall parameters/registers from non-volatile memory. (See also cstore)

5.3.3.2 Read commands
Read commands are used to read data from registers.
The general format of a read command is:
r
|
|
|

itxi
|
|

2
|

translate option (raw, hex, decimal, time, string)
register to read from.
command type, r for “read” command.
The data returned by a read command can be “translated” by the instrument. For example, the
time of spectrum register (tspc, see register description) is an unsigned integer containing the
time and date as the number of seconds since 1-1-1970. This register can be read with translate
option 2, which gives a decimal number (seconds since 1-1-1970) but it can also be read with
translate option 3. This will give a string containing the time in excel format (e.g. 2006-0620T12:30Z). The command must be terminated by a carriage return.
Example: sending ritxi2<CR> will yield the response 1<CR>OK<CR> and signifies that the
transmission interval is set to the value 1.

5.3.3.3 Write commands
Write commands are used to write data to registers.
The general format of a write command is:
w
|
|
|

itxi
|
|

2
|

translate option (raw, hex, decimal, string)
register to write to.
command type, w for “write” command.
The data written by a write command can be “translated” by the instrument. For example, the
destination port register (ihp1, see register description) is an unsigned integer containing the
port number of the destination host. This register can be written with translate option 2, which
means that a decimal number must be written but it can also be written with translate option 1.
This will allow a hexadecimal number to be written. A write command must be followed by the
data to write. Therefore every write command must be followed by a = sign. After the = sign
follows the data which is then followed by a carriage-return (0x0d). The data itself may be
contained within “” marks.
Example: The command wbyid4=BUOY1<CR> is sent to the instrument. The instrument will then
respond with <CR>OK<CR> as no data is read.
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5.3.3.4 Translate modes
The following data translate modes are supported:
 0: raw
This mode gives raw, direct access to the registers. Data is sent or received as direct binary
data. For example, an unsigned integer register is sent or received as 4 bytes that together
form a 32 bit unsigned number. This mode is not recommended for write commands.
 1: hexadecimal
Essentially the same as mode 0 but all bytes are sent/received as 2 byte hexadecimal
numbers. The hexadecimal numbers are coded in ASCII with capital letters.
 2: decimal
This mode is only useful (and the preferred method) for reading and writing of unsigned
integer registers. Numbers are sent or received as ASCII coded decimal numbers.
 3: time
This mode will translate a unsigned integer number into a time string (e.g. 2006-0620T12:30Z). This mode is only supported for reading the tspc register.
 4: string
This mode is essentially the same as mode 0. The difference lies in the fact that string
terminating null characters are properly handled.
The preferred ways of using the modes are:
 reading and writing of unsigned integers
mode 2
 reading and writing of strings
mode 4
 reading of time registers (tspc)
mode 3 or mode 2
 reading of binary arrays
mode 0 or mode 1

5.3.3.5 Command response format
Every command is responded to be the instrument in a standard way. A response is always
generated, even if a command fails. Thus, if n commands are sent, n responses will always be
sent back.
Responses to commands that do not generate data
Commands that do not generate data can either succeed or fail. If a command succeeds the
response is <CR>OK<CR>. The binary sequence of this string is {0x0d, 0x4f, 0x4b, 0x0d}. If a
command fails the response is <CR>ERROR<CR>. The binary sequence of this string is {0x0d,
0x45, 0x52, 0x52, 0x4f, 0x52, 0x0d}.
Responses to commands that generate data
Commands of this type (for example all read commands) can not only succeed or fail but they
also return data. Whether a command does or does not return data is independent to the fact that
a command can succeed or fail. For example, the crfile command (read file) can fail because
the file cannot be found (no data returned) or it can fail halfway reading through the file (data
returned, but incomplete). The response format is therefore as follows:
<DATA><RETURN CODE>
<DATA> can be any type of data depending on the command and translation mode (binary, string,
hex, etc). <RETURN CODE> is one of the following: If the command succeeds the response is
<CR>OK<CR>. The binary sequence of this string is {0x0d, 0x4f, 0x4b, 0x0d}. If the command
fails the response is <CR>ERROR<CR>. The binary sequence of this string is {0x0d, 0x45, 0x52,
0x52, 0x4f, 0x52, 0x0d}.
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5.3.4 Registers
The iBuoy communication protocol treats the instrument as a series of “registers”. These
registers are a means of accessing internal data structures as used by the instrument. Please note
that this is different from the logger directory. The registers are divided into 3 groups:
1. String register
These registers contain a text string. (example: “BUOY1”)
2. Unsigned integer register
These registers contain a positive integer number (example: 123). Time is also stored in
an unsigned integer register.
3. Arrays of binary data
These register contain straight binary data. Datawell compressed files are stored in these
registers.
All registers map directly to the instrument’s internal data structures.
Following is a complete list of all registers that can be accessed by the iBuoy firmware:
 byid
read/write, string, max 32 characters
Instrument identification string (example: “BUOY1”)
 ids1, ids2
read/write, strings, max 128 characters
Internet dial scripts 1,2 and 3 (example:
“d10sAT&F#~sAT+CBST=6,0,1#~sAT+CSQ#~w10:5~sATD69831676012321#~w60CONNECT~pkpn
,~”)
 ihn1, ihn2
read/write, strings, max 32 characters
destination host name or ip address (example: “81.4.80.140” or “www.datawell.nl”)
 ihp1, ihp2
read/write, unsigned integers, range 0-65535
destination port number (example: 1167)
(Note: Some (early) revisions of the instrument firmware do not support writing and
reading of this register, please contact Datawell technical support if this register is not
accessible)
 itxi
read/write, unsigned integer, range 1-24
Transmission interval (example: 2)
 tspc
read only, unsigned integer, range 0 – 2147483647
UTC time of spectrum defined as seconds since 1-1-1970.
 ns00
read only, binary array, length 544 bytes
Datawell standard spectrum and system file. First 512 bytes are spectrum file, last 32 bytes
are system file. This register contains the spectral data of the last half hour of data
preceding the time in register tspc.
 cs00, cs01, cs02, cs03, cs04, cs05, cs06, cs07, cs08, cs09, cs10, cs11
read only , binary arrays, length 93 bytes each
Datawell messages. These registers contain each 5 messages in total, namely the
compressed heave spectrum (0x0, 31 bytes), compressed directional spectrum (0x9, 31
bytes), system file (0x5, 10 bytes), meteorological parameters (0x6, 10 bytes) or air
temperature message (0xA, 10 bytes) and spectral parameters (0x3, 11 bytes). See Section
9.6 for more information. Register cs00 contains the spectral data of the last half hour of
data preceding the time in register tspc, register cs01 the half hour before cs00, register
cs02 the half hour before cs01 etc. etc.
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 fnme
read/write, string, max 12 characters
Name of the file to read from logger, see description of crfile command.
(example: “HISTORY.DOC”)
 flen
read/write, unsigned integer, range 1-99999
Length of the file to read from logger, see description of crfile command.
(example: 1000)
 foff
read/write, unsigned integer, range 0-99999 (begin of file) or range 1000000001 –
1000099999 (end of file). Offset in the file to read from logger, referenced to the beginning
or end of the file, see description of crfile command.
(example: 1234
offset is 1234 bytes from begin of file)
(example: 1000001234
offset is 1234 bytes from end of file)

5.3.5 Examples
Following are some examples of instrument – Waves5 communication sessions. In these
examples, binary data such as the carriage return character is shown between < > brackets. The
name of the device that generates the data (instrument or Waves5) is shown between [ ]
brackets.

5.3.5.1 Example 1
Standard default command list, the instrument identification string is requested, together with
the time of spectrum, transmission interval and the last compressed spectrum in hex format.
[Waves5 sends:]
rbyid4<CR>
rtspc3<CR>
ritxi2<CR>

[instrument responds:]
BUOY1<CR>OK<CR>
2021-08-03T15:15Z<CR>OK<CR>
1<CR>OK<CR>

[Waves5 sends:]
rcs001<CR>

[instrument responds:]
0F7D4327171943AA9B9BA2CCF7FAF5FAFFF2D7CECECFC8BAA8928F897F6F3B95AA1227A9FCED38E08
ABF98B017B1C8AAF8AA48ACC7A308A43A9FA9A3899D524A5987030DFA0041006C0000000000000000
003B438D89817D746B9491D2<CR>

5.3.5.2 Example 2
In this example, a file is requested from the instrument logger. The last command crfile fails
because 10000 bytes were requested but due to a (file) error less bytes were actually read. The
specified offset is 0 (start from beginning of file).
[Waves5 sends:]
wfnme0=HISTORY.DOC<CR>
wflen2=10000<CR>
wfoff2=0<CR>
crfile<CR>
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[instrument responds:]
<CR>OK<CR>
<CR>OK<CR>
<CR>OK<CR>
01-01-1970
01-01-1970
01-01-1970
01-01-1970
03-08-2021

00:05:11-->Logger started
00:05:11-->Buoy started
00:21:01-->GPS fix timed out
00:38:07-->TCP backup script
13:06:21-->Clo<CR>ERROR<CR>

5.3.5.3 Example 3
In this example, both the most recent compressed spectrum and the most recent full spectrum
are requested.
[Waves5 sends:]
rbyid4<CR>
rtspc3<CR>
ritxi2<CR>

[instrument responds:]
BUOY1<CR>OK<CR>
2021-03-08T00:15Z<CR>OK<CR>
4<CR>OK<CR>

[Waves5 sends:]
rcs001<CR>
rns001<CR>

[instrument responds:]
0E80190F011B2A3A91D5CFFFCEB180BCD4BAB2B9D29DBAEFD7C4ACAB8B6E699AF51E0FC6CD368D038
BE68ADF8C218CE48CEB0AE30AF658F38BE78CE48BA6564A59B4030E150062006C0000000000000000
003719A69B8780736A91D9E9<CR>OK<CR>
00C647A9A9B693FF41B7C6739F9BB5FF42C2C45D9FC786FF4317F4679E738FFF443633DFA8B179FF4
5997395A777BEFF86DDF37B8D832CFF470331D5875794FF48F440B2688A7FFF89E660C96E9D5FFF4A
F520005EA577DECBDF10CE778E3DFFCCEDD14A87514DFF4D21B21D91A4E4FF4ECE411C77DD45FFCFC
9115B7BE84CFF90E880E77C6F43FED1F0413867905DCAD2ECD14A679877AA13E810DE49CF7F85D4D7
70E156AC817995DD417D61AA7F7D16E6C1BF5BB1857857F5214C48D4918558F770F642E7928559FD6
0523BE18A9A1AF5203F44D38E975BF6B09247D99797DCF1E06953C6A07E1DE6F0FD6F95A5811EDD70
ED6C8E926C5FE5413E7389B396E0EC016D7D8FB9A461D7816A93399AA8E2D701668761867FA3E411B
D8573B89364E481AC779FA174A5DE417065A99D7926D721D36F90967A27D3C20674868D78A8C4C23E
7982807069C3126577796F796AC7024070919962ABB7C24B718F6E5B2CBBF2896A9A815DEDB252776
CAF9056EEB0D25D56CC815BEFAD729066AD7155B0AC925A53CE744E31AFF2955DB57C44F2AC52A751
CB774AB3A8928155C19040B4AA22B360C38E4435B2D2BB5CD6853C369E92F36AB58A3EF7A7A3A4849
D8458789D436C78BA7643798FD41A7FA1994BFA9883BB85929F3AFBA173ED928AAD3ABC967469967F
B4483DA284217BA6A3433EA544227DBE993FFFA7243F7CBFA83C01B01020205A38B0425A500060007
A5F88AD982CA4A5B9B3C030DE14E0F3F5DF<CR>OK<CR>
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6 File management
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
During measurement campaigns, Datawell instruments’ data logger and Waves5’s data
acquisition capabilities store data in different types of file formats. Its predecessor, W@ves21,
has also generated data files which still can be of value. To this extent, Waves5 supports
opening and viewing information in the following file formats:






Spectral data: .SPT-files and .HIS-files.
Statistical data: .WVS-files and .HIW-files.
Raw data: .RAW-files, .HXV-files, .WFT-files.
Logger data: .SDT-files, .RDT-files, .DMF-files and HISTORY.DOC-files.
Telemetry data: .SBD-files.

Complete documentation on the contents of these file formats can be found in Sections 9, 10
and 11. Furthermore, these files can be combined such that all files from one measurement
campaign are displayed in one overview. The .WVSPRJ-files (Waves5 project) are explained in
Section 10.4.6.5.
The various file types are registered to Waves5 in Microsoft Windows during the installation of
Waves5. The icon in Figure 6.1 is linked to the file types in order to distinguish Waves5 files
from other types of files. Double-clicking files of the above mentioned types will open an
instance of Waves5 (if not opened already) and open the double-clicked file automatically. If an
instance of Waves5 is already running, this will be focussed and it will be used to open the file.

Figure 6.1 - The file icon used for files which can be opened using Waves5.

6.1 Start-up window
When Waves5 is started, a start-up window will pop up. It has several buttons which can be
used to get up to start quickly. The start-up window can also be accessed by navigating to File
> Start-up window after it has been closed. If the Waves5 instance is started by doubleclicking a file, no start-up window will open.
The start-up screen is divided in two parts. On the right-hand side, several quick actions, such as
opening a project (.WVSPRJ-file), opening another file type, or creating a new project can be
found. Clicking the former two will open a file dialog, whereas clicking the latter button a
project creation dialog will be opened. For more information on creating a new project, see
Section 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.2 - The start-up window of Waves5.
It is also possible to continue without accessing any files by clicking the blue button Continue
without files. For instance, if the last time Waves5 was closed it had some files open, these
files will be opened automatically on the next start-up of Waves5. By pressing this button, the
window will close without further action.
On the left-hand side of the start-up window, an overview of the last five opened files is
displayed. Files are ordered with the most recently opened files on top. Whenever a sixth file is
opened, the oldest file in the list of recent files is removed from the list. This behaviour can be
prevented by making the file a favourite, which can be achieved by clicking the star next to the
file’s information. If the star is golden, the file is a favourite and can be un-favoured by clicking
it again.

6.2 Opening files
There are multiple ways to open files in Waves5. As mentioned above, a file of a file type
which Waves5 supports can be opened by double-clicking the file in the Windows File
Explorer. An instance of Waves5 will be automatically opened and the double-clicked file will
be opened in this instance of Waves5. If an instance of Waves5 is already open, this instance
will be used to open the file in. It is currently not possible to open multiple instances of Waves5.
In addition to that, such a file can be opened by navigating to File > Open or via the button on
the right-hand side of the start-up screen which is explained in Section 6.1.

6.3 Projects
Multiple of the above mentioned files can be combined into one overview file, which is called a
project. These files are linked by using a Waves5 project-file, which is distinguished by the
.WVSPRJ extension. This file type is an XML-type of file format and is part of the WA:FT,
which is explained in more detail in Section 10.
A project enables the user to combine all types of instrument data in one place. In this way, the
data can be conveniently analysed. There are five types of data to distinguish between, which all
have their own directory:
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Received data (default directory name Received),
Processed data (default directory name Processed),
E-mail backup for the Iridium SBD option (default directory name Emails),
Downloads from internet communication options (default directory name Downloads),
Logged data originating from the data logger (default directory name Logged).

6.3.1 Creating a new project
A new project can be created by either navigating to File > New project or by clicking the
Create new project-button in the Start-up window. A dialog window will open.

Figure 6.3 - Creating a new project with default directory names.
The user will be asked for a project name, to distinguish between different projects. If the
checkbox Use default directory names is checked, Waves5 will use the default directory
names mentioned above. Furthermore, in this case the user is asked to provide a root directory
for these directories to be placed in. By default it is the user’s My Documents folder, where a
directory Waves5 projects is created. In this directory, all various Waves5 projects are stored,
if the default directory is used. Hence, received files for the project New project in this case
will can be found in %UserProfile%\Documents\Waves5 projects\New project\Received.
If the option to use the default directory names is deselected, the user can select a directory of
their choice for each of the five different data types. This can be convenient if for example the
files originating from the data logger are stored on the computer already.

Figure 6.4 - Creating a new project with custom directory names.
By clicking the Create-button, a new .WVSPRJ-file will be created in
the %UserProfile%\Documents\Waves5 projects directory. The .WVSPRJ-file can be opened
from any location on the computer and hence does not have to stay in this directory to work.

6.3.2 Project overview
Whenever a Waves5 project file is opened, an overview of the project is displayed. In this
overview, certain actions can be performed and information about the project is displayed.
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Figure 6.5 - An overview of a Waves5 project.
In the bottom part of the overview, the name, size of all files combined, last save time and
number of files are displayed. Furthermore, the paths of all the different directories is given.
In the top part, on the right-hand side two buttons can be found. These are used to add files from
a different part of the computer to the project. Whenever either of the buttons is pressed, a path
selection dialog will open, in which the user can select either the desired folder to add to the
project, or the desired file.
After selecting the directory or file, the user will be prompted for the project directory
(Received, Processed, et cetera) in which to place the files. After selecting the directory and
clicking the Add-button, the file will be copied into said directory. Note that the original file
will not be deleted by Waves5. Adding a directory will also recursively add all of the
subdirectories and their contents.

Figure 6.6 - Selecting a folder to add a file to.
Furthermore, a quick link to the Data Converter Wizard is provided, which can also be found
by navigating to File > Convert. For more information, see Section 3.12.

6.3.3 Project explorer
When a Waves5 project is opened, the display is divided in two parts. One of which is found on
the left-hand side, the project explorer. In a tree-view like menu, the five aforementioned data
directories can be found. The various directories can be expanded by clicking the arrow on the
left-hand side of the directory’s name.
Whenever a file of one of the types mentioned above is selected in the project explorer, it is
loaded on the right-hand side of the application. If a directory with a two-digit name or a fourdigit name is selected, it is recognized as a month or yearly directory respectively. In this case,
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it is assumed that the directory was created by a receiver. Waves5 will search for .HIS-files in
the (sub) directories and display an overview of the data in these history files. The parameters
displayed are the significant wave height, zero-upcross period and the peak direction.

6.4 Data files
The display of different file types are built upon components, of which a detailed description
can be found in Section 6.5. This section explains which components are used to display data
coming from a particular file type.

6.4.1 .SPT-files
Files with the .SPT extension contain information about a single spectrum and its corresponding
system message. The exact contents of these files are described in Section 11.2. The view
contains the following components:







Omni-directional spectrum plot
Direction and directional spread plot
2D MEM spectrum plot
3D MEM spectrum plot
System message table
File contents (source)

6.4.2 .WVS-files
Files with the .WVS extension contain information about the upcross wave statistics computed
over 30 minutes of displacements. The exact contents of these files are described in Section
11.3. The view contains the following components:
 Crest and trough plot
 Statistical summary table
 File contents (source)

6.4.3 .RAW-files
Files with the .RAW extension contain 30 minutes of displacements and their status. The exact
contents of these files are described in Section 11.1. The view contains the following
components:











Displacement time series plot
Data status plot
Heave displacement histogram
Crest and trough plot
Omni-directional spectrum plot
Direction and directional spread plot
2D MEM spectrum plot
3D MEM spectrum plot
System message and Statistical summary tables
File contents (source)
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6.4.4 .HIS-files
Files with the .HIS extension contain a summary of each half hourly spectrum for up to one
month. The exact contents are described in Section 11.4. The view contains the following
components:









Significant wave height plot
Spectral periods plot
Temperature plot
Peak direction and directional spread plot
Dimensionless parameters plot
Significant steepness plot
Battery status plot
File contents (source)

6.4.5 .HIW-files
Files with the .HIW extension contain a summary of each half hourly upcross wave statistics
result for up to one month. The exact contents are described in Section 11.5. The view contains
the following components:







Wave heights plot
Statistical periods plot
Coverage plot
Bandwidth parameter plot
Number of waves plot
File contents (source)

6.4.6 .SDT-files
Files with the .SDT extension contain information about multiple half hourly spectra. The exact
contents are described in Section 9.5. The date and time of the spectrum of focus can be selected
by pagination at the top part of the screen. Each side has three buttons: first (last), -10 (+10) and
previous (next). In between these two sets of buttons a combo box can be found which can be
used to select one of the spectra in the file.
The components used are, for each single spectrum, the same as used for .SPT-files, as
described in Section 6.4.1.

6.4.7 .RDT-files
Files with the .RDT extension contain multiple sets of half hour of displacements. The exact
contents are described in Section 9.2. The date and time of the displacement set of focus can be
selected by pagination at the top part of the screen. Each side has three buttons: first (last), -10
(+10) and previous (next). In between these two sets of buttons a combo box can be found
which can be used to select one of the displacement sets in the file.
The components used are, for each single displacement set, the same as used for .RAW-files, as
described in Section 6.4.3.

6.4.8 .WFT-files
Files with the .WFT extension can contain any type of data stored in the WA:FT. Hence, all of
the above file types are represented by .WFT-files. The WA:FT is described in Section 10.
Waves5 will load all data from a .WFT-file and display an overview of the data in the file in the
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Overview tab. The different types of data – statistics, spectral, system, telemetry and

displacements – are displayed in the same way as described above for their respective data type.

6.4.9 .HXV-files
Similar to the .WFT-files, .HXV-files contain all data which is sent from the instrument to the
shore. Hence, .HXV-files are loaded into Waves5, converted to WA:FT and thereafter displayed
as if it was a .WFT-file. The displaying of .WFT-files is described in Section 6.4.8.
Upon opening an .HXV-file, the first twenty (complete) lines will be checked. If these lines
indicate that the .HXV-file originates from a WR-SG instrument, the user will be prompted by
Waves5 to confirm this data originates from a WR-SG instrument. If confirmed, the .HXV-file
will be processed as if it has been sampled at a frequency of 2.56 Hz.

6.4.10 .SBD-files
The attachments of e-mail messages sent by the Iridium SBD service are of the .SBD-file
extension. These files contain multiple messages in the Datawell Message Format (DMF). A
detailed explanation about the DMF can be found in Section 9.6. Please note that when opening
a .SBD-file, all information about the timestamp is lost as this information is included in the
body of the e-mail the .SBD-file was sent with and not in the actual data.
Please note that messages which are sent to the instrument (currently only interval-set
messages) are not displayed in Waves5 if they are present in the .SBD-file.

6.4.11 .DMF-files
For logging the different temperatures measured by a CAT4 antenna or the sea surface
temperature sensor, the messages are stored on the data logger in the Datawell Message Format
(see Section 9.6) as .DMF-file. Currently, only the two temperature messages (0xF81 and 0xF83)
in .DMF-files are supported by Waves5. These two messages are stored on the data logger of
MkIII instruments which are equipped with a CAT4 antenna.

6.5 Components
A component presents data from a data source such as a file to the user. Usually it is one or
more figures which visualize the data, but it can also be a table with values. In this section the
general possibilities such as exporting will be explained and thereafter all the individual
components are described in detail.

6.5.1 Exporting a figure
Right-clicking any figure will display a menu with two options:
 Copy figure
 Save figure to file
Copying a figure will copy a non-transparent screenshot of the current state of the figure, which
means that any zooming, panning and rotating will be taken into account. Only the parts of the
figure which are currently on screen will be copied and data which falls outside of the
boundaries of the figure will not be copied.
If the user chooses to save the figure to a file, a save file dialog will open in which the user has
to select the desired location of the file. It is possible to save the file in the Portable Network
Graphics (PNG) and Bitmap (BMP) formats. Waves5 saves the figure in the format specified by
the extension used (.PNG or .BMP). If one tries to save the figure in a different format, Waves5
will not save the figure. The contents of saved files are the exact same as with the copied file
and hence similar comments apply.
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6.5.2 Exporting data
Some of the file types and figures allow for exporting of data. For example, .RAW-files contain
displacements which can be used to compute spectra. These spectra can be saved as .SPT-files.
Hence, the omni-directional spectrum plot contains a Save-button in the left-hand upper corner.
When a user clicks the Save-button, the user is prompted by a save file dialog to select the
location where the data should be saved. A choice can be made to save the data as the
corresponding file type (.SPT-file in the example above) or in the WA:FT (.WFT-file).

6.5.3 More information
All components (except tables) have a small icon (a circle containing the letter i) in the upper
left-hand corner. It can be clicked to display some compact information about the current figure,
such as the transformation from degrees to north, west et cetera in figures where directions are
displayed.

6.5.4 Toggling data
Wherever multiple parameters are plotted, a legend is displayed in the right-hand upper corner.
The legend displays which colour belongs to which parameter. Clicking a legend entry will
toggle the visibility of the corresponding data in the figure and grey out the legend entry to
signify that the data is not visible.

6.5.5 Battery status plot
The battery status is an integer ranging from 0 to 7 which indicates the battery level of the
instrument. A battery status of 0 denotes an empty battery and a battery status of 7 denotes a
fully charged battery. It is plotted on the vertical axis, while the time of the message is plotted
on the horizontal axis. This time is the time which corresponds with the spectrum calculations
are finished. Please note that for instruments equipped with a large amount of batteries, the data
can be constant over the course of a month.

6.5.6 Coverage plot
The coverage is the percentage of displacement measurements used in half an hour for the
upcross wave statistics. It is plotted on the vertical axis, while the time of the first measurement
used for the upcross wave statistics is plotted on the horizontal axis.

6.5.7 Crest and trough plot
The crest and trough plot displays a vertical bar for each individual wave which is computed by
upcross wave statistics, chronologically ordered. The upper point of the bar is determined by the
crest value and the lower point of the bar is determined by the trough of the wave. Hence, the
length of the bar represents the wave height. Furthermore, a red dot is plotted to denote the
temporal length of the wave.

6.5.8 Data status plot
The data status is an integer which denotes whether or not a displacement measurement was
correctly received, repaired, has errors, or is highly improbable. The data status is plotted for
each individual displacement measurement. The meaning of the integers representing the data
status can be found in the description of the RAW format in Section 11.1.

6.5.9 Dimensionless parameter plot
Several dimensionless parameters are plotted on the vertical axis in the dimensionless parameter
plot. The horizontal axis represents the date and time. The plotted parameters are all some sort
of bandwidth parameter calculated by utilizing the spectral moments:
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 Longuet-Higgins bandwidth parameter (𝜈)
 Bandwidth parameter (𝜀)
 Goda’s peakedness parameter (𝑄𝑝 )
Goda’s peakedness parameter is described in Section 12.4.10, while Section 12.6 describes the
other two bandwidth parameters.

6.5.10 Direction and directional spread plot
The direction from which the waves come is an integer (in degrees) in the set [0, 360) given out
by Datawell instruments. Here, 0o denotes north, 90o denotes east, et cetera. The direction and
directional spread plot displays the direction from −180o to +180o such that north is in the
middle of the plot.
It is inherently difficult to plot an angle. There will always be a discontinuity somewhere, hence
an algorithm is applied to the raw data to minimize the “jumping around” of the direction about
this discontinuity. The algorithm is started from the higher frequency side as this part of the
spectrum usually has more energy than the lower frequency side and thus has a better defined
direction.
The distance to two points of a lower frequency are computed: one of which has the original
value computed by the instrument and one of which has the original value computed by the
instrument decreased by 360, and hence will “pass” the discontinuity. The point to the distance
is smaller will be chosen to plot. This process is repeated until the spectrum runs out of stems.
The line is thereafter plotted as a solid line. For each stem, the instrument also computes the
directional spread. The direction values as computed by the algorithm described above are taken
and by adding and subtracting the spread value two new data sets are formed, which are plotted
as a dashed line. The space in between these two dashed lines is coloured to show which part of
the figure is the spread.

Figure 6.7 - The direction as a function of frequency. The coloured area around the solid line
denotes the directional spread.

6.5.11 Displacements plot
The displacements plot displays the heave, north and west displacements. The heave, north and
west displacement values are coloured in a fixed way. Heave is coloured red, north is coloured
green and west is coloured blue.
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A grid is added to the background of the plot in a light grey colour. Major ticks are added every
20 measurements on the horizontal axis. For the vertical axis, this depends on the values of the
measurements in the plotted area. As auto scaling happens, the ticks are divided such that the
labels stay readable (smart labelling) and thus the gridlines are distributed in this manner.
The exact displacement values depicted in the plot at a certain point in time can be displayed by
hovering over anywhere on the horizontal position that represents this point in time. A
“trackball” will show up with a tooltip which displays the exact displacement values and the
time of measurement. Values to be displayed can be turned on and off as described in Section
6.5.4.

Figure 6.8 - The trackball displays the different values of the displacements.
In order to show as much information as possible on the available plotting area, a scaling
strategy is applied to the plotting area. This scaling strategy takes as an input the maximum
absolute value of the heave displacements depicted in the plotting area. On any change of the
collection of displayed displacements, the vertical plot limits are computed again.
If we have a dataset of 𝑁 heave values 𝐻 = {ℎ1 , … , ℎ𝑁 }, we set the maximum absolute heave
value as ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑚 = max|ℎ| and thereafter calculate the plot boundaries ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠 = ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑚 and ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔 =
ℎ∈𝐻

−ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠 from it. Due to this choice of ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔 the plot is centered around 0. The set 𝐻 does not
contain any erroneous measurements, i.e. a status value of larger than or equal to one is used to
reject measurements that are possibly incorrect based on their status byte value. Listing 6.5.1
shows how the positive limit ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠 is determined.
Listing 6.5.1 - The algorithm to determine the vertical boundaries of the displacements plot for
the heave values (in metres).
try
{
double maxHeave = DisplacementMeasurements.Where(x => (x.Status <=
RejectStatus)).AbsMax();
if (maxHeave < 0.45)
return 0.5;
else if (maxHeave < 0.9)
return 1.0;
else if (maxHeave < 2.5)
return 3.0;
else if (maxHeave < 4.5)
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return 5.0;
else if (maxHeave < 9.5)
return 10.0;
else if (maxHeave < 19.0)
return 20.0;
else
return 32.0;
}
catch
{
return 1.0;
}

It is not possible to manually scale the vertical axis of the displacement plot. However, the
horizontal axis can be scaled by using the scroll wheel.
The above description is valid for all three displacement types: heave, north and west. The
maximum values of all three displacement sets are computed and used to determine the plot
limits. If only certain displacement types are shown by selecting them as described in Section
6.5.4, only the selected displacement types contribute to computing the vertical plot limits.
Whenever data has a status byte value larger than 0, the data is not displayed in the plotting
area. It is given a NaN-value which means that it will leave a gap in between measurements.

6.5.12 Heave displacement histogram
The heave displacement histogram displays the occurrence of heave displacement values in a set
of raw data of length 𝑁. The number of bins (an odd integer) is chosen such that it is
approximately the square root of the number of measurements. Hence the number of bins 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛
is chosen by
√𝑁
𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛 = 2 ⋅ ⌈ ⌉ + 1.
2
The width of the individual bins Δℎ is chosen according to
Δℎ = ⌈2 ⋅ max(|ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 |, |ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 |) /𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛 ⌉,
where the maximum and minimum heave displacements in the set, ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 and ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 respectively,
are taken in centimetres.
Hovering over one of the histogram’s bars will display the frequency of occurrence of the bin in
the top part of the histogram.

6.5.13 2D MEM spectrum plot
The magnitude of the omni-directional spectrum multiplied by the directional distribution
acquired through the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) is plotted here after the base-10
logarithm has been taken of it. Hence, the height (and colour) of the plotted value of
log10 𝑆(𝑓, 𝜃) has the units of log10 m2 /Hz. Frequency (𝑓) runs from 0.025 Hz to 0.58 Hz in
steps of 5 mHz. Direction from which the waves come (𝜃) runs from −180o to +180o in steps
of 4o . Here, 0o denotes north, 90o denotes east, et cetera.
In this component, on the left-hand side two plots of the spectrum are displayed. One
rectangular heat map and a polar heat map. The way the MEM spectrum is computed is
described in Section 12.2.2. The right-hand side displays a colour bar divided in ten discrete
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parts, which links a colour to the magnitude of the spectrum. Please note that a lower limit of
−4 log10 m2 /Hz is plotted. Any value lower than that will be assigned this value.

Figure 6.9 - The MEM spectrum plotted in 2D. Rectangular heatmap (left) and polar heatmap
(right).

6.5.14 3D MEM spectrum plot
The magnitude of the omni-directional spectrum multiplied by the directional distribution
acquired through the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) is plotted here after the base-10
logarithm has been taken of it. Hence, the height (and colour) of the plotted value of
log10 𝑆(𝑓, 𝜃) has the units of log10 m2 /Hz. Frequency (𝑓) runs from 0.025 Hz to 0.58 Hz in
steps of 5 mHz. Direction from which the waves come (𝜃) runs from −180o to +180o in steps
of 4o . Here, 0o denotes north, 90o denotes east, et cetera.
In this component, a 3D plot of the surface is displayed. The way the MEM spectrum is
computed is described in Section 12.2.2. The camera can zoomed in and out by using the scroll
wheel of the mouse and rotated by dragging the surface. The right-hand side displays a
(continuous) colour bar, which in addition to the height of the surface links a colour to the
magnitude of the spectrum. Please note that a lower limit of −4 log10 m2 /Hz is plotted. Any
value lower than that will be assigned this value.
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Figure 6.10 - The MEM spectrum plotted in 3D.

6.5.15 Number of waves plot
The number of waves in half an hour of displacement data, after upcross wave statistics have
been computed, is plotted against the time in the number of waves plot. For more information
on the definition of a wave, see Section 12.5.

6.5.16 Omni-directional spectrum plot
The omni-directional spectrum plot displays the Power Spectral Density (PSD) for every
frequency as described in Section 12.1, or 𝐶ℎℎ in Section 12.2. There are several ways to
display this data. In the right-hand upper corner two sets of radio buttons can be found. One set
lets the user choose between plotting the PSD (in m2 /Hz) or the base-10 logarithm of the PSD
(in log10 m2 /Hz). The other set lets the user choose between plotting the frequency (in Hz) and
the period (in s).
The horizontal lower- and upper limit which is used for the figure are chosen according to the
specifications of the instrument. For example, a spectrum computed by the DWR-MkIII will be
displayed from 0 Hz to 0.64 Hz, while the values are given from 0.025 Hz to 0.58 Hz.

6.5.17 Periods plot
In the periods plot several different periods can be plotted. These are the periods calculated over
a set of displacements, not the individual wave periods which are displayed in the crest and
trough plot (see Section 6.5.7).
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Figure 6.11 - Some of the periods calculated from spectral analysis plotted against timestamp.
This plot can contain either the periods calculated by spectral calculations or the periods
calculated by upcross wave statistics.

6.5.18 Significant steepness plot
The significant steepness as defined in Section 9.6.2.2 is displayed in the significant steepness
plot. It is a parameter which is computed every half an hour and hence is plotted against the
timestamp.

6.5.19 Significant wave height plot
The significant wave height, defined in (among others) Section 12.4.1, is a parameter which is
computed over one spectrum. Hence, for every half hour of displacement data it can be
computed. Thus, the significant wave height is plotted against the timestamp.

6.5.20 Bandwidth parameter plot
The bandwidth parameter (𝜀) is a dimensionless parameter describing some sort of width of the
power spectral density of the wave field, computed by utilizing the upcross wave statistics
results. It is described in Section 12.5.5.

6.5.21 Statistical summary table
For each set of 30 minutes of displacement data upcross wave statistics is computed. The
average height of a percentage of largest waves and the corresponding average periods are given
in this table, as well as the largest wave and its period. See Section 12.6 for a detailed
description of the parameters.

6.5.22 System message table
For each spectrum, several parameters can be determined. This table displays the results for a
single spectrum. Furthermore, information about the function of the instrument (system
messages) are included in this table. For a detailed description of the contents of the system
message, see Table 9.1.5 and Table 9.1.6.
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6.5.23 Temperature plot
The three different temperatures which are sent to shore by the instruments (sea surface
temperature, reference temperature and air temperature) are plotted against time in this plot.
Note that when the CAT4 option has been installed, the reference temperature is overridden by
the air temperature. If the CAT4 option has not been installed, the reference temperature should
be 25 degrees Celsius.

6.5.24 CAT4 and sea surface temperature plot
For a detailed view of the CAT4 data collected by a III-series instrument, the instrument’s data
logger contains a .DMF-file for each month which it has measured the temperature in. This
.DMF-file contains both the sea surface temperature message 0xF81 and the air temperature
message 0xF83 for every 5 minutes.
In the CAT4 and sea surface temperature plot, the two messages measured at (approximately)
the same time are combined such that they can be compared and their difference can be
calculated. The difference between the air- and sea surface temperature is a relevant parameter
which can be used to evaluate the air stability.

Figure 6.12 – The various options that can be selected in the CAT4 and sea surface temperature
plot. This part of the plot also shows a legend.
In the CAT4 and sea surface temperature plot three separate views can be switched between by
using the three buttons in the upper right-hand corner:
 Monthly overview. This view displays monthly statistics. For every day, the maximum,
minimum and average are displayed for both the air- and sea surface temperatures.
 Detailed view. Shows individual measurements of the air- and sea surface
temperatures.
 Difference view. Shows the difference between the air- and sea surface temperature.
Underneath the figure a table can be found which contains the data which is displayed in the
plot. For the monthly overview the following data is displayed:
 The daily minimum, maximum and average air- and sea surface temperature.
 The time of day at which the minimum or maximum of both temperatures occurred.
 The percentage of flagged or NaN (not a number) measurements.
For the detail and difference plots the following data is displayed every 5 minutes:
 The calculated air temperature and measured sea surface temperature.
 The difference between air- and sea surface temperature (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑎 ).
 The four individual sensor temperatures (white, black, metal and grooved).
All temperatures can be displayed in either degrees Celsius or degrees Fahrenheit. To switch
between the two, use the radio buttons as displayed in Figure 6.12. As with most plots, the airand sea surface temperatures can be toggled on and off by clicking their respective legend entry.
Furthermore, the plots can be copied and saved by right-clicking the plot area.
A horizontal bar displays whether data is flagged or not. If the air temperature is calculated, it
can be influenced by evaporation (EVAP) and solar induced uncertainty (SIU). A vertical line is
displayed in the horizontal bar on top of the figure if a measurement is flagged.
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Hovering over the data allows the user to select a single measurement in the table below. Upon
hovering a measurement in the plot, the corresponding row in the table is selected. If the user
wants to disable this behaviour, they can double click the plot to select a single measurement.
This works vice versa. Selecting a measurement in the table below the figure will highlight the
corresponding measurement in the figure with a vertical, red line.

Figure 6.13 – The CAT4 and sea surface temperature plot in detail view.
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7 Quick-start guides
In this section, several quick-start guides can be found. They will guide the user through setting
up the software such that it is ready for use.

7.1 Adding an instrument
Waves5 allows for multiple instruments to be configured. Adding an instrument is the first step
required to start collecting data from your Datawell instrument. All configured instruments can
be found in the navigation menu on the left hand side of Waves5.
In order to add an instrument, one can click the Add instrument item on the bottom of the
navigation menu on the left hand side of Waves5, or navigate to Instrument > Add
instrument. In both cases, the Add Instrument Wizard will be opened in a new window.

Figure 7.1 - The splash screen of the Add Instrument Wizard.
Click Next. The wizard will ask for an instrument type. Currently it is possible to configure
types of instruments:





DWR-MkIII,
DWR4,
WR-SG,
Wave Unit.

Furthermore, a display name will be required as an input. Waves5 uses this to distinguish
between instruments. Files which are created will contain this identifier and a separate directory
for each instrument will be created in the Output directory. It is advised to pick a name with
high distinguishing power. If no display name is selected, the name will default to Default
Instrument.
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Figure 7.2 - Select a type of instrument and a display name to distinguish between different
instruments.
After adding an instrument, it should be connected to (a) receiver(s). This is explained in the
next Section. The Add Receiver Connection Wizard will automatically be opened by clicking
the Add receiver button in the wizard completion page. If the Finish button is clicked, the
wizard will be closed.

7.2 Adding a receiver connection
On first start-up, Waves5 does not make a connection to a receiver. The connection should be
configured in Waves5. In order to facilitate setting up a connection to a receiver, Waves5
includes an Add Receiver Connection Wizard which can be used after adding an instrument.
Please note that when adding an Iridium SBD connection, mail accounts have to be added first.
(See Section 4.1.1) In this quick-start guide, an RX-C (Ethernet) receiver is added.
To access the wizard, select the instrument to which the receiver connection should be added in
the left hand side menu, click Instrument > Add receiver connection in the menu bar.
Additionally, after adding an instrument the Add receiver button can be pressed to
automatically open the Add Receiver Connection Wizard. A dialog window will open. After a
splash screen which explains what the purpose of the wizard is, information about the receiver
which is to be connected is requested.
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Figure 7.3 - The splash screen of the Add Receiver Connection Wizard.
By clicking “Next” the receiver connection wizard will start. First, the type of receiver used to
receive data with has to be selected from the dropdown menu. Only types of receivers which
have not been added to the selected instrument can be added using this wizard, as an instrument
can only be connected through one of each type of receiver. When a type of receiver is selected,
the “Next” button is activated. The wizard will now prompt for some more information about
the receiver, such as the serial port or IP address which is used to connect to the receiver.

Figure 7.4 - Selecting a receiver type in the Add Receiver Connection Wizard.
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Figure 7.5 - Selecting an IP address and Port in the Add Receiver Connection Wizard.
After selecting the IP address and Port, the receiver connection has been configured. The default
values when configuring a receiver connection over Ethernet correspond to the default settings
of the RX-C (Ethernet).
After clicking “Next”, the user will have the possibility to change the path used by Waves5 to
save the files to which it generates as output. Clicking the folder icon opens a File Explorer
window which can be used to select a folder on the user’s computer.
If the textbox is left empty, the default location to save data to is used. It can be found in the
Application Data special directory on your computer. Navigating to it can be done by
typing %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output in a File Explorer window. The directory is only
created when the first file is written to it. This is the case as soon as a connection over Ethernet
is established, as a .HXV- or .HVA-file will be created upon receiving the first vector.
The files that are created will be stored in a subfolder yyyy/MM. If the default folder is used, files
created in March 2021 will be stored in
the %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Output/instrumentname/2021/03 folder, where
instrumentname is the name of the instrument.
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Figure 7.6 - Selecting the (optional) path to the output directory in the Add Receiver
Connection Wizard.
Thereafter, the wizard is completed. Clicking the “Finish” button will add the new connection
and start the receiving of data using the new connection. If the added receiver type is RX-C or
RX-D, the Operational, Displacements and HF Receiver Status panes will be opened upon
completing of the wizard, such that the user can start working with their new receiver
connection configuration immediately.

7.3 Converting data logger files
Waves5 can be used to convert data logger files (.RDT, .SDT or .BVA) to among others the
historical file types .HIW and .HIS. The wizard to do so can be opened by navigating to File >
Convert. This will open the Data converter pane.
A single file or multiple files can be selected by using the “Add file” button. Moreover, the
“Add folder” button can be used to select all .RDT-, .SDT- and .BVA-files in the selected
folder.
If .BVA-files are added through the “Add folder” button, they will be automatically be linked to
the next
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Figure 7.7 - Some selected files ready for conversion. Files can be removed by pressing the
Delete button on the right hand side of the file name. The two files are linked. They will be
converted to CSV files.
After selecting the files that should be converted, the user can select which file types should be
created by the conversion process. The different options and their requirements are explained in
Section 3.11. Click “Next” after selecting the file types by ticking the checkboxes in front of the
file types.
Thereafter, the user can select a directory in which the processed files will be saved. Make sure
the user has writing permissions in the selected directory.
After clicking the “Start” button the data files can be processed. Feedback of the process will be
displayed in the area on the right-hand side of the pane. Thereafter, the created files can be
found in the directory which has been selected during the process.

7.4 Configuring NMEA messages
Note: This feature has not yet been implemented for IV-series instruments.
Waves5 can be configured to send NMEA messages over the network interfaces of the
computer using the UDP, see Section 3.5.6. In this case, Waves5 acts as a client which can be
listened to by a server. During the installation of Waves5, a firewall exception will be installed
to allow Waves5 to access the network.
In order to enable NMEA messages to be sent to the network interfaces, navigate to Settings >
NMEA and select the NMEA tab. By checking the checkbox “Enable NMEA messages over UDP”,
the sending of NMEA messages will be enabled.
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Figure 7.8 - The NMEA Settings dialog. It can be configured for each instrument separately.
By default, Waves5 will send the NMEA messages to 255.255.255.255, which means it will
broadcast the messages to all devices on the network. The default port to send UDP messages to
is 41650. Both values can be configured in the dialog.
The user can select which NMEA messages should be sent by Waves5. A tooltip will give a
brief explanation of the contents of the different messages. For more information, consult
Section 11.8.
Furthermore, the deployment location, which is relevant with respect to the NMEA message
described in Section 11.9.1, can be configured. All changes made to the above settings will be
take effect immediately.

7.5 Ensuring correct Compact Flash card file
system
A Compact Flash card (CF-card) is used in the buoy to log the raw and processed data to. For
firmware versions which are released before January 2020, it is of importance that the file
system used by the CF-card is of the type FAT / FAT16B. Firmware versions released after
January 2020 do also support the newer FAT16X file system. These firmware versions are:





43M04B54, 43M04E54, 43M05F54,
44M04B54, 44M05F54,
56M04B54, 56M04E54, 56M05F54,
F001.14, F004.13,

and later, where the last number in the firmware version number indicates the date of release,
higher being later in time.
Waves5 provides functionality to facilitate the correct formatting of CF-cards in the Service
pane, see Section 3.11. The Windows Operating System also provides utilities to format
volumes. These utilities can be used to format the CF-card to use the correct file system. The
process is described in this section of the manual.
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However, newer versions of Windows (Windows 10) format the volume to the FAT16X file
system by default, which is a file system not supported by earlier versions of the buoy firmware,
as mentioned above.
In order to change the file system to the correct format for use with the earlier firmware
versions, some additional steps have to be taken after using the regular FAT16 formatting in
Windows 10. These steps require elevated permissions to be executed. Right-clicking the CFcard which is to be formatted in the This PC window and selecting the Format option, as shown
in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9 - The Windows 10 volume formatting utility.
After ensuring the file system is set to FAT, the Start button should be pressed in order to start
the formatting process. After completing the process, the CF-card can be used in buoys running
the latest firmware versions. For older firmware versions, extra steps have to be taken, which
are described below.
Open the Windows diskpart utility by for example:
 Windows key + R → type diskpart → click the Ok button,
 Open PowerShell → type diskpart → return.
This utility requires elevated permissions to be used. Using the diskpart utility, disks, volumes
and partitions can be managed. Firstly, the CF-card which has just been formatted has to be
selected. We can list all disks by typing
> list disk

which will list all connected disks. Note: the greater-than sign (>) should not be included, but
indicates user input. Thereafter, the CF-card disk should be selected. The best way to
differentiate between all the connected disks is by looking at their size. In the example below,
Disk 2 has to be selected, and hence we type
> select disk 2
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where the number 2 should be replaced by the disk represented by the CF-card. Similarly, going
a level lower, the correct volume should be selected. We can once again list all volumes by
typing
> list volume

where the correct volume can be chosen by looking at the label and file system. In the example
given below, Volume 5 has to be selected, and hence we type
> select volume 5

As a last step, the correct partition has to be selected. If formatting went correct, there is only
one partition on the CF-card, and hence we type
> select partition 1

By typing
> detail partition

it can be seen that the partition type is 0x0E, which is the partition type for FAT16X. The partition
types for FAT and FAT16B are 0x04 and 0x06, respectively. Hence, we want to set the partition
type to 0x06. We can do so by typing
> set id=06

After which the CF-card can be used inside buoys running older firmware versions.
Microsoft DiskPart version 10.0.19041.610
Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation.
On computer: DW-PC
DISKPART> list disk
Disk ###
-------Disk 0
Disk 1
Disk 2

Status
------------Online
Online
Online

Size
------238 GB
931 GB
977 MB

Free
------5120 KB
1024 KB
0 B

Dyn
---

Gpt
--*
*

DISKPART> select disk 2
Disk 2 is now the selected disk.
DISKPART> list volume
Volume ###
---------Volume 0
Volume 1
Volume 2
Volume 3
Volume 4
Volume 5

Ltr
--E
C

D
F

Label
-----------

Fs
-----

System
SYSTEM
Windows RE
Data
SWISSMEMORY

NTFS
FAT32
NTFS
NTFS
FAT

Type
---------DVD-ROM
Partition
Partition
Partition
Partition
Removable

Size
------0 B
237 GB
260 MB
683 MB
931 GB
977 MB

Status
--------No Media
Healthy
Healthy
Healthy
Healthy
Healthy

Info
-------Boot
System
Hidden

DISKPART> select volume 5
Volume 5 is the selected volume.
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DISKPART> select partition 1
Partition 1 is now the selected partition.
DISKPART> detail partition
Partition 1
Type : 0E
Hidden: No
Active: Yes
Offset in Bytes: 32256
Volume ###
---------* Volume 5

Ltr
--F

Label
----------SWISSMEMORY

Fs
----FAT

Type
---------Removable

DISKPART> set id=06
DiskPart successfully set the partition ID.
DISKPART> exit
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Size
------977 MB

Status
--------Healthy

Info
--------

8 Data formats
There are several Datawell defined file formats which Waves5 is able to read, process and write.
File formats that are readable by Waves5 are marked in the column with header “Decodable”,
whereas file formats that Waves5 can output are marked in the column with header
“Encodable”.
Table 7.5.1- Data format overview.
Data format
HXV
HVA
SDT
RDT
BVA
DMF
RAW
SPT
WVS
HIS
HIW
GPS.TXT
WFT
KML
CSV

Contents
All data (III-series)
All data (IV-series)
Spectral data
Displacement data
All data (IV-series)
DMF messages
Displacement data
Spectral data
Wave statistical
data
History of spectral
data
History of wave
statistical data
GPS-positions
All data
GPS-positions
Messages as tab
separated values

Timespan

Encodable

30 minutes
1 spectrum

Decodable












Chapter
9
9
9
9
9
9
11
11

30 minutes





11

1 month





11

1 month





11

1 month








11
10
11



11

1 month
max. 3 days
4 days

1 month

RAW
RDT

SPT

SDT

WVS

BVA
DMF

WA:FT

HIS
HIW

HXV

GPS.TXT

HVA

KML
CSV
Figure 8.1- Data format overview.

Waves5 uses the WA:FT format, which is described in Section 10, as a pivoting point around
which all data is processed. The raw data formats RDT, SDT, BVA, DMF, HXV and HVA can
be used as an input, which are decoded into WA:FT format. Moreover, the post-processed file
formats RAW, SPT, WVS, HIS, HIW and GPS.TXT can be used to “fill” the WA:FT format,
from which the other relevant file types can be encoded again, if the information supplied
suffices the need of the specific file format.
In the following sections, the different file formats will be discussed.
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8.1 DateTime convention
Most of the time, ISO8601 standards are used.
Here we format a string such as yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.ffffff, where:
 yyyy – the year, ranges from 0000 to 9999.
 MM
– the month of the year, ranges from 01 to 12.
 dd
– the day of the month, ranges from 01 to 31.
 HH
– hour of the day, ranges from 00 to 23.
 mm
– minute of the hour, ranges from 00 to 59.
 ss
– second of the minute, ranges from 00 to 59.
 ffffff – any amount of fractional second digits (here, 6 digits).
The literal T has been used to separate date from time. Sometimes, the string is suffixed by the
character Z to denote that the time is “Zulu time” (UTC), or zero-hour offset. It is not necessary
to use all of the parts listed above. For example, the monthly spectral summaries need only use
yyyy-MM, as that makes them unique.

8.2 File name convention
File names have three elements:
 the name of the measurement location,
 the date and time of the measurements,
 the type of wave data the file holds.
For example, in the file name Datawell_HLM}2020-12-15T11h30Z.spt the part Datawell_HLM is
the measurement location, 2020-12-15T11h30Z (December 15th, 2020, 11:30 UTC+0) is the date
and time according to ISO 8601, where the separator has been replaced by a character h.
Finally, the extension .spt indicates that the type of wave data is spectral data.
The general format of file names can be described as
<location>}<datetime>.<datatype>

For CSV-type files which originate from .DMF-files, the user can select to “Save as”. When the
user chooses a name for a file such as <filename>.csv, Waves5 will automatically create
multiple files containing lists of the individual DMF messages contained in the .DMF-file. For
example, if the user chooses Waves5file.csv as file name and the .DMF-file contains messages
0xF81 and 0xF83, Waves5 will create two files upon saving as CSV-file:
Waves5file{0xF81}.csv and Waves5file{0xF83}.csv.
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9 Data decoding
Waves5 can read different types of data formats, of which an overview is given in Section 8. In
this section, it is described what kind of information can be found in the different file formats
and thus how Waves5 expects these files to be arranged. Only the binary file formats will be
discussed in-depth in this section, both for the III-series instruments and the IV-series
instruments. The WA:FT format will be discussed in Section 10. For in-depth discussion about
the CSV format files, Section 11 can be consulted.

9.1 HXV format
Datawell uses two types of message formats: the real-time format and the message format. The
Datawell real-time format refers to the long-existing hexadecimal vectors with vertical, north
and west displacements and words ultimately forming the spectrum and system files. It is
mainly used for relatively low-speed, continuous, near real-time data transmission over the
standard HF radio link. An example on how to decode the HXV format is given at the end of
this section.

Datawell real-time format
The real-time format is organized at four levels
1)
2)
3)
4)

Vectors of 64 bits with real-time data together with cyclical data
Blocks of 18 vectors assembling cyclical data with spectral and system data
Spectral data of 16 blocks complete a spectrum file
System data of 16 blocks complete a system file

More precisely one or two samples of the real-time data are framed in one 64-bit vector, but the
64-bit vectors also contain fractions of cyclical data. After collecting 18 vectors all fractions of
cyclical data form a complete block of cyclical data. Similarly, one cyclical data block contains
a fraction of a complete spectrum and system file, which require 16 blocks or 288 vectors to
assemble. The full set of cyclical data in 16 blocks makes up a system file and a spectrum file.
Below all four levels are explained in detail. Timing and the derived compressed spectrum are
also discussed in the following subsubsections.

9.1.1.1 Real-time displacements
Each 64-bit vector is subdivided into three parts
 cyclical data (sync word or system file word or spectral data words)
 real-time displacements (one vertical, north and west sample or two vertical samples)
 parity bits for transmission error detection and correction
The parity bit algorithm uses a Galois code table to encode 63 bits of a vector. In the receiver
these bits are processed to check data integrity and correct for transmission errors. All
displacements are given as 12 bit signed integers in cm. The most significant bit (MSB) is the
sign bit, MSB = 1 means negative. Table 9.1.1 shows the organization of the 64-bit vector. On
DWR-G buoys the least significant bit (LSB) of the north is used as a GPS flag (0 = ok, 1 =
error).
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Table 9.1.1 - Organization of real-time displacements in 64-bit vector.
Cyclic data
Real-time displacements (1 cm/bit)*
WR-SG vertical (even sample)
vertical (odd sample)
dummy (-682 cm,
101010101010)
DWR-MkIII vertical
north**
west
DWR-G

Parity bits
see text

16 bits
Bits 63-48

12 bits
bits 11-0

12 bits
bits 47-36

12 bits
12 bits
bits 35-24
bits 23-12
*MSB is sign, 1 means negative
**LSB is GPS flag (DWR-G only)

see text

9.1.1.2 Spectrum file or full wave spectrum
One level further up the cyclic data contained within 18 vectors forms one block. The cyclical
data is organized as shown in Table 9.1.2. One block provides information on spectral
parameters at 4 frequencies. The parameters are:







frequency f
relative power spectral density RPSD
K check factor (reciprocal of the wave ellipticity)
mean direction from D
direction spread S
centred Fourier coefficients (m2 and n2), see Equations (5.6.22) and (5.6.23).
Table 9.1.2 - Organization of cyclic data in a block of 18 vectors. 16 blocks constitute a
spectrum file or full wave spectrum. The vector number on the left is not transmitted.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7-10
11-14
15-18

Cyclic data word (16 bits)
sync word (7FFF)
system file word number
4 bits
SLSB(n)
frequency index n
2 bits
6 bits
M2LSB(n) N2LSB(n)
2 bits
2 bits
spread S(n)
8 bits
N2(n)
8 bits
n+1, same as n
n+2, same as n
n+3, same as n

system file word
12 bits
direction D(n)
8 bits
rel. power spectral density RPSD(n)
12 bits
M2(n)
8 bits
check factor K(n)
8 bits

The sync word is repeated every 18 vectors. Its pattern is not likely found elsewhere. SLSB,
M2LSB and N2LSB represent the two LSB’s of spread, M2 and N2, respectively. For nondirectional buoys (WR-SG) the check factor, direction, spread and centred Fourier coefficients
are not meaningful. 16 blocks of 16 vectors (omitting the sync word and system file word
number and the system file word itself) make up a complete spectrum file or a full wave
spectrum ranging over 64 frequency values. However, the spectral parameters in the cyclic data
must be transformed first.
Table 9.1.3 explains how the various cyclic data fields translate to the respective spectral
parameters. The intermediate point of n = 15 is an exception with a frequency interval running
from 0.0975 to 0.105 Hz and with a Δf of 0.0075 Hz.
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Table 9.1.3 - Translation equations for spectral parameters in spectrum file.
Parameter
Frequency

Equation
fn = 0.025 Hz + nΔf
fn = 0.11 Hz + (n−16)Δf
D = D 360º/256
RPSD = exp(−RPSD/200)

Direction
Relative power
spectral density
Spread
m2

S = 0.4476 (S + SLSB/4)
m2 = (M2 +
M2LSB/4−128)/128
n2 = (N2 + N2LSB/4−128)/128
K = K/100

n2
Check factor
(reciprocal
wave ellipticity)

Remarks
Δf = 0.005 Hz, n = 0…15
Δf = 0.01 Hz, n = 16…63
0º = north, 90º = east
max 1, multiply by power
density in system file
degrees
centred Fourier coefficient
(cosine)
centred Fourier coefficient (sine)
K = 1/ε,
K = 1 for waves in deep water

9.1.1.3 System file
All system file words of 16 blocks are combined into one system file. A complete system file
consists of 16 words from 16 consecutive blocks. It takes 16×18 = 288 vectors to acquire one
system file. Table 9.1.5 (continuing on next page) shows the significance of the system file data.
Bits in the 12-bits word are numbered 0 through 11 with bit 11 MSB and bit 0 LSB. LSB and
MSB subscripts of Long, Lat and Inc mean least/most significant bits.

9.1.1.4 Timing
During half an hour 8 spectra of a 200 seconds data interval each are collected and averaged. At
the end of the half-hour over which the calculations are executed, all (directional) spectral
parameters are available. The transmission of one spectrum file takes 225 seconds. During the
next half hour the spectrum file is transmitted 8 times for redundancy. Table 9.1.4 gives an
overview of the timing of vectors, blocks and files.
Table 9.1.4 - Timing at all levels of data.
Unit
Vector
Block
File
Full cycle

Size
64 bits
18 vectors
16 blocks (288 vectors)
8 repeated files

Time
0.78125 s (1/1.28 Hz)
14.0625 s
225 s
30 min

Table 9.1.5 describes the organization of the system file in case no CAT4 option is installed.
Table 9.1.6 describes the organization of the system file in case the CAT4 option is installed.
The system file is updated every half hour and the most recent information is transmitted at
xx:00 and xx:30.
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Table 9.1.5 - Organization and significance of the system file data (no CAT4).
System file
word no (4
bits)
0

1

System file word
(12 bits)

Significance

bits 11-8: Tp

0001 = 1 (DWR/DWR-G), 1010 = 10 (WR-SG)

bit 7: M = 1
bit 6: T = 0
bit 5: F

always 1 = MkII transmission format
always 0, figure of merit of GPS position solution
1 = GPS position fix,
0 = no solution available or old position
always 1 = GPS position module OK

bit 4: C = 1
bits 3-0: Tn
bits 11-0: Hrms

2

bits 11-8: reserved
bits 7-0: fz

3

bits 11-0: PSD

4

bit 11: reserved
bit 10 reserved
bits 9-0: Tr

5

bit 11-10: 0 always
bits 9-0: Tw

6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
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bits 11-4: tol
bit 3: reserved
bits 2-0: B
bit 11: sign
bits 10-0: Av0

bit 11: sign
bits 10-0: Ax0
bit 11: sign
bits 10-0: Ay0
bit 11: sign
bits 10-0 LatMSB
bit 11-0: LatLSB
bit 11: sign
bits 10-0 LongMSB
bit 11-0: LongLSB
bits 11-8: reserved
bits 7-0: O
bits 11-8: IncLSB
bits 7-0: IncMSB

Tn transmission number (1-8)
Hrms = Hrms/400
Hrms root mean square wave height = √m0, Hs = 4
√m0, units m
fz = fz,/400 units Hz
Tz = 1/fz, Tz mean time between zero-up crossings,
units Hz
PSDmax = 5000 exp(−PSD/200)
PSDmax peak power spectral density, units m2/Hz
Tr = Tr/20 − 5
Tr reference temperature, units ºC
internal check (DWR with water temperature
option)
Tw = Tw/20 – 5
Tw water temperature, units ºC
tol operational life (see subsection 5.10.2)
units weeks
B battery status bits (see subsection 5.10.2)
Av0 = Av0/800
sign sign bit, 0 = pos, 1 = neg
Av0 vertical accelerometer offset, units m/s2
always 0 (DWR-G)
idem x-axis accelerometer offset (DWR-MkIII)
always 0 (DWR-G)
idem y-axis accelerometer offset (DWR-MkIII)
always 0 (DWR-G)
Lat = 90(Lat/223)
sign sign bit 0 = north, 1 = south
Lat Latitude, units degrees
Long = 180(Long/223)
sign sign bit 0 = east, 1 = west
Long Longitude, units degrees
O = 360(O/256)
O buoy orientation, units degrees
always 0 (DWR-G)
I = (90/128) (IncMSB −128 + IncLSB/16)
I inclination of earth magnetic field, units degrees
always 0 (DWR-G)

Table 9.1.6 - Organization and significance of the system file data (with CAT4).
System file
word no (4 bits)
4

System file word
(12 bits)
bit 11: S-flag

bit 10: V-flag

bits 9-0: Tair
5

bit 11: 0 always
bit 10: 1 always
bits 9-0: Tw

Significance
Solar induced uncertainty, S = 0 means no
uncertainty, S = 1 means there is solar induced
uncertainty.
Evaporation detected flag, V = 0 mean no
evaporation detected, V = 1 means that evaporation
was detected.
Tair = Tair/10 − 35
Tair air temperature, units ºC
Bit 1 indicates CAT4 option is present.
Tw = Tw/20 – 5
Tw water temperature, units ºC

9.1.2 Example HXV decoding
As an example we present some data from a buoy which has been deployed by Datawell. It is
given in Listing 9.1.1. This unprocessed data has been received by using an RX-C4 receiver via
an Ethernet connection. We assume this data comes from a DWR-MkIII with no CAT4 installed
(which is relevant with respect to Table 9.1.5 and Table 9.1.6).
Listing 9.1.1 - A snippet of HXV data from a DWR-MkIII deployed in IJmuiden.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0000,7B48,8050,0100,2EAD
0001,7FFF,0130,0500,8D85
0002,01B3,8060,0100,A569
0003,C078,80F8,0900,CBF9
0204,984F,80B0,0400,F3AF
0005,AE81,8140,0C01,4F17
0006,4EFF,8050,1D01,7FF8
0007,4162,0000,2201,3A53
0108,A6FA,0130,1401,5C6A
0009,95B1,0290,0580,79F8
020A,61FF,0268,0B81,8BFC
000B,82E3,0118,1282,B427
000C,7537,80D8,1A82,3C45
000D,9AD6,8178,1581,DAFF
000E,6AFF,8298,0780,CBF1
000F,43D8,82F8,0601,5E39
0010,2492,80B0,1102,5485
0011,A2DC,80B0,1803,374F
0012,73FF,0060,0503,3342
0013,7FFF,0290,0F01,CEAE
0114,1056,0140,0500,85F6
0015,C4D0,01A8,1B00,0231
0016,84B4,02F8,1381,69C8
0017,8DBF,8058,2681,F412
0018,9DFF,80D8,2A82,2D77

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

0019,85C6,81A8,0382,AB73
001A,349A,82E0,0E81,FD7D
011B,90C8,8100,1D81,8148
001C,8FFF,0050,2982,39B4
001D,060C,00F0,1C81,17E5
001E,3444,0008,0580,8569
001F,A92F,0058,0D00,53A4
0020,71FF,0058,0801,F7F4
0021,0710,0068,0C01,BAD6
0022,A3C8,00C8,1401,377C
0123,A633,0128,0900,C68B
0024,A3FF,0038,0100,1333
0025,7FFF,8078,0580,655F
0026,2068,80E8,0F00,C604
0027,C8C8,8040,0401,3800
0028,73A4,81B0,1200,BB78
0029,84E5,81A0,0300,ED19
002A,8BFF,0090,1E01,3E95
002B,89E0,80C0,1501,56F8
002C,8276,01B8,0300,ED91
002D,AB8A,0310,0100,5239
002E,08FF,0118,0800,82BD
002F,4AE6,00B8,1580,26AF
0030,7229,8038,0F81,424C
0031,8C9F,8268,0381,4849
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In this HXV data 50 hexadecimal vectors are found. The description of these vectors can be
found in Appendix B of the RX-C4 manual [3], which describes the output of the receiver:
A line of HXV data consists of five groups of four characters separated by commas. Each line is
terminated by a carriage return. The general layout of a line of HXV data is:
SSNN,VVVV,VVVV,VVVV,VVVV<CR>

The meanings of each of the fields are:
SS
NN
VVVV
<CR>

= status (see below)
= line number cyclically counting from 00 to FF
= 16 bits of received data
= carriage return

The status bits can have the following values:
00
01
02..07

= no errors, data is OK
= one or more errors in data repaired, data is OK
= too many errors in data detected, data is NOT OK

Note that the data does not necessarily start at the start of a block of vectors. Let us analyse the
data above, starting at line 2. Firstly, 0x00 is giving the value of the status byte. This means
there were no corrected errors in the following line and data is OK. Thereafter, 0x01 is the line
counter (counting from 0x00 to 0xFF). A comma is then used to separate the following segments
of 16 bits (2 bytes).
The first 16 bits are given by 0x7FFF, which is the sync keyword. Hence, a new block of
hexadecimal vectors is started. We will first examine how to deduce the vertical, north and west
displacements from a line. This part of the vector is called the real-time channel. We extract line
2 from Listing 9.1.1 and print the vertical, north, west displacements in boldface:
Listing 9.1.2 - A selection of hexadecimal vectors extracted from Listing 9.1.1.
02
03
04
05
06

0001,7FFF,0130,0500,8D85
0002,01B3,8060,0100,A569
0003,C078,80F8,0900,CBF9
0204,984F,80B0,0400,F3AF
0005,AE81,8140,0C01,4F17

Using Table 9.1.1 it is found that 0x013, 0x005 and 0x008 are the vertical, north and west
displacement respectively (1 cm/bit). Hence, this translates to 19 cm, 5 cm and 8 cm for the
vertical, north and west displacement respectively. Note that the first bits in these 12 bit
numbers are the sign bits, which have value 0 (positive) and not 1 (negative) in all three cases.
As is mentioned in Section 9.1, there is also a packet channel which can be constructed by
concatenating the system words from multiple hexadecimal vectors. In the example given in
Listing 9.1.1, the spectrum file channel is given by:
Listing 9.1.3 - The spectrum file extracted from Listing 9.1.1.
...7B48
01 7FFF01B3C078984FAE814EFF4162A6FA95B1
61FF82E39AD675376AFF43D82492A2DC73FF
02 7FFF1056C4D084B48DBF9DFF85C6349A90C8
8FFF060C344471FFA92F0710A3C8A633A3FF
03 7FFF2068C8C873A484E58BFF827689E0AB8A
08FF4AE672298C9F...

Using Table 9.1.2 we see the spectrum file message contains spectrum information about 4
frequencies. As spectrum information requires information about 64 frequencies to be complete,
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there should be 16 system messages composed. After the synchronization word 0x7FFF, the
word number is given (ranging from 0x0 to 0xF). In Listing 9.1.3 these are 0x0, 0x1 and 0x2 for
lines 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Thereafter, the system file word (see Section 9.1.1.2) data, which works in a similar way as the
spectrum file, is given. It has been printed in bold face on line 1 in Listing 9.1.3. As 16 pieces of
system file data are required to make up one system file, it takes 16 (blocks)×18 (vectors per
block) = 288 vectors to complete one system file vector. The significance of the data in this
vector is given in Table 9.1.5 and Table 9.1.6. The difference between the tables is given by
whether or not the CAT4 option has been installed.
Following the system file word, several spectrum file parameters are given for a certain
frequency, which are disc the data has been printed in bold face on line 2 in Listing 9.1.4. We
will now construct the information of line 2 and analyse frequency fn, as the information on
other frequencies is decoded in the same manner.
Listing 9.1.4 - A spectrum file vector extracted from Listing 9.1.3.
02 7FFF1056C4D084B48DBF9DFF85C6349A90C8
8FFF060C344471FFA92F0710A3C8A633A3FF

The information required to analyse frequency f4 is printed in bold face in Listing 9.1.4. The
first byte, 0xC4, contains 8 bits of data (0b11000100) of which the former two are SLSB and the
latter 6 give the frequency index n. In this case n = 4. Hence, this tells us the following line
contains information about f4 = 0.045 Hz, f5 = 0.050 Hz, f6 = 0.055 Hz and f7 = 0.060 Hz (see
Table 9.1.2). We are analysing f4 and wish to deduct the following parameters: Direction (D),
Relative Power Spectral Density (RPSD), Spread (S), m2, n2 and Check factor (K).
The direction is found in the byte after 0xC4, and thus 0xD0 (decimal 208) represents the
direction. By making use of the translation equations in Table 4.1.3 it is found that the direction
is given by D = 208 × 360 / 256 = 292.5 degrees. Other parameters can be extracted in a similar
manner. However, the spread, m2 and n2 have been split in to two parts in the hexadecimal
representation.
For example, we analyse the spread. We have seen that the first byte contains information about
the spread. SLSB has value 0b11, or 3 in decimal. S is stored in the byte with value 0x8D or
decimal 141. The translation equation is then given by S = 0.4476 (141 + 3/4) = 63.4473
degrees.
In this section, we have shown using example data how it is possible to construct displacement
data and complete spectrum information from HXV data. Furthermore, it was mentioned that
system information can be extracted from HXV data as well.

9.1.3 Further remarks
In Waves5, HXV data can be logged. A separate .HXV-file is created for every hour. The first
file that is written does not have to be complete as it is not necessarily started at the exact hour.
As the vectors in the HXV format are not accompanied by a timestamp, the timestamp of the
first received vector can be calculated if the vector frequency is known (1.28 Hz).
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9.2 HVA format
The IV-series instruments make use of the Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol (DWTP).
It was created for IV-series instruments. Like the previous generation it uses a vector format
which contains two parts:
1. The real time data, for the displacements.
2. The packet data, for oceanographic data and buoy status information.
The data is stored in either hexadecimal or binary format, and the corresponding names are
Hexadecimal Vector A and Binary Vector A. The A refers to the transmission format 4FSK-A,
a specific implementation along which other, future, implementations are possible. The files are
stored with the extensions HVA, for the Hexadecimal Vector A format and BVA for the Binary
Vector A format.
An example on how to decode the HVA format is given at the end of this section.

9.2.1 Real time channel
The real time channel contains two sets of displacement values (heave, north, west). As vectors
are acquired at a rate of 1.28 Hz, the frequency at which displacement values arrive is 2.56 Hz.
Status

8 bits
bits
79-72

Real-time displacements (hyperbolic sine mapping)*
heave
north
west
heave
north
west
(even) (even) (even) (odd)
(odd)
(odd)
12 bits 12 bits 12 bits 12 bits 12 bits 12 bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
71-60
59-48
47-36
35-24
23-12
11-0
*See Section 9.2.3.3 for more information.

All displacements have the same range and encoding. The displacement 𝑑 in metres can be
calculated using the following formula from the binary displacement value 𝑖:
𝑖
𝑑 = 0.457 ⋅ sinh (
)
457

Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark

(9.2.1)

[−20.011, 20.011] m
[±0.001, ±0.044] m
Hyperbolic sine
𝑎 = 0.001
𝑏 = 457
𝑖 = −2048
The values for 𝑖 in the range (−2048, −2045] and [2045, 2048) are not used.

The status is an ASCII character which indicates whether or not the data is OK:
The channel is received properly (ASCII code 45).
=
The channel is damaged but has been repaired successfully (ASCII
code 60).
!
The channel is damaged beyond repair and the data should be discarded
(ASCII code 33).
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The NaN values are used in the following situations:




When the buoy starts. Unlike the III-series instruments the IV-series instruments will no
longer send random data, but send NaN values when there are not enough
measurements to determine the displacement.
When the instrument measures accelerations greater than 1 g (which can happen if a
breaking wave hits the instrument).
When the internal sample buffer has a data underflow or a data overflow. (This should
not happen.)

9.2.2 Packet channel
Every vector ends with three bytes of packet data followed by a carriage return. This part of the
data is not a vector orientated format but a packet based format, which is stored over several
vectors. In order to decode the packet data it is required to concatenate the packet data of several
vectors. A packet is a sequence of bytes between bytes containing the value 0x7E. This number
0x7E is not present in the packets itself so when two bytes with 0x7E are found, the data in
between is the packet. A zero sized packet is valid, this normally only occurs directly after the
instrument started, since at that moment it will not have data ready for transmission.
HVA files are not appended to ad infinitum, this also holds for BVA files. The IV-series
instruments create BVA files on the data logger with four days’ worth of vectors. Thus, it can
happen that a message in the packet channel is split in two parts. These two parts can be
combined to reconstruct the message.

9.2.2.1 De-escaping
The packet needs to be decoded to a message by removing the escape sequences. The decode
process means searching for bytes with the value 0x7D. If found this byte needs to be removed
from the data and the byte after it needs to be XOR-ed with 0x20. After the XOR operation the byte
should contain either 0x7D or 0x7E, since these are the only two values that are escaped.
In the example below the decoding process is shown. In Table 9.2.1 there is a sample of 11
bytes. Offset 0 contains the last byte of a previous packet and offset 9 is the first byte of a new
packet. The bytes at offset 2 to 7 contain a packet, these bytes are shown separately in Table
9.2.2. In Table 9.2.2 offsets 0 and 2 contain the escape character 0x7D. This means the byte at
offset 1 becomes 0x5D XOR 0x20 = 0x7D and the byte at offset 3 becomes 0x5E XOR 0x20 =
0x7E. The result after this decode step is shown in Table 9.2.3.
Table 9.2.1. An array of bytes which contains one complete packet and two partial packets.
Byte 0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Value 0x00 0x7E 0x7D 0x5E 0x7D 0x5D 0x07 0xDB 0x7E 0x8A 0x4F
Table 9.2.2. An array of bytes which contains the complete packet which was found in Table
9.2.1 without the end of packet markers (0x7E).
Byte 0
1
2
3
4
5
Value 0x7D 0x5E 0x7D 0x5D 0x07 0xDB
Table 9.2.3. An array of bytes which contains the packet which was shown in Table 9.2.2 with
the escape characters (0x7D) unescaped.
Byte 0
1
2
3
Value 0x7E 0x7D 0x07 0xDB
This is the final (and original) message form encoded and decoded over the packet channel.
This message is a message in the Datawell Message Format and is defined in Section 9.6.
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9.2.3 Decoding of the extracted field data
In the Datawell Message Format, several encoding methods and mappings are used. This
section lists the encodings and mappings used. In order to turn the data sent from the buoy into
usable data the decoding function (𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑐 ) needs to be used. Inside the buoy the encoding function
(𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑐 ) is used. The naming of the functions, listed in the sections below, refers to the decoding
method used.
In the encoding functions the 𝑖 and 𝑢 are either in the set of real numbers or integers. In the
decoding functions the 𝑖 and 𝑢 are in the set of integers. The encoding function may result in a
non-integer result, in that case the number needs to be rounded to an integer. The rounding is
method used is round half up also known as round to positive infinitive. Table 9.2.4 shows the
effect of the rounding for several values and Listing 9.2.1 shows some sample C code to do the
rounding.
Table 9.2.4. The rounding results of round half up.
Value Rounded
0.6
1
0.5
1
0.4
0
-0.4
0
-0.5
0
-0.6
-1
Listing 9.2.1. Sample C code to round a number.
int rounded_value = floor(value + 0.5);

9.2.3.1 Unsigned linear



With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible number with the number of
bits in the field.

The value of the field can be described with the formulae:
𝑥−𝑏
𝑎
𝑢 → 𝑥 = 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑢) = 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑢 + 𝑏
𝑥 → 𝑢 = 𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝑥) =

(9.2.2)
(9.2.3)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are real numbers and 𝑎 ≠ 0.

9.2.3.2 Signed linear



With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible negative number with the
number of bits in the field.

The value of the field can be described with the formulae:
𝑥−𝑏
𝑎
𝑖 → 𝑥 = 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑖) = 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑖 + 𝑏
𝑥 → 𝑖 = 𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝑥) =

where 𝑎 is a positive real number and 𝑏 is any real number.
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(9.2.4)
(9.2.5)

9.2.3.3 Hyperbolic sine



With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible negative number with the
number of bits in the field.

The value of the field can be described with the formulae:
𝑥
𝑥 2
( )
( )
𝑎
𝑥 → 𝑖 = 𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝑥) = 𝑏 ⋅ ln
+ √1 + ( 𝑎 )
𝑏
𝑏
(
)
𝑖
𝑖 → 𝑥 = 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑖) = 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑏 ⋅ sinh ( )
𝑏

(9.2.6)

(9.2.7)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are positive real numbers.

9.2.3.4 Exponential



With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible number with the number of
bits in the field.

The value of the field can be described with the formulae:
𝑥
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
⋅ (exp (
) − 1))
𝑎
𝑏
𝑢
exp ( ) − 1
𝑏
𝑢 → 𝑥 = 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑢) = 𝑎 ⋅
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
exp (
)−1
𝑏
𝑥 → 𝑢 = 𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝑥) = 𝑏 ⋅ ln (1 +

(9.2.8)
(9.2.9)

Where 𝑎 is any real number unequal to 0, 𝑏 is a positive real number and 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest
possible number with the number of bits used, minus two.

9.2.3.5 Lookup table






With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
Bit 0 is the least significant bit.
This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible unsigned number with the
number of bits in the field.
The value in the field is an unsigned number.
The value of the field is the index in a lookup table. The lookup table is listed to explain
the meaning of the value in the field.

9.2.3.6 Bitfield





With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
A bitfield is a field which has some status flags.
Every bit has its own meaning and will be explained where the field is used.
The field is always a multiple of nibbles and unused nibbles are set to zero.
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9.2.3.7 String





A string field contains a fixed number of bytes used to store characters.
The order of the bytes in the message is the order of the characters in the string.
Every byte is one ASCII character.
If the field is longer than the number of characters used the unused bytes in the field are
set to the NUL (ASCII code 0) character. This means that a string shorter than the field
is NUL terminated and a string as long as the field is not NUL terminated.

9.2.4 Example HVA decoding
As an example we present some data from a DWR4 buoy which has been generated by a RX-C4
receiver (the demo mode). It is given in Listing 9.2.2. This unprocessed data has been received
by using an RX-C4 receiver via an Ethernet connection.
Listing 9.2.2. A snippet of HVA data from a DWR4.
00,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-7E7E7E
01,-D47000000D681340BA,-7E7E7E
02,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-7E7E7E
03,-00027E1B015C25E196,-7E7E7E
04,-22E1F81452981340BA,-7E7E7E
05,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-7E7E7E
06,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-7E7E7E
07,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-7E7E7E
08,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-7E7E7E
09,-D47000000D681340BA,-7E7E7E
0A,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-7E7E7E
0B,-00027E1B015C25E196,-7E7E7E
0C,-22E1F81452981340BA,-7E7E7E
0D,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-7E7E7E
0E,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-7E7E7E
0F,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-7E7E7E
10,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-7E7E7E
11,-D47000000D681340BA,-7E7E7E
12,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-7E7E7E
13,-00027E1B015C25E196,-7EF123
14,-22E1F81452981340BA,-626003
15,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-D06A9F
16,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-01FFFF
17,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-120000
18,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-000000

19,-D47000000D681340BA,-000000
1A,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-10017E
1B,-00027E1B015C25E196,-7E7E7E
1C,-22E1F81452981340BA,-7E7E7E
1D,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-7E7E7E
1E,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-7EFC25
1F,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-626003
20,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-D06A9F
21,-D47000000D681340BA,-110008
22,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-5B79C4
23,-00027E1B015C25E196,-2E2670
24,-22E1F81452981340BA,-FC0A0A
25,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-D0B290
26,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-E8898E
27,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-1D7E7E
28,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-7E7E7E
29,-D47000000D681340BA,-7E7E7E
2A,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-7EF226
2B,-00027E1B015C25E196,-626003
2C,-22E1F81452981340BA,-D06A9F
2D,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-FFFFFF
2E,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-FFFFFF
2F,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-FFFFFF
30,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-FFF000
31,-D47000000D681340BA,-000000

In this HVA data 50 hexadecimal vectors are found. The description of these vectors can be
found in Appendix B of the RX-C4 manual [3], which describes the output of the receiver:
A line of HVA data consists of a line counter and two “channels”, the R-channel and the P-channel.
Each line is terminated by a carriage return. The general layout of a line of HVA data is:
NN,SRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR,SPPPPPP<CR>

The meanings of each of the fields are:
NN
S
R..R
P..P
<CR>

100

= line number cyclically counting from 00 to FF
= status for following channel data (separate status for each channel, see below)
= 72 bits / 9 bytes of R-channel data
= 24 bits / 3 bytes of P-channel data
= carriage return

Each channel status can have the following values:
=
!

= no errors in channel, data is OK.
= one or more errors in channel repaired, data is OK.
= too many errors in channel detected, data is NOT OK.

As mentioned above, the line starts with two characters which represent the line number. We
will examine a few lines:
Listing 9.2.3. A selection of hexadecimal vectors extracted from Listing 9.2.2.
12,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-7E7E7E
13,-00027E1B015C25E196,-7EF123
14,-22E1F81452981340BA,-626003
15,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-D06A9F

The lines start off with the byte values 0x12, 0x13, 0x14 and 0x15. These are the line numbers
added to the vectors by the RX-C4. Thereafter, a comma is added as a separator. The – sign
denotes that there are no errors in the received R-channel part of the vector.

9.2.4.1 Real time channel
To begin with, we will examine the R-channel, which contains the real time data. At a
frequency of 1.28 Hz the vectors arrive. Due to the R-channel containing two displacement
measurements per vector, the displacement sample frequency is 2.56 Hz.
For each displacement value, three nibbles (twelve bits) are used. Thus, three sets of three
characters totalling nine characters are used per set, where the displacement values are ordered
as heave, north, west. In the example above, the vector with line number 0x12 has two
displacement sets: (0xDD2, 0x1F8, 0x145) and (0xEA4, 0x25E, 0x196).
After acquiring the raw values for the displacements, a mapping is used from binary values to
metres. The used mapping is a hyperbolic sine mapping, as described in Section 9.2.3.3. Thus,
to acquire the displacement values in metres, an additional step is required. For the first set of
displacement values this means that
3538 − 4096
ℎ = 0.457 ⋅ sinh (
) = −0.707 m,
457
504
𝑛 = 0.457 ⋅ sinh (
) = 0.613 m,
457
325
𝑤 = 0.457 ⋅ sinh (
) = 0.353 m.
457
Please note that the values are encoded using two’s complement, which means in this case that
the heave value requires an additional step. Essentially, the first bit is used as a sign bit.

9.2.4.2 Packet channel
Following the real time channel, another comma separates the real time channel and the packet
channel. The meaning of the status character is equal to that of the status character of the real
time channel. After the status character, three bytes of packet data per vector are found. Let’s
examine the following vectors from the example above:
Listing 9.2.4. A selection of hexadecimal vectors extracted from Listing 9.2.2.
1E,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-7EFC25
1F,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-626003
20,-DD2E08EBBD68ECCF46,-D06A9F
21,-D47000000D681340BA,-110008
22,-DD21F8145EA425E196,-5B79C4

23,-00027E1B015C25E196,-2E2670
24,-22E1F81452981340BA,-FC0A0A
25,-2B9000000298ECCF46,-D0B290
26,-22EE08EBB15CDA2E6A,-E8898E
27,-000D82E50EA4DA2E6A,-1D7E7E
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A message is always enclosed by two 0x7E bytes. The actual received content will not contain
any bytes with a value of 0x7E as the contents are escaped (see Section 9.2.2.1). Thus, the
message we are interested in spans from the second byte on line 0x1E and ends with the first
byte of line 0x27. All these bytes should be concatenated and will yield an array of bytes:
{0xFC, 0x25, 0x62, 0x60, 0x03, …,0x89, 0x8E, 0x1D}

It can be seen from the first two bytes that this is message 0xF25 (see the nibbles coloured
green). The nibble in between the two parts of the message ID is the CRC-4 checksum over all
the nibbles of the message, excluding the nibble in which the CRC-4 checksum is stored.

9.3 BVA format
The binary vector A (BVA) format is very similar to the HVA format described in Section 9.2.
It is used to store instrument data on the data logger. It is stored in a binary format instead of an
ASCII format. Because the data is directly stored on the data logger it is not necessary to store
reception parameters such as the counter and status bytes. This reduces the vector size from 31
bytes to 12 bytes.
Table 9.3.1. The bytes in a binary vector.
Byte 0 … 8 9 10 11
Type R … R P P P
The vectors will be concatenated in the BVA format, hence byte 12 of the file will be byte 0 of
the second vector, et cetera. Furthermore, it is rather straightforward to convert from the BVA
format to the HVA format:






Add a sequence number to the string incremented for every vector.
Add a comma (ASCII code 44) between the fields.
Set the status fields to - (ASCII code 45), indicating no error in the data.
Every byte in the binary vector needs to be converted to two ASCII characters. The
conversion is simple; convert the value of the byte to its hexadecimal value.
Add a carriage return (ASCII code 13).

9.4 RDT format
The RDT format contains heave and raw displacements. It originates from a data logger of a IIIseries instrument. It is in a binary format. A sequence of heave, north and west values starts off
with a header, thereafter a timestamp following the heave, north and west values. A .RDT-file
typically contains messages of 30 minutes of data, however, the format allows for larger
messages containing more data.
Listing 9.4.1 - A piece of RDT data.
2a 30
01 00
f7|ff
f9 00
04 ff
f0|ff
0e ff
0a ff
Ea|ff
fb 00
14 ff
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36 0a
01 00
f2 ff
15|ff
fe 00
f9 00
f4|ff
f8 00
e5 ff
11|ff
e7 00

26|07
08|00
fa ff
f5 00
04|00
01 ff
ff 00
0a|ff
f3 ff
f7 ff
05|00

db 04
1a 00
ef|ff
05 00
00 00
f7|ff
0c ff
fd ff
f4|ff
f9 ff
0a 00

0d 00
0c 00
f6 ff
10|ff
06 ff
ff ff
fe|00
fa ff
fa ff
f7|ff
02 00

11|3f
02|00
eb ff
fc 00
fb|00
fb ff
05 ff
fa|ff
f3 00
ed ff
16|ff

a3 d7
20 00
fb|ff
03 00
02 00
f7|00
fb 00
f3 ff
08|00
e4 ff
ec 00

0a|00
08 ff
ff ff
07|00
0d ff
17 00
07|00
fc ff
18 ff
e3 00
15 00

03|ff
fa 00
e3 ff
f0|ff
fd 00
e7 00
...
06|ff
fe ff

f8 00
12|00
fa ff
f9 00
05|00
04 00

08 ff
13 00
f7|ff
17 00
21 00
19|ff

f4|00
0b 00
ff ff
0e|ff
0e ff
f0 ff

11 ff
07|ff
ff ff
e8 00
f5 00
fd 00

f1 00
e2 00
f1|00
03 00
0a 00
1c|00

05|00
0f 00
0d 00
1d|00
12 00
10 00

28 ff
01|ff
19 ff
01 ff
00|ff
0b 00

e6 00 04 ff fa|ff e8 ff fc ff f8|ff f3 ff
fb|00 09 00 06 00 02|00 0d ff ff 00 06|a0

header: 2a 30 36 0a 26
2a: start of message
30: message id (here: rdt)
36: message length (msb) (here: 12288 + 1536)
0a: message length (lsb) (here: 0+10, hence 13834)
26: checksum
timestamp: (UTC) 07 db 04 0d 00 11
07 db: year (here: 2011)
04: month (here: April)
0d: day (here: 13, hence 13 April, 2011)
00: hour (here: 0)
11: minutes (here: 17, hence 00:17)
sample rate: (always 1.28 Hz) 3f a3 d7 0a
checksum: a0 (the 8-bit XOR checksum)
Initially, one file contains 48 displacement data messages of half an hour each, covering one
single day. However, if the number of displacement files exceeds 256 (more than 256 days or
approximately 8 months), one file can contain more consecutive days of raw data. The file name
is made up of the maximum significant wave height Hs during that day coded in 3 characters
and the exact date. The max{𝐻𝑠 } label is coded as 3 characters A-Z corresponding to 0-25. The
first character has a power of 676 centimetre, the second has a power of 26 centimetre and the
third has a power of 1 centimetre. The date is coded as ddMMy and applies to the last sample in
the file. For example: 06125AAC.RDT, means 6 December 2015, max{𝐻𝑠 } label = 2 centimetre.
For heave-only buoys (WR-SG), which have a heave sample frequency of 2.56 Hz, double the
sample frequency of the DWR-MkIII, the north displacement is used for an extra heave sample,
see Section 9.1.1.1. The west displacement contains a dummy-value of -682 centimetre, which
equates to 0xfd56. If such a case occurs (where all the west-values are equal to the dummyvalue), Waves5 detects that it is processing data originating from a heave-only buoy and handles
the values accordingly.
Note: the message length is the length of everything but the header. Subtracting 22 from the
message length yields the displacement length: 12 for the timestamp, 8 for the sample rate and 2
for the final checksum.
Note: the sample rate indicates the sample rate of the vectors, not of the individual values.
Hence, for the WR-SG the sampling rate is also set to 1.28 Hz. As one vector contains two
heave-values, the heave sampling rate equals 2.56 Hz.

9.5 SDT format
The SDT format contains the spectrum messages as well as the system messages logged by IIIseries instruments for up to one month. A spectrum message is produced every half an hour and
hence a .SDT-file can contain up to 1488 spectra. For a single spectrum message (which is
accompanied by one system message) an example of the SDT format is shown below:
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Listing 9.5.1 - A piece of SDT data.
2a 10
b6 91
aa 93
9e 44
84 51
c8 50
98 62
92 48
bc 60
95 b0
60 7e
b5 92
91 98
c2 a0
...
b0|08
4d 80
e1|0a

02
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ba
92
87
91

26
c1
83
85
47
89
cb
cd
4f
d1
d3
15
97
d9

1e|07
a5 c4
32 22
73 b2
8d 92
0a 12
be 81
ef 52
e9 32
c5 e1
bf 20
d1 60
c0 71
ce e0

dc
8a
9c
8c
ee
3d
2b
15
08
82
ed
f4
52
cd

0b
a5
93
ac
8f
9d
93
91
8d
96
7c
6c
79
48

14
c7
72
5d
bb
c9
a3
b6
a6
60
83
a3
65
c7

13
50
8f
b1
92
b2
58
90
91
9b
a5
8f
96
94

04|c0
ff c2
ff 84
ff 46
ff c8
ff 0a
ff 8c
ff 8e
ff 10
ff 12
a1 94
a1 96
94 d8
90 5a

10
92
19
ad
a8
a9
af
f9
dd
b9
d4
c5
cf
cf

55
a2
42
a3
32
b2
91
32
01
f0
d0
71
a0
b0

a8
eb
e9
9e
aa
03
b2
6e
dd
dd
a5
0d
e8
98

a0
93
9c
a8
ac
94
9f
a5
a1
83
61
6a
51
41

0d 10 25 20 a7 38 c5 42 58 50 f3 63 76 70
3e 90 28 a4 c3 b2 93 c0 4b dc 93 e0 e7 f5

header: 2a 10 02 26 1e
2a: start of message
10: message id (here: sdt)
02: message length (msb) (here: 0 + 512)
26: message length (lsb) (here: 32+6, hence 550)
1e: checksum
timestamp: (UTC) 07 dc 0b 14 13 04
07 dc: year (here: 2012)
0b: month (here: November)
14: day (here: 20, hence 20 November, 2012)
13: hour (here: 19)
04: minutes (here: 4, hence 19:04)
spectrum file: c0 10 55 a8 a0 b6 91 ff ... b0
system file: 08 0d 10 25 20 a7 38 c5 42 58 50 f3 63 76 70 4d 80 3e 90 28 a4 c3 b2 93
c0 4b dc 93 e0 e7 f5 e1
checksum: 0a (the 8-bit XOR checksum)

The data in the spectrum file and system file has been encoded as described in Section 9.1.1.2
and 9.1.1.3, respectively.

9.6 Datawell Message Format
The Datawell Message Format (DMF) has been developed with the high-cost and low-capacity
data links in mind. This makes it usable to send data over satellite communication. The term
“compact spectrum” (cs) is used throughout the product. A compact spectrum means a
combination of the messages 0x0, 0x3, 0x5, 0x6 and 0x9 (93 bytes). If the CAT4 option has been
installed, message 0x6 will be replaced by message 0xA. Since these two messages are of the
same size, the total message size will stay 93 bytes. The first few messages are designed for the
III-series instruments, whereas the extended format is mainly used by IV-series instruments.

9.6.1 Direction conventions
The directions used in this document are using the geographic convention: North = 0, East =
90°. The north direction means the magnetic north.
The direction for the wind and the waves is the direction where they travel from. The direction
for the water current is the direction the water particles are travelling to.
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9.6.2 Message format and defined messages
Table 9.6.1 describes the general format for the first 15 messages.
Table 9.6.1. Format of the first 15 messages.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID (0..9A..E) CRC-4 checksum
1
2
…
n-1

Data
Data
…
Data

For the next 256 messages, the format is described in Table 9.6.2.
Table 9.6.2. Format of the 256 messages following the first 15.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
Header (F = 1111) CRC-4 checksum
1
2
…
n-1

MsgID
(00..FF)
Data
…
Data

The calculation of the CRC-4 checksum is explained in Section 9.6.3.3.
Until now, six messages have been defined, see Table 9.6.3. Keeping in mind the long Argos
ID’s, which leaves only 31 bytes for the message body, the size of several messages is limited to
31 bytes. Note that the combination of messages 0x3, 0x5 and 0x6 also totals 31 bytes.
In the future, new message formats can be added within the present scheme by using the “F”
MsgID, which denotes subindexing. See Section 9.6.3.
Table 9.6.3. Overview of currently defined messages.
MsgID
0
3
5
6
9
A
F

Message
Compressed heave spectrum
Spectral parameters
Buoy information (“System file”)
Sea surface temperature
Compressed directional spectrum
Air temperature
(subindexing)

Message length (bytes)
31
11
10
10
31
10
-

9.6.2.1 Compressed heave spectrum (0x0)
Table 9.6.4 explains the "Compressed heave spectrum" message. Here, 𝑇𝑧 and √𝑚0 are the
zero-upcross period and the rms of the heave calculated from the zeroth moment of the
spectrum, respectively. The significant wave height follows from 𝐻𝑚0 = 4√𝑚0 . Integer values
in the message may be transformed to real numbers as described in Section 9.6.5. The next
entry, 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 , is the index of the frequency bin for which 𝑆(𝑓) is maximal, i.e. 𝑆(𝑓𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
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The 27 values of the spectral density 𝑆𝑘 = 𝑆(𝑓𝑘 )/𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 are normalized values. To scale back
multiply by
27

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑚0 / ∑ 𝑆𝑘 Δ𝑓𝑘 ≈ 𝑚0 / ∑
𝑘

𝑘=1

𝑆𝑘 + 𝑆𝑘−1
⋅ (𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘−1 ).
2

The frequency values 𝑓𝑘 are selected through smart decimation, which is described later.
Table 9.6.4. Compressed heave spectrum message (MsgID = 0x0).
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID = 0x0 = 0000 CRC-4 checksum
1
𝑇𝑧
2
√𝑚0
3
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥
4
𝑆0
5
𝑆1
…
…
30
𝑆26

9.6.2.2 Spectral parameters (0x3)
Table 9.6.5 explains the "Spectral parameters" message. The periods 𝑇(𝑛, 𝑛 + 1) ≡ 𝑚𝑛 /𝑚𝑛+1
and 𝑇(𝑛, 𝑛 + 2) ≡ √𝑚𝑛 /𝑚𝑛+2 are computed from the moments 𝑚𝑛 of the spectrum.
𝑚𝑛 = ∫ 𝑓 𝑛 ⋅ 𝑆(𝑓)d𝑓
In addition, 𝑇𝑑𝑤 and Goda’s peakedness parameter 𝑄𝑝 are included:
1
√∫ 𝑓 −1 ⋅ 𝑆 2 (𝑓)d𝑓
𝑚0
2
𝑄𝑝 =
∫ 𝑓 ⋅ 𝑆 2 (𝑓)d𝑓
𝑚0

𝑇𝑑𝑤 =

plus the peak period 𝑇𝑝 , defined through 𝑆(1/𝑇𝑝 ) = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Other parameters, such as the
bandwidth parameters 𝜀 and 𝜈, or the significant steepness 𝑆𝑠 , can be computed from the
periods in the message:
𝑇1 2
𝜈 = √( ) − 1
𝑇𝑧
𝑇𝑐 2
𝜀 = √1 − ( )
𝑇𝑧

𝑆𝑠 = 2𝜋𝐻𝑚0 /𝑔𝑇𝑧2
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Table 9.6.5. Spectral parameters message (MsgID = 0x3).
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID = 0x3 = 0011 CRC-4 checksum
1
√𝑚0
2
𝑇𝐼 = 𝑇(−2,0)
3
𝑇𝐸 = 𝑇(−1,0)
4
𝑇1 = 𝑇(0,1)
5
𝑇𝑧 = 𝑇(0,2)
6
𝑇3 = 𝑇(1,3)
7
𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇(2,4)
8
𝑇𝑑𝑤
9
𝑇𝑝
10
1/𝑄𝑝

9.6.2.3 Buoy information (system file) (0x5)
Table 9.6.6 explains the "Buoy information" message. The GPS position is a combination of a
24-bit Latitude and a 24-bit Longitude. Both are two's-complement values. Positive values are
North (East), negative values are South (West). The scaling is:
𝐿𝑎𝑡 = 90∘ ⋅ (𝑖1 ⋅ 0𝑥10000 + 𝑖2 ⋅ 0𝑥100 + 𝑖3 )/223
𝐿𝑜𝑛 = 180∘ ⋅ (𝑖4 ⋅ 0𝑥10000 + 𝑖5 ⋅ 0𝑥100 + 𝑖6 )/223
The battery status is the battery life expectancy, i.e. the number of weeks that the battery cells
are expected to last. All three accelerometer offsets are 4-bit numbers, scaled linearly: 𝐴 = 𝑖/8
in units of m/s2 .
Table 9.6.6. Buoy information message (MsgID = 0x5).
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID = 0x5 = 0101 CRC-4 checksum
1
GPS Latitude
2
3
4
GPS Longitude
5
6
7
Battery Status
8
𝐴𝑣
𝐴𝑥
9
(Reserved)
𝐴𝑦

9.6.2.4 Sea Surface Temperature (0x6)
Table 9.6.7 explains the "Sea Surface Temperature" message. The water temperature 𝑇𝑤 is a 10bit number, scaled linearly: 𝑇𝑤 = 𝑖/20 − 5 in units of °C. Note: If the CAT4 option has been
installed, this message will be replaced by message 0xA in the compressed spectrum.
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Table 9.6.7. Meteorological parameters message (MsgID = 0x6).
Byte
0
1
2

HiNibble
LoNibble
MsgID = 0x6 = 0110 CRC-4 checksum
𝑇𝑤
𝑇𝑤
(Reserved)
(continued)
(Reserved)
…
(Reserved)

3
…
9

9.6.2.5 Compressed directional spectrum (0x9)
Table 9.6.8 explains the “Compressed directional spectrum” message.
Table 9.6.8. Compressed directional spectrum message (MsgID = 0x9).
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID = 0x9 = 1001 CRC-4 checksum
1
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑝
2
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑝
3
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥
4
𝐷𝑖𝑟0
5
𝐷𝑖𝑟1 − 𝐷𝑖𝑟0
𝑆𝑝𝑟1
6
𝐷𝑖𝑟2
7
𝐷𝑖𝑟3 − 𝐷𝑖𝑟2
𝑆𝑝𝑟3
…
…
28
𝐷𝑖𝑟24
29
𝐷𝑖𝑟25 − 𝐷𝑖𝑟24
𝑆𝑝𝑟25
30
𝐷𝑖𝑟26
Here, 𝐷𝑖𝑟 and 𝑆𝑝𝑟 are the mean direction and directional spread. At the top of the table, the
direction and spread for the peak in the heave spectrum are given. The peak is defined by 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥
in the third row. In the remaining rows, the directional spectrum is specified for the same set of
frequencies as the heave spectrum. In the even bins (0, 2, 4, …, 26), the direction is given as a
8-bit integer:
𝐷𝑖𝑟 = 𝑖 ⋅ 360/256
which results in an accuracy of 1.4∘ . In the odd bins (1, 3, 5, …, 25), the directional step with
respect to the previous direction is given. For these delta-directions 𝛥𝐷𝑖𝑟, a 4 bit two’scomplement number is used as explained in Table 9.6.9.
Table 9.6.9. Two's-complement representation of ΔDir.
𝑖

Δ𝐷𝑖𝑟

𝑖

0000

0

0100

360
0101
256
360
0010 2 ⋅
0110
256
360
0011 3 ⋅
0111
256
0001
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1⋅

Δ𝐷𝑖𝑟
360
4⋅
256
360
5⋅
256
360
6⋅
256
360
7⋅
256

𝑖

Δ𝐷𝑖𝑟

𝑖

1000

NaN

1100

360
1101
256
360
1010 −6 ⋅
1110
256
360
1011 −5 ⋅
1111
256
1001

−7 ⋅

Δ𝐷𝑖𝑟
360
−4 ⋅
256
360
−3 ⋅
256
360
−2 ⋅
256
360
−1 ⋅
256

The value 0x1000 is used for labelling a directional step of magnitude greater than 7⋅360/256 
10°. In that case, the direction in bin 𝑙 can be approximated as the mean of the adjacent
directions:
𝑓𝑙+1 − 𝑓𝑙
𝑓𝑙 − 𝑓𝑙−1
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑙 =
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑙−1 +
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑙+1
𝑓𝑙+1 − 𝑓𝑙−1
𝑓𝑙+1 − 𝑓𝑙−1
In the odd bins, the spread is specified as a 4 bit number 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 78.25∘, 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 14, 𝑏 = 8,
see "Transformation of real numbers to integers" below. The even spreads must be constructed
from the adjacent spreads:
𝑓𝑙+1 − 𝑓𝑙
𝑓𝑙 − 𝑓𝑙−1
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑙 =
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑙−1 +
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑙+1
𝑓𝑙+1 − 𝑓𝑙−1
𝑓𝑙+1 − 𝑓𝑙−1
In the first and last bin, the spread is not specified, and interpolation is not possible. Here,
extrapolation could be used. However, negative values must be avoided, since these have no
physical meaning.
𝑓3 − 𝑓0
𝑓1 − 𝑓0
𝑆𝑝𝑟0 =
𝑆𝑝𝑟1 −
𝑆𝑝𝑟3
𝑓3 − 𝑓1
𝑓3 − 𝑓1
𝑓26 − 𝑓23
𝑓26 − 𝑓25
𝑆𝑝𝑟26 =
𝑆𝑝𝑟25 −
𝑆𝑝𝑟23
𝑓25 − 𝑓23
𝑓25 − 𝑓23

9.6.2.6 Air Temperature (0xA)
Table 9.6.10 explains the "Air Temperature" message. The water temperature 𝑇𝑤 is a 10-bit
number, scaled linearly: 𝑇𝑤 = 𝑖/20 − 5 in units of °C. Its range is −5 to 46.15 °C, and its
resolution is 0.05 °C.
The air temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is a 10-bit number, scaled linearly: 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝑖/10 − 35 in units of °C. Its
range is −35 to 67.3 °C, and its resolution is 0.1 °C.
Table 9.6.10. Air temperature message (MsgID = 0xA).
Byte
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

HiNibble
LoNibble
MsgID = 0xA = 1010
CRC-4 checksum
𝑇𝑤 (bits 9..2)
0
0 S
V
𝑇𝑤 (1,0)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (9,8)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (7..0)
𝑇𝑤 (bits 9..2)
0
1 S
V
𝑇𝑤 (1,0)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (9,8)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (7..0)
𝑇𝑤 (bits 9..2)
0
1 S
V
𝑇𝑤 (1,0)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (9,8)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (7..0)

The message contains three sets of water temperature and air temperature. The first set in bytes
1-3 was measured 30 minutes before the message was transmitted. The second set in bytes 4-6
was measured 20 minutes before transmission. The third set in bytes 7-9 was measured 10
minutes before transmission.
The S bit is the solar induced uncertainty flag: S = 0 means there is no uncertainty, S = 1
means there is a solar induced uncertainty.
The V bit is the evaporation detected flag: V = 0 means no evaporation is detected, V = 1
means that evaporation was detected.
Note: If the CAT4 option has been installed, the message 0x6 will be replaced by this message
(0xA) in the compressed spectrum.
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9.6.3 Extended message format
The extended message format is used to define all IV-series messages. It is denoted by a 0xF in
the first byte of the message, or as described in the previous section as “subindexing”. III-series
instruments make use of these messages only in a limited manner. The CAT4 air temperature
and Sea surface temperature messages are written to the data logger if a III-series instrument is
equipped with a CAT4 antenna.
An overview of the currently defined messages in the extended DMF can be found in Table
9.6.11. A status value of “r” denotes that the message has been replaced by another message.
See the respective message for more information.
Table 9.6.11. Overview of the defined Datawell Message Format messages
MsgID
0xF20
0xF21
0xF22
0xF23
0xF25
0xF26
0xF28
0xF29
0xF2A
0xF80
0xF81
0xF82
0xF83
0xFB0
0xFC1
0xFC3
0xFC4

Description
Status Size
Heave spectrum message
161
Primary directional spectrum message
309
Secondary directional spectrum message
r
459
Spectrum synchronisation message
22
Directional spectral parameters message
27
Online upcross wave statistics message
25
Secondary directional spectrum message
459
Upcross wave height quantiles message
59
Upcross wave period quantiles message
59
GPS location message
14
Sea surface temperature message
10
Acoustic current meter message
29
CAT4 air temperature message
19
DWR4 /ACM summary message
30
System message for the DWR4
67
Battery life expectancy
9
CAT4 version information message
15

9.6.3.1 General comments
Each of the following (with an exception of message 0xFE0) messages have the same structure.
In order not to repeat ourselves, some properties of the messages which hold for all messages
will be mentioned here.





The message ID consists of three nibbles in the first two bytes. Nibble 0, 2 and 3.
Nibble 1 stores the CRC-4 checksum.
The checksum is the CRC-4 checksum over all nibbles of the message (including the
message ID) except the checksum-result nibble.
The timestamp is an integer which denotes the amount of seconds passed since Unix
Epoch (January 1st 1970).
The datastamp is a combination of hatch ID and hull ID. It only has a valid value for
IV-series instruments.

The wave spectrum is spread over three messages: a message for the heave spectrum, common
to all buoy types, and two messages for the directional spectrum. The separation of the
directional spectrum keeps the size of the messages relatively small. This reduces the amount of
data lost, if a transmission error occurs.
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All spectrum messages contain 100 bins for the data at various frequencies. The frequency 𝑓𝑘 in
Hertz (Hz) of bin 𝑘 can be calculated using the following formula:
0.025 + 0.005 ⋅ 𝑘
𝑓𝑘 = {−0.20 + 0.010 ⋅ 𝑘
−0.98 + 0.020 ⋅ 𝑘

[0.025 … 0.25]
0 ≤ 𝑘 < 46
[0.26 … 0.58]
46 ≤ 𝑘 < 79
79 ≤ 𝑘 < 100 [0.60 … 1.00]

(9.6.1)

The spectrum messages are calculated over a thirty minute period. After starting the buoy it will
behave differently for the first thirty minutes. This different behaviour makes it easier to
calibrate the buoy. During the first thirty minutes it will send a new spectrum every 200
seconds. This spectrum will only contain the Heave spectrum message (0xF20) and the Primary
directional spectrum message (0xF21) (in the case of a directional buoy). These messages are
necessarily based on a single segment due to the shorter measurement cycle. During this period
the Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF22 / 0xF28) and the Spectrum synchronization
message (0xF23) are thus not send.

9.6.3.2 Interval settings (0xFE0)
It is possible to send a configuration command to an instrument which has the Iridium SBD
option installed. This message contains the set intervals at which the different messages are
sent. A configuration command without any blocks will trigger a response with the present
Iridium SBD configuration settings. This response is formatted exactly like the command in
Table 9.6.12.
Note: in this case the command length n will be equal to 0, hence the message sent will be
{0xf0, 0xe0, 0xda, 0x59, 0x60, 0x01, 0x00}.
Table 9.6.12. Iridium SBD, configuration command and response message (MsgID = 0xF0E).
Field

Value

CRC-16

CRC-16 checksum byte 1
CRC-16 checksum byte 2

TaskID
CmdID

0x60
0x01

Cmd length
Cmd byte 0

n
ng = 0

1

nm = 2

1+(1..ng)
1+ng+(1..nm)

1+ng+nm+(1..nm)
…
n−nm−1+(1..nm)

Description

Iridium SBD task
Configuration
command/response
variable
number of general
configuration bytes
number of MsgID
configuration block bytes
(future general
configuration block)
first MsgID configuration
block

Checksum over
everything that
follows

byte 1: MsgID
2: message interval
according to index,
Table 9.6.13.
future MsgID
configuration bytes

next MsgID configuration
block
last MsgID configuration
blocks
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Table 9.6.13 maps the message interval index to the message interval. Requesting a message
once, index 0, will terminate transmission of that particular message after that one time. Indices
11-254 will be interpreted as index 10. Index 255 will disable the particular message identified
by MsgID in byte 1. Even when all messages are disabled, the buoy will check the SBD inbox
every day at midnight (UTC). Configuration messages are received after every transmission or
at midnight (UTC).
The Iridium SBD system will try once and then retry three times to establish a connection. If
still no connection could be made, the scheduled messages are lost. The instrument will no
longer attempt transmission until the next transmission interval.
Table 9.6.13. Message interval index table.
Message interval Frequency
Index
(hour:min)
(messages per day)
0
once
1
24:00
1
2
12:00
2
3
8:00
3
4
6:00
4
5
4:00
6
6
3:00
8
7
2:00
12
8
1:30
16
9
1:00
24
10
0:30
48
255
disable message
For example, the following hexadecimal set can be sent to the instrument by Waves5:
f5e0 5561 6001 0c00 0200 0103 0205 0306 0409 05
fe0
5
5561
6001
0c00
02

f (indicating extended message format), MsgID

CRC-4 checksum (over everything but the CRC-4 checksum nibble)
CRC-16 checksum (over everything following the two CRC-16 bytes)
TaskID, CmdID (currently always 0x60, 0x01)
Command length (12), number of general configuration bytes
Number of MsgID configuration block bytes

Following these bytes are the interval settings. It is always a combination of a byte for the
MsgID followed by a byte for the interval setting. In the example above, the settings are
generated as displayed in Table 9.6.14.
Table 9.6.14. Example interval setting decoding.
Message interval
MsgID Index
(hour:min)
0x00
0x01
24:00
0x03
0x02
12:00
0x05
0x03
8:00
0x06
0x04
6:00
0x09
0x05
4:00

9.6.3.3 Heave spectrum message (0xF20)
The heave spectrum message contains the Power Spectral Density (PSD) or 𝐶ℎℎ in metres
squared per Hertz (m2 /Hz) of the heave displacements. The format for the heave spectrum
message is shown in Table 9.6.15.
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Table 9.6.15. Format of the heave spectrum message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100000]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..4}
10
Padding [0000]
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 {3..0}
̃
11
𝑆0 {11..4}
̃
12
𝑆0 {3..0}
𝑆̃1 {11..8}
13
𝑆̃1 {7..0}
…
…
̃
158
𝑆98 {11..4}
̃
159
𝑆98 {3..0}
𝑆̃99 {11..8}
160
𝑆̃99 {7..0}
Number of segments used the number of segments (using 512 samples) which is used to
determine the spectrum. Normally it uses 17 segments with 50% overlap, but if an
accelerometer clips (due to accelerations > 1 g) the segment will be discarded. The same occurs
when a gap cannot be repaired. The Number of segments used can be calculated using the
following formula:
(9.6.2)
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 = 𝑢
[0, 255)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
Remark
The normal range is [1, 17]. When there are zero segments available the
message is not transmitted.
𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙 the peak value of the Power Spectral Density (PSD). The value is used as a scaling in the
normalization of the PSD. 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 in metres squared per Hertz can be calculated using the
following formula:
𝑢
exp (200) − 1
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5000 ⋅
(9.6.3)
4094
exp ( 200 ) − 1
[0, 5000] m2 /Hz
Range
[±32.29 · 10−9 , ±24.94] m2 /Hz
Resolution
Coding
Exponential
𝑎 = 5000
𝑏 = 200
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4094
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
The value in this message is used for scaling purposes only. When
interested in the 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 use the value send in the Directional spectral
parameters message (0xF25). When the 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the buoy is a NaN value
it will be set to 1 and return the unscaled values for 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 this will
Range
Resolution
Coding
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prevent an invalid 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 to ‘destroy’ the entire message. Note this
should never be a possible scenario. The same happens when 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is
zero.
̃𝑺𝒌 the relative value of the PSD in bin 𝑘. The 𝑆̃𝑘 can be calculated using the following formula:
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑢
exp (200) − 1
4094
exp ( 200 ) − 1

(9.6.4)

[0, 1]
[±6.457 · 10−12 , ±0.00499]
Exponential
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 200
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4094
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
The value 1 may not occur for any bin 𝑘 transmitted. That happens if
the 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is in a bin 𝑘 which is not transmitted.
𝑺𝒌 the PSD in bin 𝑘. The 𝑆𝑘 in metres squared per Hertz can be calculated using the following
formula:
(9.6.5)
𝑆𝑘 = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅ 𝑆̃𝑘
Range
Resolution
Coding

Range
Resolution
Remark

[0, 5000] m2 /Hz
[±2.085 · 10−19 , ±0.124] m2 /Hz
The 𝑆𝑘 for bin 𝑘 can only be calculated if both 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑆̃𝑘 for bin 𝑘
are not equal to NaN. There is no explicit NaN value reserved for a
NaN in 𝑆𝑘 .

9.6.3.4 Primary directional spectrum message (0xF21)
The primary directional spectrum contains the wave direction and the directional spread, both of
which are based on the first-harmonic coefficients; other more specific variables are stored in
the Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF22 / 0xF28) as described in Section 9.6.3.5 and
Section 9.6.3.6. The format for the primary directional spectrum message is shown in Table
9.6.16.
Table 9.6.16. Format of the primary directional spectrum message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100001]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
𝐷𝑖𝑟0 {11..4}
10
𝐷𝑖𝑟0{3..0}
𝑆𝑝𝑟0 {11..8}
11
𝑆𝑝𝑟0 {7..0}
…
…
306
𝐷𝑖𝑟99 {11..4}
307
𝐷𝑖𝑟99 {3..0}
𝑆𝑝𝑟99 {11..8}
308
𝑆𝑝𝑟99 {7..0}
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The following parameter has already been explained: Number of segments used
(Section 9.6.3.3).
𝑫𝒊𝒓𝒌 the mean wave direction in bin 𝑘. This is the direction which the waves are travelling
from. 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑘 in degrees can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑘 = 360 ⋅

𝑢
4095

(9.6.6)

[0, 360) deg
360
deg ≈ 8.791 ⋅ 10−2 deg
4095
Unsigned linear
360
𝑎 = 4095 ≈ 8.791 ⋅ 10−2
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑺𝒑𝒓𝒌 the directional spread about the mean wave direction in bin 𝑘. 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑘 in degrees can be
calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑘 = 90 ⋅
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

𝑢
4095

(9.6.7)

[0, 90) deg
180
deg ≈ 2.198 ⋅ 10−2 deg
8190
Unsigned linear
180
𝑎 = 8190 ≈ 2.198 ⋅ 10−2
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 4095

9.6.3.5 Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF22)
This message has been replaced with Secondary directional spectrum message ( 0xF28). The
contents of both messages are the same, but the sign of 𝑛2 is the opposite. Waves5 will
automatically change the sign of 𝑛2 such that the output is correct when this message is
received.
The secondary directional spectrum message contains the second-harmonic coefficients and the
checkfactor 𝐾. The format for the secondary directional spectrum message is shown in Table
9.6.17.
Table 9.6.17. Format of the secondary directional spectrum message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100010]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
(𝑚2 )0 {11..4}
9
(𝑚2 )0 {3..0}
(𝑛2 )0 {11..8}
10
(𝑛2 )0 {7..0}
11
12
𝐾0 {11..4}
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Byte
13
14
15
16
17
…
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458

HiNibble
LoNibble
(𝑚2 )1 {11..8}
𝐾0 {3..0}
(𝑚2 )1 {7..0}
(𝑛2 )1 {11..4}
(𝑛2 )1 {3..0}
𝐾1 {11..8}
𝐾1 {7..0}
…
(𝑚2 )98 {11..4}
(𝑚2 )98 {3..0}
(𝑛2 )98 {11..8}
(𝑛2 )98 ({7..0}
𝐾98 {11..4}
(𝑚2 )99 {11..8}
𝐾98 {3..0}
(𝑚2 )99 {7..0}
(𝑛2 )99 {11..4}
(𝑛2 )99 {3..0}
𝐾99 {11..8}
𝐾99 {7..0}

The following parameter has already been explained: Number of segments used
(Section 9.6.3.3).
(𝒎𝟐 )𝒌 the centred cosine Fourier coefficient in bin 𝑘. (𝑚2 )𝑘 can be calculated using the
following formula:
𝑖
(9.6.8)
(𝑚2 )𝑘 =
2047
[−1, 1]
1
≈ 488.5 · 10−6
2047
Signed linear
1
𝑎 = 2047 ≈ 488.5 · 10−6
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑖 = −2048
(𝒏𝟐 )𝒌 the centred sine Fourier coefficient in bin 𝑘. (𝑛2 )𝑘 can be calculated using the following
formula:
𝑖
(9.6.9)
(𝑛2 )𝑘 =
2047
Range
Resolution
Coding

[−1, 1]
1
≈ 488.5 · 10−6
2047
Signed linear
1
𝑎 = 2047 ≈ 488.5 · 10−6
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑖 = −2048
𝑲𝒌 the check factor. It is the ratio between the amplitude of horizontal motion to the amplitude
of the vertical motion in bin 𝑘. Its reciprocal equals the aspect ratio of the orbit of the water
particles. 𝐾𝑘 can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑢
exp (
)−1
2121.5841
𝐾𝑘 = 25 ⋅
4094
exp (
)−1
2121.5841
Range
Resolution
Coding
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[0, 25]
[±2.006 · 10−3 , ±13.77 · 10−3 ]
Exponential

(9.6.10)

NaN
Remark

𝑎 = 25
𝑏 = 2121.5841
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4094
𝑢 = 4095
In deep water for circular orbits 𝐾𝑘 = 1.

9.6.3.6 Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF28)
The secondary directional spectrum message contains the second-harmonic coefficients and the
checkfactor 𝐾. The format for the secondary directional spectrum message is shown in Table
9.6.18.
Table 9.6.18. Format of the secondary directional spectrum message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100010]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
(𝑚2 )0 {11..4}
9
(𝑚2 )0 {3..0}
(𝑛2 )0 {11..8}
10
(𝑛2 )0 {7..0}
11
12
𝐾0 {11..4}
(𝑚2 )1 {11..8}
13
𝐾0 {3..0}
(𝑚2 )1 {7..0}
14
(𝑛2 )1 {11..4}
15
(𝑛2 )1 {3..0}
16
𝐾1 {11..8}
17
𝐾1 {7..0}
…
…
(𝑚2 )98 {11..4}
450
(𝑚2 )98 {3..0}
(𝑛2 )98 {11..8}
451
(𝑛2 )98 ({7..0}
452
453
𝐾98 {11..4}
(𝑚2 )99 {11..8}
454
𝐾98 {3..0}
(𝑚2 )99 {7..0}
455
(𝑛2 )99 {11..4}
456
(𝑛2 )99 {3..0}
457
𝐾99 {11..8}
458
𝐾99 {7..0}
The following parameters have already been explained: Number of segments used
(Section 9.6.3.3), (𝑚2 )𝑘 , (𝑛2 )𝑘 and 𝐾𝑘 (Section 9.6.3.5).

9.6.3.7 Spectrum synchronisation message (0xF23)
In IV-series instruments it is possible to determine the exact range of vectors over which the
spectrum was calculated. In order to do so the last two vectors used for the calculation are sent
in this message, which places the beginning of the spectrum Number of samples in record
vectors before. The format for the spectrum synchronisation message is shown in Table 9.6.19.
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Table 9.6.19. Format of the spectrum synchronisation message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100011]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
List of used segments {23..16} [0000000?]
9
List of used segments {15..8} [????????]
10
List of used segments {7..0} [????????]
11
Number of samples in record {15..8}
12
Number of samples in record {7..0}
13
ℎ𝑛−1 {11..4}
14
ℎ𝑛−1 {3..0}
𝑛𝑛−1 {11..8}
15
𝑛𝑛−1 {7..0}
16
𝑤𝑛−1 {11..4}
17
𝑤𝑛−1 {3..0}
ℎ𝑛 {11..8}
18
ℎ𝑛 {7..0}
19
𝑛𝑛 {11..4}
20
𝑛𝑛 {3..0}
𝑤𝑛 {11..8}
21
𝑤𝑛 {7..0}
List of used segments a bitmask to show which segments are used to determine the spectrum.
The spectrum is normally calculated over 17 segments of 512 samples, but when a sample in a
segment has an error that segment is not used. The reason for this error can, for example, be the
clipping of output of the acceleration sensor, due to a breaking wave.
The segments are numbered from 0 to 16, as shown in Figure 9.1. The segment number is also
the offset in the bitmask. A used segment has its bit set (value 1) and an unused segment has its
bit cleared (value 0).

Figure 9.1. The numbering of the segments. It shows which samples are in which segment. The
numbering of the samples is in the order in which they are sampled.
Number of samples in record the number of samples that is used to determine the spectrum.
Due to minor jittering of the clock it might happen not exactly 4608 samples are sampled in a
thirty minute period.
If less than 4608 samples are gathered dummy samples will be generated to get 4608 samples.
These dummy samples contain a displacement of 0 in all directions and have no effect on the
spectrum calculated.
If more than 4608 samples are gathered the excess of samples are not used for the calculation of
the spectrum. The Number of samples in record can be calculated using the following formula:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑 = 𝑢
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(9.6.11)

Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark

[0, 65535)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 65535
If the number is larger than 4608 only the first 4608 samples are used
to calculate the spectrum. Typically the value should be 4606 or 4608.
The value sent is always an even number.

𝒉𝒏−𝟏 the heave displacement value of the second last sample used for the spectrum. The value
is send here is in the same format as the data send in the real time channel. With the last two
vectors used for the spectrum and the Number of samples in record value it is possible to
exactly mark the samples used to calculate the spectrum, which in turn allows you to calculate
the spectrum with different parameters.
It is possible to decode the value in a displacement and then search the value in the real-time
data or used the raw value here to search in the raw data. The decoding can be done as explained
in Section 9.2.1.
Note however that it is recommended to use the values directly and compare them to the raw
value sent in the real time channel and not decode them.
The real time channel sends two samples per vector. The two samples in this message always
belong to the same vector.

9.6.3.8 Directional spectral parameters message (0xF25)
This message contains the parameters for the directional spectrum. This message is sent by the
directional IV-series instruments. The format for the directional spectral parameter message is
shown in Table 9.6.20.
Table 9.6.20. Format of the directional spectral parameters message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100101]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
𝐻𝑠 {11..4}
10
𝐻𝑠 {3..0}
𝑇𝐼 {11..8}
11
𝑇𝐼 {7..0}
12
𝑇𝐸 {11..4}
13
𝑇𝐸 {3..0}
𝑇1 {11..8}
14
𝑇1 {7..0}
15
𝑇𝑧 {11..4}
16
𝑇𝑧 {3..0}
𝑇3 {11..8}
17
𝑇3 {7..0}
18
𝑇𝑐 {11..4}
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Byte
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

HiNibble
𝑇𝑐 {3..0}

LoNibble
𝑅𝑝 {11..8}
𝑅𝑝 {7..0}
𝑇𝑝 {11..4}

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..8}
𝑇𝑝 {3..0}
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 {7..0}
𝜃𝑝 {11..4}
𝜃𝑝 {3..0}
𝜎𝑝 {11..8}
𝜎𝑝 {7..0}

The following parameters have already been explained: Number of segments used and 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
(Section 9.6.3.3).
𝑯𝒔 the significant wave height. 𝐻𝑠 in metres can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐻𝑠 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.12)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝑰 the integral period. 𝑇𝐼 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇𝐼 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.13)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝑬 the energy period. 𝑇𝐸 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇𝐸 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.14)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝟏 the mean period. 𝑇1 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇1 =
Range
Resolution
Coding
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[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear

𝑢
100

(9.6.15)

𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝒛 the average period of the zero up-cross waves. 𝑇𝑧 in seconds can be calculated using the
following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.16)
𝑇𝑧 =
100
[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝟑 . 𝑇3 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇3 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.17)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝒄 the crest period. 𝑇𝑐 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇𝑐 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.18)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑹𝒑 the reciprocal of Goda’s peakedness parameter 𝑄𝑝 . 𝑅𝑝 can be calculated using the following
formula:
1
𝑢
𝑅𝑝 =
=
(9.6.19)
𝑄𝑝 4094
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 1]
1
≈ 2.443 ⋅ 10−4
4094
Unsigned linear
1
𝑎 = 4094 ≈ 2.443 ⋅ 10−4
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
For typical ocean spectra 0 ≤ 𝑅𝑝 ≤ 1. For non-typical ocean spectra the
value of 𝑅𝑝 could get greater than 1 and thus result in a NaN in this
field. The value used is 𝑅𝑝 instead of 𝑄𝑝 in order to make it easier to
compare with the bandwidth parameters 𝜀 and 𝜈.
𝑻𝒑 the period at the peak value of the PSD. 𝑇𝑝 in seconds can be calculated using the following
formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding
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𝑇𝑝 =
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

𝑢
100

(9.6.20)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 4095

𝜽𝒑 the mean wave direction at the peak value of the PSD. It is the direction from which the
waves arrive. The value 0° corresponds to North, or 90° with East. All values refer to magnetic
North. 𝜃𝑝 in degrees can be calculated using the following formula:
𝜃𝑝 = 360 ⋅

𝑢
4095

(9.6.21)

[0, 360) deg
360
deg ≈ 8.791 ⋅ 10−2 deg
4095
Unsigned linear
360
𝑎 = 4095 ≈ 8.791 ⋅ 10−2
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
If more than one bin contains the value of 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 the one in the bin with
the lowest frequency is used to determine 𝜃𝑝 .
𝝈𝒑 the directional spread about the mean wave direction at the peak of the PSD. 𝜎𝑝 in degrees
can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝜎𝑝 = 90 ⋅
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark

𝑢
4095

(9.6.22)

[0, 90) deg
180
deg ≈ 2.198 ⋅ 10−2 deg
8190
Unsigned linear
180
𝑎 = 8190 ≈ 2.198 ⋅ 10−2
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 4095
If more than one bin contains the value of 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 the one in the bin with
the lowest frequency is used to determine 𝜎𝑝 .

9.6.3.9 Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26)
The online upcross wave statistics are several statistics of the waves, which are determined in
the buoy. All the statistics can be determined by a single pass over the data. More complex
analyses can be done during post processing on shore.
The measurement starts at the beginning of the thirty minute period and waits until it sees the
beginning of the first upcross wave. The samples after the last upcross wave are also not used in
the statistics. This means the samples of the previous and next thirty minute period are not used
to determine the statistics.
The format for the online upcross wave statistics message is shown in Table 9.6.21.
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Table 9.6.21. Format of the online upcross wave statistics message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100110]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..4}
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..8}
9
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {3..0}
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {7..0}
10
11
Tmax {11..4}
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..8}
12
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {3..0}
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {7..0}
13
𝐻
14
𝑎𝑣𝑔 {11..4}
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 {3..0}
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 {11..8}
15
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 {7..0}
16
𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠 {11..4}
17
𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠 {3..0}
18
𝑁𝑤 {11..8}
19
𝑁𝑤 {7..0}
20
𝑁𝑐 {11..4}
21
𝑁𝑐 {3..0}
𝜀 {11..8}
22
𝜀 {7..0}
23
Coverage {11..4}
24
Coverage {3..0}
Padding [0000]
𝑯𝒎𝒂𝒙 the height of the highest measured upcross wave. 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 in metres can be calculated using
the following formula:
𝑢
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
(9.6.23)
100
[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
If two waves have the same 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the one sampled first will be used as
the highest wave. This does not matter for 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 but might have
consequences for 𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
𝑻𝑯𝒎𝒂𝒙 the period of the wave used to determine 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 . 𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 in seconds can be calculated using
the following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.24)
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
100
Range
Resolution
Coding

Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
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𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 the period of the longest measured upcross wave. 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 in seconds can be calculated using
the following formula:
𝑢
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
(9.6.25)
100
[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
If two waves have the same 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the one sampled first will be used as
the highest wave. This does not matter for 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 but might have
consequences for 𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
𝑯𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 the height of the wave used to determine 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 . 𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 in metres can be calculated using
the following formula:
𝑢
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
(9.6.26)
100
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑯𝒂𝒗𝒈 the average height of the measured upcross waves. 𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 in metres can be calculated using
the following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.27)
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
100
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 the average period of the measured upcross waves. 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 in seconds can be calculated
using the following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.28)
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
100
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑯𝒔𝒓𝒎𝒔 the significant wave height determined by the root mean square of the upcross waves. It
is an approximation of 𝐻1/3. 𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠 in metres can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠 =
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𝑢
100

(9.6.29)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑵𝒘 the number of waves measured upcross waves. 𝑁𝑤 can be calculated using the following
formula:
(9.6.30)
𝑁𝑤 = 𝑢
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 4095)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑵𝒄 the number of wave crests measured upcross waves, both positive and negative crests. 𝑁𝑐
can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑁𝑐 = 𝑢

(9.6.31)

[0, 4095)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝜺 the bandwidth parameter of the measured upcross waves. 𝜀 can be calculated using the
following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.32)
𝜀=
4094
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 1]
1
≈ 244.3 · 10−6
4094
Unsigned linear
1
𝑎 = 4094 ≈ 244.3 · 10−6
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Coverage the percentage of the samples that are covered in the measured upcross waves. The
Coverage can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark

𝑢
⋅ 100
4094

(9.6.33)

[0, 100]%
100
% ≈ 24.43 · 10−3 %
4094
Unsigned linear
100
𝑎=
≈ 24.43 · 10−3
4094
𝑏=0
𝑢 = 4095
The coverage will be less than 100% due to the samples not used at the
beginning and end of the thirty minute period. When there are gaps in
the data the Coverage might be lower.
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9.6.3.10 Upcross wave height quantiles message (0xF29)
The online upcross wave height quantiles message is the table of wave height quantiles
complemented by the main wave-statistical parameters. The calculation of these parameters is
based on the sorted list of upcross waves. The quantiles are a set of percentiles. The statistics are
determined in the buoy. Note that the message has several statistics in common with messages
Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26) and Upcross wave period quantiles message
(0xF2A).
The measurement starts at the beginning of the thirty minute period. The statistics are gathered
only in the interval starting from the beginning of the first upcross wave until the ending of the
last upcross wave. Samples outside this interval are not used in the statistics. Therefore, samples
of the previous and next thirty minute period are not used.
The format for the online upcross wave height quantiles message is shown in Table 9.6.22.
Table 9.6.22. Format of the upcross wave height quantiles message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100110]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Coverage {11..4}
9
Coverage {3..0}
𝑁𝑤 {11..8}
10
𝑁𝑤 {7..0}
11
𝜀 {11..4}
12
𝜀 {3..0}
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..8}
13
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {7..0}
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..4}
14
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 {3..0}
𝐻1/10 {11..8}
15
𝐻1/10 {7..0}
16
𝑇
17
𝐻1/10 {11..4}
𝑇𝐻1/10 {3..0}
𝐻1/3 {11..8}
18
𝐻1/3 {7..0}
19
𝑇
20
𝐻1/3 {11..4}
𝑇𝐻1/3 {3..0}
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 {11..8}
21
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 {7..0}
22
𝑇
23
𝑎𝑣𝑔 {11..4}
(𝐻𝑞 )0 {11..8}
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 {3..0}
24
25

(𝐻𝑞 )0 {7..0}

26

(𝐻𝑞 )1 {11..4}

27
28
…
56
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(𝐻𝑞 )1 {3..0}

(𝐻𝑞 )2 {11..8}

(𝐻𝑞 )2 {7..0}
…
(𝐻𝑞 ) {11..4}
21

Byte
57

HiNibble
(𝐻𝑞 ) {3..0}
21

LoNibble
(𝐻𝑞 ) {11..8}
22

(𝐻𝑞 )22 {7..0}
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The following parameters have already been explained: Coverage, 𝑁𝑤 , 𝜀, 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔
and 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 (Section 9.6.3.9).
𝑯𝟏/𝟏𝟎 the average crest-to-trough height of the one tenth highest of measured zero-upcross
waves. 𝐻1/10 in metres can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐻1/10 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.34)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝑯𝟏/𝟏𝟎 the average zero-upcross period of the one tenth highest of measured zero-upcross
waves. 𝑇𝐻1/10 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇𝐻1/10 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.35)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑯𝟏/𝟑 the average crest-to-trough height of the one third highest of measured zero-upcross
waves. 𝐻1/3 in metres can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐻1/3 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.36)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝑯𝟏/𝟑 the average zero-upcross period of the one third highest of measured zero-upcross waves.
𝑇𝐻1/3 in seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇𝐻1/3 =
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑢
100

(9.6.37)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
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𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
(𝑯𝒒 )𝒌 the wave height for which a percentage 𝑝𝑘 of all wave heights is below that value. (𝐻𝑞 )𝑘
in metres can be calculated using the following formula:
(𝐻𝑞 )𝑘 =

Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark
Index 𝑘
Percentage 𝑝𝑘

𝑢
100

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 4095
The percentage 𝑝𝑘 is given by:
0
1
2
3
4
…
1
3
5
10
15
…

(9.6.38)

18
85

19
90

20
95

21
97

22
99

9.6.3.11 Upcross wave period quantiles message (0xF2A)
The online upcross wave period quantiles message is the table of wave period quantiles
complemented by the main wave-statistical parameters. The calculation of these parameters is
based on the sorted list of upcross waves. The quantiles are a set of percentiles. The statistics are
determined in the buoy. Note that the message has several statistics in common with messages
Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26) and Upcross wave height quantiles message
(0xF29).
The measurement starts at the beginning of the thirty minute period. The statistics are gathered
only in the interval starting from the beginning of the first upcross wave until the ending of the
last upcross wave. Samples outside this interval are not used in the statistics. Therefore, samples
of the previous and next thirty minute period are not used.
The format for the online upcross wave height quantiles message is shown in Table 9.6.23.
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Table 9.6.23. Format of the upcross wave period quantiles message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100110]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Coverage {11..4}
9
Coverage {3..0}
𝑁𝑤 {11..8}
10
𝑁𝑤 {7..0}
11
𝜀 {11..4}
12
𝜀 {3..0}
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..8}
13
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {7..0}
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {11..4}
14
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 {3..0}
𝑇1/10 {11..8}
15
𝑇
{7..0}
16
1/10
𝐻
17
𝑇1/10 {11..4}
𝐻𝑇1/10 {3..0}
𝑇1/3 {11..8}
18
𝑇
{7..0}
19
1/3
𝐻
20
𝑇1/3 {11..4}
𝐻𝑇1/3 {3..0}
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 {11..8}
21
𝑇
{7..0}
22
𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 {11..4}
23
(𝑇𝑞 )0 {11..8}
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔 {3..0}
24
25

(𝑇𝑞 )0 {7..0}

26

(𝑇𝑞 )1 {11..4}

27

(𝑇𝑞 )1 {3..0}

(𝑇𝑞 )2 {7..0}
…
(𝑇𝑞 )21 {11..4}

28
…
56
57

(𝑇𝑞 )2 {11..8}

(𝑇𝑞 )21 {3..0}
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(𝑇𝑞 )22 {11..8}

(𝑇𝑞 )22 {7..0}

The following parameters have already been explained: Coverage, 𝑁𝑤 , 𝜀, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔
and 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 (Section 9.6.3.9).
𝑻𝟏/𝟏𝟎 the average zero-upcross period of the one tenth longest of measured zero-upcross waves.
𝑇1/10 can be calculated using the following formula:
𝑇1/10 =

Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑢
100

(9.6.39)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
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𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑯𝑻𝟏/𝟏𝟎 the average crest-to-trough height of the one tenth longest of measured zero-upcross
waves. 𝐻𝑇1/10 can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐻𝑇1/10 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.40)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑻𝟏/𝟑 the average zero-upcross period of the one third longest of measured zero-upcross waves.
𝑇1/3 can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑇1/3 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.41)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑯𝑻𝟏/𝟑 the average crest-to-trough height of the one third longest of measured zero-upcross
waves. 𝐻𝑇1/3 can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐻𝑇1/3 =

𝑢
100

(9.6.42)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
(𝑻𝒒 )𝒌 the wave period for which a percentage 𝑝𝑘 of all wave periods is below that value. (𝑇𝑞 )𝑘
in metres can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

(𝑇𝑞 )𝑘 =

Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark
Index 𝑘
Percentage 𝑝𝑘
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𝑢
100

(9.6.43)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 4095
The percentage 𝑝𝑘 is given by:
0
1

1
3

2
5

3
10

4
15

…
…

18
85

19
90

20
95

21
97

22
99

9.6.3.12 GPS location message (0xF80)
The GPS location message contains the current location of the buoy. The GPS location is
updated and transmitted at least every ten minutes. If the buoy is unable to determine its present
location the position is not updated. This means there could possibly be a longer period than ten
minutes between the GPS location updates. The position is updated 30 seconds before and 90
seconds after the ten minute mark.
The format for the GPS location message is shown in Table 9.6.24.
Table 9.6.24. Format of the GPS location message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10000000]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Latitude {23..16}
9
Latitude {15..8}
10
Latitude {7..0}
11
Longitude {23..16}
12
Longitude {15..8}
13
Longitude {7..0}
Latitude the latitude of the location. The latitude can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 = 180 ⋅

224

𝑖
−1

(9.6.44)

[−90, 90] deg
180
deg ≈ 1.07 ⋅ 10−5 deg
224 −1
Signed linear
180
𝑎 = 224 −1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑖 = −223 = −8388608
Remark
A positive value for the latitude means the location is on the northern
hemisphere.
A negative value for the latitude means the location is on the southern
hemisphere.
Longitude the longitude of the location. The longitude can be calculated using the following
formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 = 360 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

224

𝑖
−1

(9.6.45)

[−180, 180] deg
360
deg ≈ 2.15 ⋅ 10−5 deg
224 −1
Signed linear
360
𝑎 = 224 −1
𝑏=0
𝑖 = −223 = −8388608
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Remark

A positive value for the longitude means the location lies east of the
Prime Meridian.
A negative value for the longitude means location lies west of the
Prime Meridian.

9.6.3.13 Sea surface temperature message (0xF81)
This message contains the sea surface temperature and is only used with buoys equipped with
the sea surface temperature sensor. The sea surface temperature is updated and saved every five
minutes. The format for the sea surface water temperature message is shown in Table 9.6.25.
Table 9.6.25. Format of the sea surface temperature message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10000001]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
𝑇𝑤 {15..8}
9
𝑇𝑤 {7..0}
𝑻𝒘 the sea surface water temperature. 𝑇𝑤 can be calculated using the following formula:
𝑇𝑤 =
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

𝑢
− 273.15
100

(9.6.46)

[−273.15, 382.20) ℃
0.01 ℃
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
𝑢 = 65535

9.6.3.14 Acoustic current meter message (0xF82)
This message contains the information of the acoustic current meter. The format of the acoustic
current meter message is shown in Table 9.6.26.
Table 9.6.26. Format of the acoustic current meter message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10000010]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
ACM firmware version {7..0}
9
ACM firmware version {15..8}
10
ACM firmware version {23..16}
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Byte
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

HiNibble
LoNibble
ACM firmware version {31..24}
ACM firmware version {39..32}
ACM firmware version {47..40}
ACM firmware version {55..48}
ACM firmware version {63..56}
Speed {11..4}
Speed {3..0}
Direction to {11..8}
Direction to {7..0}
𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 {7..0}
𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 {7..0}
RSSI 𝑇1 {7..0}
RSSI 𝑇2 {7..0}
RSSI 𝑇3 {7..0}
𝑇𝑤 {15..8}
𝑇𝑤 {7..0}
ACM status {7..0}
𝜇𝑤 {7..0}
𝜎𝑤 {7..0}

The following parameter has already been explained: 𝑇𝑤 (Section 9.6.3.13).
ACM firmware version a string containing the firmware version used in the acoustic current
meter.
Speed the mean current speed. The speed in metres per second can be calculated using the
following formula:
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =

𝑢
1000

(9.6.47)

[0, 4.095) m/s
0.001 m/s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.001
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Direction to the mean current direction. Current direction is defined as direction the water
particles are moving towards. The direction to in degrees can be calculated using the following
formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 =

360 ⋅ 𝑢
4095

(9.6.48)

[0, 360) deg
360
deg ≈ 0.088 deg
4095
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 360/4095
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝝈𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅 the standard deviation of the current speed. The 𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 in metres per second can be
calculated using the following formula:
𝑢
𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =
(9.6.49)
1000
Range
Resolution
Coding
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[0, 0.255) m/s
0.001 m/s
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.001
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
𝝈𝒅𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒕𝒐 the standard deviation of the current direction to. The 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 in degrees can be
calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 =

𝑢
10

(9.6.50)

[0, 25.5) deg
0.1 deg
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
𝐑𝐒𝐒𝐈𝑻𝒏 the average received signal strength of transducer 𝑇𝑛 . The RSSI 𝑇𝑛 in dBr (decibel
relative) can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

RSSI 𝑇𝑛 = 𝑖

(9.6.51)

[−127,127] dBr
1 dB
Signed linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑖 = −128
Remark
The RSSI value gives an indication of the strength of the acoustic echo
received by the transducers. The higher this value, the better.
ACM status bitfield containing the status flags indicating the status of the current
measurement. The possible flags are shown in Table 9.6.27.
Range
Resolution
Coding

Table 9.6.27. Flags of the ACM status bitfield.
Bit Decimal value1
Description
0
1
BUSY
1
2
ADC OK
2
4
INVALID MATRIX
3
8
Not used [0]
4
16
Not used [0]
5
32
Not used [0]
6
64
Not used [0]
7
128
Not used [0]
The BUSY flag is set when the current meter is performing a measurement cycle. This
flag should always be 0 when receiving the message, it is used internally in the buoy.
The ADC OK flag indicates that the ADC had no errors while processing its data. If the
flag is 0 the values of the measurement might be less accurate. If this flag is 0 multiple
times a day there might be issues with the acoustic current meter.
1

Multiple bitfields can be combined resulting in decimal values not listed.
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The INVALID MATRIX flag indicates that the calibration matrix is invalid. If this flag
is 1 there is a serious issue with the acoustic current meter.
𝝁𝒘 the mean vertical component of the current velocity. 𝜇𝑤 in metres per second can be
calculated using the following formula:
𝑖
(9.6.52)
𝜇𝑤 =
1000
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

[−0.127, 0.127) m/s
0.001 m/s
Signed linear
𝑎 = 0.001
𝑏=0
𝑖 = −128

𝝈𝒘 the standard deviation of the vertical component of the current velocity. 𝜎𝑤 in metres per
second can be calculated using the following formula:
𝜎𝑤 =
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

𝑢
1000

(9.6.53)

[−0.127, 0.127) m/s
0.001 m/s
Signed linear
𝑎 = 0.001
𝑏=0
𝑢 = 255

9.6.3.15 CAT4 temperature message (0xF83)
This message contains the information of the CAT4 air temperature option and is only used with
buoys equipped with the CAT4 antenna. The CAT4 air temperature is updated and saved every
five minutes. The format of the CAT4 air temperature message is shown in Table 9.6.28.
Table 9.6.28. Format of the CAT4 air temperature message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10000011]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 {15..8}
9
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 {7..0}
10
CAT4 status
11
𝑇𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 {15..8}
12
𝑇𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 {7..0}
13
𝑇𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 {15..8}
14
𝑇𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 {7..0}
15
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 {15..8}
16
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 {7..0}
17
𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑 {15..8}
18
𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑 {7..0}
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𝑻𝒂𝒊𝒓 the calculated air temperature at the sea surface. 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 in degrees Celsius can be calculated
using the following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.54)
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
− 273.15
100
[−273.15, 382.20) ℃
0.01 ℃
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 65535
CAT4 status a bitfield containing the flags indicating the status of the CAT4. The possible
flags are shown in Table 9.6.29.
Range
Resolution
Coding

Table 9.6.29. Flags of the CAT4 status bitfield.
Bit Decimal value
Description
0
1
ERROR
1
2
BUSY
2
4
Evaporation detected
3
8
Solar induced uncertainty
4
16
Not used [0]
5
32
Not used [0]
6
64
Not used [0]
7
128
Not used [0]
The BUSY flag is set when the device is performing a measurement cycle. This flag
should always be zero when receiving the message, it is used internally in the buoy.
The ERROR flag indicates that an error occurred while getting a measurement from the
device. If this flag is 1 multiple times a day there might be issues with the CAT4
antenna.
The Evaporation detected flag is set when the evaporation sensor detected evaporation.
When this occurs 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 may be less accurate.
The Solar induced uncertainty flag is set when the solar sensor detected a high solar
intensity. When this occurs 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 may be less accurate.
𝑻𝒙 the temperature for sensor 𝑥. 𝑇𝑥 in degrees Celsius can be calculated using the following
formula:
𝑢
𝑇𝑥 =
− 273.15
(9.6.55)
100
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

[−273.15, 382.20) ℃
0.01 ℃
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
𝑢 = 65535

9.6.3.16 DWR4 /ACM summary message (0xFB0)
This message contains a summary of the information of a DWR4 /ACM buoy. The format of the
DWR4 /ACM summary message is shown in Table 9.6.30.
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Table 9.6.30. Format of the DWR4 /ACM summary message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10110000]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
𝐻𝑠 {11..4}
9
𝐻𝑠 {3..0}
𝑇1 {11..8}
10
𝑇1 {7..0}
11
𝑇𝑧 {11..4}
12
𝑇𝑧 {3..0}
𝑇𝑝 {11..8}
13
𝑇𝑝 {7..0}
14
𝜃𝑝 {11..4}
15
𝜃𝑝 {3..0}
𝜎𝑝 {11..8}
16
𝜎𝑝 {7..0}
17
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠
18
Latitude {23..16}
19
Latitude {15..8}
20
Latitude {7..0}
21
Longitude {23..16}
22
Longitude {15..8}
23
Longitude {7..0}
24
Battery life expectancy
25
𝑇𝑤 {15..8}
26
𝑇𝑤 {7..0}
27
Speed {11..4}
28
Speed {3..0}
Direction to {11..8}
29
Direction to {7..0}
The following parameters have already been explained: 𝐻𝑠 , 𝑇1 , 𝑇𝑧 , 𝑇𝑝 , 𝜃𝑝 , 𝜎𝑝 (Section 9.6.3.8),
Latitude, Longitude (Section 9.6.3.12), Battery life expectancy (Section 9.6.3.18), 𝑇𝑤 (Section
9.6.3.13), Speed, Direction to (Section 9.6.3.17).
𝑯𝒎𝒂𝒙 /𝑯𝒔𝒓𝒎𝒔 the ratio between the maximum wave height 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the significant wave height
𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠 . The 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠 can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑢
= 1.14 +
𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠
100
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark

(9.6.56)

[1.14, 3.69)
0.01
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.01
𝑏 = 1.14
𝑢 = 255
This value is expected to be 1.75, and typically between 1.5 and 2.
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9.6.3.17 System message for the DWR4 (0xFC1)
The system message contains information regarding the instrument itself and several ‘health’
parameters. The message contains no oceanographic data. Every type of instrument has its own
system message. This message contains the system message for the DWR4. The format of the
system message for the DWR4 is shown in Table 9.6.31.
Table 9.6.31. Format of the system message for the DWR4.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000001]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Firmware version number {7..0}
9
Firmware version number {15..8}
10
Firmware version number {23..16}
11
Firmware version number {31..24}
12
Firmware version number {39..32}
13
Firmware version number {47..40}
14
Firmware version number {55..48}
15
Firmware version number {63..56}
16
Firmware version number {71..64}
17
Firmware version number {79..72}
18
Hatch UID {47..40}
19
Hatch UID {39..32}
20
Hatch UID {31..24}
21
Hatch UID {23..16}
22
Hatch UID {15..8}
23
Hatch UID {7..0}
24
Hull UID {47..40}
25
Hull UID {39..32}
26
Hull UID {31..24}
27
Hull UID {23..16}
28
Hull UID {15..8}
29
Hull UID {7..0}
30
Uptime {31..24}
31
Uptime {23..16}
32
Uptime {15..8}
33
Uptime {7..0}
34
Energy used from batteries {31..24}
35
Energy used from batteries {23..16}
36
Energy used from batteries {15..8}
37
Energy used from batteries {7..0}
38
Energy to boostcaps {31..24}
39
Energy to boostcaps {23..16}
40
Energy to boostcaps {15..8}
41
Energy to boostcaps {7..0}
42
Hatch electronics temperature
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Byte
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

HiNibble
LoNibble
Battery voltage
Batteries per section
Number of battery sections
Initial energy in a battery
𝑂𝑣 {11..4}
Padding [0000]
𝑂𝑣 {3..0}
𝐶𝑣 {7..0}
𝑂𝑥 {11..4}
𝑂𝑥 {3..0}
𝑂𝑦 {11..8}
𝑂𝑦 {7..0}
𝐶𝑥 {7..0}
𝐶𝑦 {7..0}
𝜇𝑜 {11..4}
𝜇𝑜 {3..0}
𝜎𝑜 {11..8}
𝜎𝑜 {7..0}
𝜇𝑖 {11..4}
𝜇𝑖 {3..0}
𝜎𝑖 {11..8}
𝜎𝑖 {7..0}
𝜇𝐻 {11..4}
𝜇𝐻 {3..0}
𝜎𝐻 {11..8}
𝜎𝐻 {7..0}
𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟

Firmware version number a string containing the firmware version number used in the
instrument.
Hatch UID a unique ID for the instrument’s hatch. The hatch UID can be calculated by using
the following formula:
(9.6.57)
𝐻𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑈𝐼𝐷 = 𝑢
[0, 248 − 1)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 248 − 1
Hull UID a unique ID for the instrument’s hull. The hull UID can be calculated by using the
following formula:
(9.6.58)
𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑈𝐼𝐷 = 𝑢
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0, 248 − 1)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 248 − 1
Uptime the number of seconds elapsed since the instrument has been turned on. The uptime in
seconds can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑢

(9.6.59)
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[0, 232 − 1) s
1s
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 232 − 1
Remark
The uptime has a maximum value of approximately 136 years.
Energy used from batteries the amount of energy used from the batteries. This is a perpetual
wrapping counter. The energy used from batteries can be calculated using the following
formula:
𝑢
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑠 =
(9.6.60)
3600
Range
Resolution
Coding

Range
Resolution
Coding

[0,

232 −1
)
3600

Wh

1
3600

Unsigned linear
1
𝑎 = 3600
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4294967295 = 232 − 1
Remark
For a DWR4 0.9 m with an expected average energy consumption of
350 mW the counter will wrap after about 389 years.
The counter is stored in the hatch of the buoy, so if the hatch is placed
on a different hull, the counter will hold the energy used from the
battery of the previous hull.
Energy to boostcaps the amount of energy received from the solar cells is stored in the
boostcaps. This is a perpetual wrapping counter. The energy to boostcaps can be calculated
using the following formula:
𝑢
(9.6.61)
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑠 =
3600
Range
Resolution
Coding

[0,

232 −1
)
3600

Wh

1
3600

Unsigned linear
1
𝑎 = 3600
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 4294967295 = 232 − 1
Remark
The resolution of the measurement inside the buoy is 0.01 Wh, so the
effective resolution of the encoding format will not be achieved.
Hatch electronics temperature the temperature of the hatch cover electronics. It gives a rough
estimation of the temperature inside the buoy hardware. The hatch electronics temperature in
degrees Celsius can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐻𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑢 − 73.15

(9.6.62)

[−73.15, 181.85) ℃
1℃
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏 = 200
NaN
𝑢 = 255
Battery voltage is the voltage of the batteries. The battery voltage can be calculated using the
following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding
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𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

𝑢
+6
10

(9.6.63)

[6, 31.5) V
0.1 V
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 0.1
𝑏 = 6
NaN
𝑢 = 255
Batteries per section the number of batteries per section in the instrument. The batteries per
section can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑢

(9.6.64)

[0, 255)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
Number of battery sections the number of battery sections in the instrument. The number of
battery sections can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝑢

(9.6.65)

[0, 255)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
Initial energy in a battery the amount of energy in a single battery. The initial energy in a
battery in watt-hours can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 10 ⋅ 𝑢

(9.6.66)

[0, 2550) Wh
10 Wh
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 10
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
𝑶𝒗 , 𝑶𝒙 , 𝑶𝒚 the vertical, x and y accelerometer offset, respectively. The 𝑂𝑣 , 𝑂𝑥 and 𝑂𝑦 in metres
per second squared can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑂=
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

𝑖
800

(9.6.67)

2047 2047
,
] m/s2 ≈ [−2.56, 2.56] m/s 2
800 800
1
m/s 2 = 1.25 · 10−3 m/s2
800

[−

Signed linear
1
𝑎 = 800 = 1.25 · 10−3
𝑏=0
𝑖 = −2048
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𝑪𝒗 , 𝑪𝒙 , 𝑪𝒚 the number of times the vertical, x and y accelerometer reached their maximum
during the last thirty minutes, respectively. 𝐶𝑣 , 𝐶𝑥 and 𝐶𝑦 can be calculated using the following
formula:
(9.6.68)
𝐶=𝑢
[0, 255)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
𝝁𝒐 the average orientation of the instrument during the last thirty minutes. 𝜇𝑜 in degrees can be
calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝑢
⋅ 360
4095

𝜇𝑜 =

(9.6.69)

[0, 360) deg
(360/4095) deg ≈ 8.791 · 10−2 deg
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = (360/4095) ≈ 8.791 · 10−2
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝝈𝒐 the standard deviation of the orientation of the instrument during the last thirty minutes. 𝜎𝑜
in degrees can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝜎𝑜 =

𝑢
⋅ 90
4095

(9.6.70)

[0, 90) deg
90
deg ≈ 2.198 · 10−2 deg
4095
Unsigned linear
90
𝑎 = 4095 ≈ 2.198 · 10−2
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝝁𝒊 the average inclination of the instrument during the last thirty minutes. 𝜇𝑖 in degrees can be
calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝜇𝑖 =

𝑖
⋅ 180
4095

(9.6.71)

[−90, 90] deg
(180/4095) deg ≈ 4.396 · 10−2 deg
Signed linear
𝑎 = (180/4095) ≈ 4.396 · 10−2
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑖 = −2048
𝝈𝒊 the standard deviation of the inclination of the instrument during the last thirty minutes. 𝜎𝑖 in
degrees can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝜎𝑖 =
Range
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[−90, 90] deg

𝑢
180
⋅
4095 16

(9.6.72)

180
1
⋅
4095 16

deg ≈ 2.747 · 10−3 deg
Unsigned linear
180
1
𝑎 = 4095 ⋅ 16 ≈ 2.747 · 10−3
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝝁𝑯 the average length of the earth magnetic field vector during the last thirty minutes. 𝜇𝐻 in
Tesla can be calculated using the following formula:
Resolution
Coding

𝜇𝐻 =

𝑢
⋅ 128 ⋅ 10−6
4095

(9.6.73)

[0, 128 · 10−6 ) T
(128 · 10−6 /4095) T ≈ 31.26 · 10−9 T
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = (128 · 10−6 /4095) ≈ 31.26 · 10−9
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
Remark
The typical value is in the range of [22 · 10−6 , 67 · 10−6 ] T.
𝝈𝑯 the standard deviation of the length of the earth magnetic field vector during the last thirty
minutes. 𝜎𝐻 in Tesla can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝜎𝐻 =

𝑢
⋅ 256 ⋅ 10−9
4095

(9.6.74)

[0, 256 · 10−9 ) T
(256 · 10−9 /4095) T ≈ 62.52 · 10−12 T
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = (256 · 10−9 /4095) ≈ 62.52 · 10−12
𝑏=0
NaN
𝑢 = 4095
𝑪𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 , 𝑪𝒓𝒐𝒍𝒍 the number of times the pitch or roll angle reached its maximum value during the
last thirty minutes. 𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ and 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐶=𝑢

(9.6.75)

[0, 255)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
𝑻𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒐𝒓 the temperature of the acceleration sensor. 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 in degrees Celsius can be calculated
using the following formula:
(9.6.76)
𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 = 𝑢 − 73.15
Range
Resolution
Coding

Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

[−73.15, 181.85) ℃
1℃
Unsigned linear
𝑎=1
𝑏 = 200
𝑢 = 255
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9.6.3.18 Battery life expectancy message (0xFC3)
The format for the battery life expectancy message is shown in Table 9.6.32.
Table 9.6.32. Format of the battery life expectancy message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000011]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Battery life expectancy
Battery life expectancy the estimated time until which the batteries are drained. The battery life
expectancy in weeks can be calculated using the following formula:
𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 𝑢
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN
Remark

(9.6.77)

[0, 255) weeks
1 week
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 255
This value does not take into account the energy delivered by the solar
panels, which are optionally installed on the buoy.

9.6.3.19 CAT4 version information (0xFC4)
The CAT4 version information message contains the information of the hardware and software
used in the CAT4 module. The contents of the message are static for a buoy during its
deployment. The format for the CAT4 version information message is shown in Table 9.6.33.
Table 9.6.33. Format of the CAT4 version information message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000100]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Instrument ID
9
Instrument serial number {15..8}
10
Instrument serial number {7..0}
11
CAT4 slave firmware version {15..8}
12
CAT4 slave firmware version {7..0}
13
CAT4 master firmware version {15..8}
14
CAT4 master firmware version {7..0}
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Instrument ID the Datawell ID for the instrument type. The instrument ID can be calculated
using the following formula:
(9.6.78)
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝐷 = 𝑢
[0, 255)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 255
Remark
Currently always has the decimal value 77.
Instrument serial number the serial number of the instrument. The instrument serial number
can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 = 𝑢

(9.6.79)

[0, 65535)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 65535
Remark
The combination of instrument ID and instrument serial number
uniquely identifies a piece of equipment.
CAT4 slave firmware version the firmware version used in the slave of the CAT4 module.
The CAT4 slave firmware version can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐶𝐴𝑇4 𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑢

(9.6.80)

[0, 65535)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
NaN
𝑢 = 65535
CAT4 master firmware version the firmware version used in the master of the CAT4 module.
The CAT4 master firmware version can be calculated using the following formula:
Range
Resolution
Coding

𝐶𝐴𝑇4 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑢
Range
Resolution
Coding

NaN

(9.6.81)

[0, 65535)
1
Unsigned linear
𝑎 = 1
𝑏 = 0
𝑢 = 65535

9.6.4 CRC-4 checksum computation
The CRC-4 is a cyclic redundancy check, where the 4 indicates the number of bits in the CRC
checksum. Every message 𝑚 can be considered as a string of 𝑛 bits 𝑏𝑗 :
𝑚 = 𝑏𝑛−1 𝑏𝑛−2 𝑏𝑛−3 … 𝑏1 𝑏0
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where every 𝑏𝑗 is either 0 or 1. To this message m we add four bits that are zero:
𝑚′ = 𝑏𝑛−1 𝑏𝑛−2 𝑏𝑛−3 … 𝑏1 𝑏0 0000
This bit string can be interpreted as a binary polynomial:
𝑚′ (𝑥) = 𝑏𝑛−1 𝑥 𝑛+3 + 𝑏𝑛−2 𝑥 𝑛+2 + 𝑏𝑛−3 𝑥 𝑛+1 + ⋯ + 𝑏1 𝑥 5 + 𝑏0 𝑥 4
Now the remainder 𝑟(𝑥) is determined of 𝑚′ (𝑥) divided by a special polynomial, the CRC
generator, 𝑐(𝑥):
𝑐(𝑥) = 𝑥 4 + 𝑥 + 1
The polynomial 𝑟(𝑥) will have four binary coefficients:
𝑟(𝑥) = 𝑟3 𝑥 3 + 𝑟2 𝑥 2 + 𝑟1 𝑥 + 𝑟0
and these are substituted for the zeros at the end of message 𝑚′:
𝑚′′ = 𝑏𝑛−1 𝑏𝑛−2 𝑏𝑛−3 … 𝑏1 𝑏0 𝑟3 𝑟2 𝑟1 𝑟0
Consequently, 𝑚′′ (𝑥) mod 𝑐(𝑥) ≅ 0. The Datawell messages include a 4-bit message ID; when
transmitted the order of bits is changed to:
𝑚(3) = 𝑏𝑛−1 𝑏𝑛−2 𝑏𝑛−3 𝑏𝑛−4 𝑟3 𝑟2 𝑟1 𝑟0 𝑏𝑛−5 … 𝑏1 𝑏0
or, in words, the fist byte of the transmitted message consists of one nibble for the MsgID, and
one nibble for the CRC-4 checksum; the rest of the message is the data bytes. After reception,
the message is rearranged by moving the second nibble to the end; the resulting bit string is
divided by 𝑐(𝑥) and, if the remainder is zero, the message is considered correct.
For clarity the listing of a CRC-4 checksum routine is given in Listing 9.6.1.
Listing 9.6.1 - A CRC-4 checksum routine written in C#.
public static int ComputeChecksumCRC4(byte[] buffer)
{
int crc = 0;
// CRC Look Up Table
int[] crc_lut = new int[] { 0,3,6,5,12,15,10,9,11,8,13,14,7,4,1,2 };
// For the first byte, which includes MsgId, treat differently.
// Only the HiNibble should be taken into account
crc = crc_lut[crc ^ (buffer[0] >> 4)];
// One byte at a time (two nibbles)
for (int i = 1; i < buffer.Length; i++)
{
crc = crc_lut[crc ^ (buffer[i] >> 4)];
crc = crc_lut[crc ^ (buffer[i] & 0b0000_1111)];
}
return crc;
}

9.6.5 Transformation of real numbers to integers
An integer 𝑖 between 0 and 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 corresponds to a real number 𝑟 between 0 and 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 via:
𝑒 𝑖/𝑏 − 1
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅ 𝑖 /𝑏
𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1
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the inverse of which is:
𝑖 = ⌊𝑏 ⋅ log 𝑒 (1 +

𝑟
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑏 − 1))⌋

This transformation has an additional parameter 𝑏. For very large values of 𝑏 (𝑏 → ∞) the
transformation becomes linear, 𝑟/𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 𝑖/𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 . For small values of 𝑏, it becomes exponential,
𝑟 ≈ 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅ exp(−𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑏) ⋅ exp(𝑖/𝑏) . The resolution of the 𝑟 values is found to be:
Δ𝑟 = 𝑟𝑖+1 − 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑟1 + 𝑟𝑖 ⋅ (𝑒 1/𝑏 − 1) ≈ 𝑟1 + 𝑟𝑖 /𝑏
which means that there is an absolute accuracy of 𝑟1 and a relative accuracy of 1/𝑏.
Example: Let 𝑟 be a wave height in cm. If we want an absolute accuracy of 1 cm and a relative
accuracy of 1%, then we have 𝑟1 = 1 and 𝑏 = 100. If we have a byte for the integer 𝑖 (i.e.
𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 254), then 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1162.137 cm. If 𝑖 = 255, then 𝑟 > 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 (or NaN, not a number).
In Table 9.6.34, the parameters for the transformation are found. Figure 9.2 illustrates the
transformation for 𝑇𝑧 and √𝑚0 .
Table 9.6.34. Transformation parameters for the various oceanographic variables used in the
messages.
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
20 s
𝑇𝑧 , and other periods
8.5 m
√𝑚0 , and other heights
1
𝑆, relative power spectral density
1/𝑄𝑝 , Goda’s peakedness parameter 1
78.25°
𝑆𝑝𝑟, the directional spread
Variable

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥
254
254
255
254
14

𝑏
100
64
48
48
8

𝜀𝑎𝑏𝑠
0.02 s
2.5 mm
10-4
10-4
2.2°

𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑙
1%
1.5%
2%
2%
13%

𝑖(NaN)
255
255
255
15

Figure 9.2. Example of the transformation of real numbers to integers.

9.6.6 Smart decimation
The starting point for “smart decimation” is the averaged spectrum of 128 bins with frequency
spacing of 0.005 Hz, based on 8 consecutive spectra of 256 samples each, see Section 12. From
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these original bins (index 𝑘 = 5 … 116), only 27 (index 𝑙 = 0 … 26) can be included in the
Compressed heave spectrum message (MsgID = 0x3).
The decimation of bins is made dependent of the bin (index 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) that has the maximal power
density, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Near 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 more bins are selected than far from 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Around the spectral peak
the frequency steps are small, in the tails of the spectrum the steps become larger. In this way,
the shape of the spectrum, and its moments, can be reconstructed reasonably from the selection.
The decimation is hence a list of 27 indices, 𝑘0 (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) … 𝑘26 (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), of the bins that are
included, and since the list depends on 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 , it can be tabulated in a 112 × 27 matrix,
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙 (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
There will of course always be a value of 𝑙 for which 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑙 = 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 , i.e. the bin of the spectral
peak is always included. The same holds for the adjacent bins. As an example, let us assume
that the spectral peak is at a frequency of 0.25 Hz, i.e. 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 50. Then:
𝑘13 (50) = 𝑘50,13 = 50
The eight adjacent bins are also included:
𝑘9 (50) = 𝑘50,9 = 46
𝑘10 (50) = 𝑘50,10 = 47
𝑘11 (50) = 𝑘50,11 = 48
𝑘12 (50) = 𝑘50,12 = 49

𝑘14 (50) = 𝑘50,14
𝑘15 (50) = 𝑘50,15
𝑘16 (50) = 𝑘50,16
𝑘17 (50) = 𝑘50,17

= 51
= 52
= 53
= 54

For the next bins, the step is doubled from 1 to 2:
𝑘5 (50) = 𝑘50,5
𝑘6 (50) = 𝑘50,6
𝑘7 (50) = 𝑘50,7
𝑘8 (50) = 𝑘50,8

𝑘18 (50) = 𝑘50,18 = 56
𝑘19 (50) = 𝑘50,19 = 58
𝑘20 (50) = 𝑘50,20 = 60
𝑘21 (50) = 𝑘50,21 = 62

= 38
= 40
= 42
= 44

For the next bins, the step is doubled from 2 to 4:
𝑘1 (50) = 𝑘50,1 = 22
𝑘2 (50) = 𝑘50,2 = 26
𝑘3 (50) = 𝑘50,3 = 30
𝑘4 (50) = 𝑘50,4 = 34

𝑘22 (50) = 𝑘50,22 = 66
𝑘23 (50) = 𝑘50,23 = 70
𝑘24 (50) = 𝑘50,24 = 74
𝑘25 (50) = 𝑘50,25 = 78

Finally, the step for the outermost bins is 16:
𝑘0 (50) = 𝑘50,0 = 6

𝑘26 (50) = 𝑘50,26 = 94

Thus this 50th row of the matrix reads:
𝑓𝑝

𝑙
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥
0.25 50
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10 11 12 13 14 15 … 25

26

6 22 26 30 34 38 40 42 44 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 … 78

94

0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Listing 9.6.2 - An example routine to compute the smart decimated table, written in C#.
/// <summary>
/// Builds the smart decimation table using the frequency (index) which has the
maximum PSD value.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="table">(ref) output table with used indices</param>
/// <param name="smax">the index of the maximum value of the PSD</param>
public static void BuildStkTable(ref int[] table, int smax)
{
int[] step = new int[27]{ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 16, 16 };
int i, j, smin;
/*prepare loop and do smax*/
i = 0;
table[i++] = smax;
smin = smax;
/*create rest of table in loop (table will be in wrong order!)*/
while (i < 27)
{
if ((smin - step[i]) < 5)
{
smax += step[i]; /*min reached, go only up*/
table[i++] = smax;
}
else if ((smax + step[i]) > 116)
{
smin -= step[i]; /*max reached, go only down*/
table[i++] = smin;
}
else
{
smax += step[i]; /*go up and down*/
table[i++] = smax;
smin -= step[i];
table[i++] = smin;
}
}
/*bubble sort table from low to high*/
for (j = 0; j < 27; j++)
for (i = 0; i < 26; i++)
if (table[i] > table[i + 1])
{
int tmp;
tmp = table[i];
table[i] = table[i + 1];
table[i + 1] = tmp;
}
}

An example routine (C#) which can be used to compute all rows can be found in Listing 9.6.2.
.
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10 Data storage
Internally in Waves5, data is stored as an XML-document (eXtensible Markup Language),
which can be also directly exported out of Waves5. This section describes WA:FT version 5,
which is used in Waves5.

10.1 Extensible Markup Language
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a human-readable self-documenting way of storing
data. It has been developed in 1996 by the World Wide Web Consortium W3C. It is an open
standard that has been accepted by many parties and as a result there are a lot of tools available
to pack and unpack XML data, with guaranteed support being offered for a long time ahead.
The XML data can be loaded as a Document Object Model (DOM) and mutated with an
abundance of tools supplied by third parties.
The advantage of using XML is in the “extensible” part of the name. Whereas CSV-type
formats are rigid and require documentation in order to find the significance of the given values,
the XML format is self-documenting and can be easily understood. The disadvantage of using
XML is that its self-documenting nature produces a lot of overhead, however, as technology
advances the storage of data becomes less of a problem. XML is used only after data has been
received from the communication options or a data logger.
The XML format starts off by stating that the following data is structured by using an XML
format:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

The version attribute is always 1.0, nothing has changed after ever since. The encoding attribute
tells that the encoding is UTF-8, or extended ASCII. In XML, such items are called tags, they
are denoted by an opening bracket < (less than) and a closing bracket > (more than), with their
name in between. There are two types of tags. Singular, such as <tag /> and paired, such as
<tag></tag>, with their content in between an opening tag and a closing tag. The former only
allows for attributes to be added to the tag, where the latter also allows for other tags to be
included in between.
XML documents can be opened by XML viewers such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or any
text editor such as notepad. An XML scheme design file (.XSD) describes the structure of an
XML dialect.

10.2 WA:FT
Datawell introduced WA:FT (wave format) back in 2004. The WA:FT is an XML dialect which
is specific to Datawell and has mainly been used in internal communication up until Waves5,
where it became an output file format available to the user.
The first element in an XML document as described above denotes the root element of the
document. The root tag has an attribute which defines the XML namespace (xmlns). Its value is
reference to a (non-existent) webpage. It is common practice to use a (non-existent) webpage as
a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The webpage can contain an XML scheme which
describes the structure of all usable tags and their required and optional attributes.
<wa:ft xmlns:wa="http://www.datawell.nl/waft">
...
</wa:ft>
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The accompanying WA:FT XML scheme can be found on this URL
(http://www.datawell.nl/waft). The <wa:ft> element contains two other elements, <head> and
<body>.

10.3 Head
The head section contains metadata about the entire file. For example, it can contain information
about which site the data originates from, what receiver is used to collect the data and which
type of buoy is deployed at this particular site. A header can contain the following elements:
<site />
<rcvr />
<mach />
<version

optional
optional
optional
/> minimum: 3, maximum: 5, optional

10.4 Body
The <body> section contains all relevant measurement information. It can contain multiple types
of data. The four available types are <rdat>, <sdat>, <wdat>, and <mdat> which contain raw
displacement data, spectral data, wave data and message data respectively. Furthermore,
instrument settings can also be stored in the body element. For this purpose, the <instruments>
element is used.

10.4.1 Buoy summary
The buoy summary element <bsum> contains information about the buoy. For example, the
whole system message is stored in the buoy summary element. It is a child element which is
identical to all of the data elements described below. It contains two types of elements:
<dmf> optional
<prm> optional

The <prm> element can contain any arbitrary information. In the case of the buoy summary, it
contains all the parameters in the system message as described in Section 9.1.1.3. A <prm>
element is a self-closing element which has attributes name and unit.

10.4.2 Spectral data
Spectral data is stored in the <sdat> element. It has a few attributes which give the metadata of
the spectrum: ready for the time the spectrum has been received, src for the source of the
spectrum: buoy or PC. The used window for the computations is given by wnd, sgm specifies how
many segments are used, ovl is the overlap used between segments, and mdecl is the magnetic
declination. Furthermore, the element contains bins, which in their turn contain information on
single bins (e.g. frequency, amplitude, direction et cetera). This element contains the same
information as a single .SPT-file as described in Section 11.2. In addition to that, it contains the
system message in the <bsum> node. The spectral summary with computed parameters is given
by the <ssum> node.
When the spectra originate from HXV-data, i.e. from a III-series instrument received by a
receiver connected to Waves5, the spectra are sent repeatedly 8 times in half an hour to account
for e.g. reception issues. In some cases, computer clock and GPS clock are not synchronised.
Waves5 saves the .WFT-files at xx:00 and xx:30 computer time. It can then be the case that not
all 8 repeated spectra have been received by Waves5. In this case, one will encounter two
spectra in the .WFT-file. One with a <prm name=”Tn” unit=””>8</prm> and one with a value
unequal to 8. This is the transmission number, which ranges from 1-8.
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The ready attribute of the two <sdat> nodes is equal. This is due to the fact that the second node
has transmission number unequal to 8 and hence isn’t received completely yet.
The .WFT-file will contain two spectra, one with Tn=8, and one with Tn unequal to 8. Only the
one with Tn=8 has completely been received by Waves5 and the ready attribute belongs for this
spectrum is correct. Waves5 is still waiting for the last part of the spectrum of the second
spectrum, which will be included in the next .WFT-file with the final transmission number, 8.
In order to make software to select the proper <sdat> node, one could use the XML language
XPATH, e.g. in C#:
doc.SelectSingleNode(@“//body/sdat[bsum/prm[@name='Tn']=8]”);

Which translates to: Select a single sdat element under the body node which has a child element
bsum with a prm node which has attribute name equal to Tn and a value of 8. The XPATH is the
part between the quotes, which can be used by any XML parser.
<sdat>
@ready (dateTime) required (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@src required (value: “buoy” or “PC”)
@wnd optional
@sgm optional (unsignedByte)
@ovl optional (boolean)
@mdecl optional (decimal)
<bins>
<bin> (multiple of these elements)
<psd>
<dir>
<spr>
<k>
<m2>
<n2>
<bsum>
<ssum>

10.4.3 Raw displacement data
The WA:FT format allows for multiple raw displacement data nodes, each of which can contain
up to 30 minutes of raw displacement data. The <rdat> element has a DateTime attribute which
denotes the timestamp of the first measurement present in the <ms> element. The information is
the same as in the RAW format described in Section 11.1.
<rdat>
@start (dateTime) required (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
<ms>
<m>
<h>
<n>
<w>
<raw>
<rsum>

10.4.4 Wave data
The <wdat> element contains information on the upcross wave statistics. The <wvs> element
contains the same information as the WVS format described in Section 11.3.
<wdat>
@start (dateTime) required (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
<wvs>
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<wv>
@tb (dateTime) required
@rnk (unsignedShort) optional
<cr> (short)
<tr> (short) minOccurs = 0
<per> (decimal) minOccurs = 0
<wsum>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
<prm>
@name in {“Coverage”, “Hmax”, “T(Hmax)”, “H[1/10]”,
“T(H[1/10])”, “H[1/3]”, “T(H[1/3])”, “Hav”, “Tav”,
“eps”, “NumWaves”}

10.4.5 Messages
The <mdat> element contains messages received by communication options such as the
telemetry options described in Section 5.
<mdat>
@ready (dateTime) required (format: “yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
<dmf>
@msgid (string) required (0, 3, 5, 6, 9, A)
<prm>
<bins>

Data stored in the <dmf> nodes can have the same contents as described for the <wdat>, <sdat>
and <rdat> nodes.
Several message have been defined for IV-series instruments. These are listed below. See
Section 9.6.3 for an overview of the contents of these messages.

10.4.5.1 General comments
Some general comments about the WA:FT-files are mentioned here.




WA:FT-files are, if they are created by a receiver, written to every hour (xx:00). The
total contents of the XML storage is thereafter cleaned.
It can happen that the instrument sends a message just before the hour and just after the
hour. In that case the message will occur in both WA:FT-files.
It can happen that a message with a timestamp of the previous hour is received in the
next hour. In that case, the message will be written to the WA:FT-file of the received
time.

10.4.5.2 Heave spectrum message (0xF20)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF20”)
<sdat>
@sgm
@wnd in {“hann”, “tukey”}
@src in {“buoy”, “pc”}
@ovl 0.5 for half overlap or 0 for no overlap
<bins>
<bin> (multiple)
@f (frequency in Hz)
<psd>
<ssum>
<prm>
@name in {“Nsgmt”, “Smax”}
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10.4.5.3 Primary directional spectrum message (0xF21)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF21”)
<sdat>
@sgm
@wnd in {“hann”, “tukey”}
@src in {“buoy”, “pc”}
@ovl 0.5 for half overlap or 0 for no overlap
<bins>
<bin> (multiple)
@f (frequency in Hz)
<dir>
<spr>
<ssum>
<prm>
@name in {“Nsgmt”}

10.4.5.4 Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF22)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF22”)
<sdat>
@sgm
@wnd in {“hann”, “tukey”}
@src in {“buoy”, “pc”}
@ovl 0.5 for half overlap or 0 for no overlap
<bins>
<bin> (multiple)
@f (frequency in Hz)
<m2>
<n2>
<k>
<ssum>
<prm>
@name in {“Nsgmt”}

10.4.5.5 Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF28)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF28”)
<sdat>
@sgm
@wnd in {“hann”, “tukey”}
@src in {“buoy”, “pc”}
@ovl 0.5 for half overlap or 0 for no overlap
<bins>
<bin> (multiple)
@f (frequency in Hz)
<m2>
<n2>
<k>
<ssum>
<prm>
@name in {“Nsgmt”}
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10.4.5.6 Spectrum synchronisation message (0xF23)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF23”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Heave1”, “Heave2”, “North1”, “North2”, “West1”, “West2”,
“ListOfUsedSegments”, “NSample”}

10.4.5.7 Directional spectral parameters message (0xF25)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF25”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Hs”, “T1”, “T3”, “Tc”, “TE”, “TI”, “Tp”, “Tz”, “Dirp”,
“Sprp”, “Rp”, “Smax”, “Nsgmt”}

10.4.5.8 Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF26”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Hmax”, “T(Hmax)”, “Tmax”, “H(Tmax)”, “Tavg”, “Havg”,
“eps”, “NumCrests”, “NumWaves”, “Coverage”, “Hsrms”}

10.4.5.9 Upcross wave height quantiles (0xF29)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF29”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Coverage”, “eps”, “NumWaves”, “Hmax”, “T(Hmax)”,
“H[1/10]”, “T(H[1/10])”, “H[1/3]”, “T(H[1/3])”, “Havg”,
“Tavg”}
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Hq”}
@perc integer between 0 and 100

10.4.5.10 Upcross wave period quantiles (0xF2A)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF2A”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Coverage”, “eps”, “NumWaves”, “Tmax”, “H(Tmax)”,
“T[1/10]”, “H(T[1/10])”, “T[1/3]”, “H(T[1/3])”, “Havg”,
“Tavg”}
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Tq”}
@perc integer between 0 and 100

10.4.5.11 GPS location message (0xF80)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
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@msgid (always “0xF80”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Lat”, “Lon”}

10.4.5.12 Sea surface temperature message (0xF81)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF81”)
<prm>
@name in {“TSea”}

10.4.5.13 Acoustic current meter message (0xF82)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF82”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“ACMFirmwareVersion”, “Speed”, “DirectionTo”,
“SigmaSpeed”, “SigmaDirectionTo”, “RSSI_T1”, “RSSI_T2”,
“RSSI_T3”, “TSea”, “ACM_status”, “MuW”, “SigmaW”}

10.4.5.14 CAT4 air temperature message (0xF83)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xF83”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“TAir”, “TWhite”, “TBlack”, “TMetal”, “TGrooved”,
“CAT4_status”}

10.4.5.15 DWR4 /ACM summary message (0xFB0)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xFB0”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“Hs”, “T1”, “Tz”, “Tp”, “Dirp”, “Sprp”, “HmaxOverHrms”,
“Lat”, “Lon”, “BLE”, “TSea”, “Speed”, “DirectionTo”}

10.4.5.16 System message for the DWR4 (0xFC1)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xFC1”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“FirmwareVersion”, “HatchID”, “HullID”, “Uptime”,
“EnergyUsedFromBatteries”, “EnergyToBoostcaps”,
“THatchElectronics”, “VBattery”, “BatteriesPerSection”,
“NumberOfBatterySections”, “InitialEnergyInABattery”,
“O_v”, “O_x”, “O_y”, “C_v”, “C_x”, “C_y”, “MuO”, “SigmaO”,
“MuI”, “SigmaI”, “MuH”, “SigmaH”, “C_pitch”, “C_roll”,
“TSensor”}

10.4.5.17 Battery life expectancy message (0xFC3)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
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@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xFC3”)
<prm>
@name in {“BLE”}

10.4.5.18 CAT4 version information message (0xFC4)
<dmf>
@timestamp (“yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
@datastamp
@msgid (always “0xFC4”)
<prm> (multiple)
@name in {“InstrumentID”, “InstrumentSerialNumber”,
“FirmwareVersionSlave”, “FirmwareVersionMaster”}

10.4.6 User settings
In order to configure Waves5, a WA:FT file in the Application Data special directory is utilized.
On first start-up, this file does not yet exist and a default configuration is loaded. The file is
located at %APPDATA%/Datawell/Waves5/Settings/usersettings.xml.
The configuration can be changed by using the Waves5 user interface. There are several wizards
available to for example easily configure receivers, change the used font-size, graph colour and
so on.
Waves5 also allows users to view the loaded WA:FT-file in a syntax-highlighting viewer by
navigating to Settings > View configuration. Please note that any changes made by using
the user interface in this setting file are not displayed in this view.

10.4.6.1 Instruments
An instrument is an entity which stores all information about a measurement location. It can be
equipped with different communication options, which are called receivers. The <body> node
contains a node called <instruments> where multiple <instrument> nodes can be configured.
See Listing 10.4.2 for an example instrument configuration.
The <instrument> element can contain the following elements:
Table 10.4.1 - The possible elements that an <instrument> element can contain.
Element
<name>
<type>

Description
The name of the instrument.
The type of the instrument.

<frequencyseparation>

The separation frequency for sea and
swell in Hz.
Whether or not an e-mail should be
sent when the instrument
The list of receiver configurations.
Configuration for the watch circle.

<sendwatchcircleemail>
<receivers>
<watchcircle>

Possible values
string
DWR4, DWR_MkIII,
WR_SG, or WaveUnit.
double (0, 0.64) or double
(0, 1.0)
True/False
<receiver> nodes.

See “watchcircle”.

<watchcircle>
The watch circle can be configured by using the <watchcircle> element. When a GPS position
is received which lies out of the configured watch circle, Waves5 can send a notification to e.g.
an e-mail address. In the future, more notification options will be added. Currently, an e-mail is
the only available notification method.
Firstly, a watch circle can be configured. This can be done by using the elements <centerlong>,
<centerlat> and <radius>. The former two denote the position of the centre of the watch circle
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in decimal degrees, with a point being the decimal separator. The latter element is the radius of
the watch circle in meters. If no watch circle is configured, the watch circle will default to
Datawell Haarlem, with a radius of 500 metres.
Once a watch circle has been configured, the next step is to configure a means of notification.
E-mail notifications are toggled on by adding a
<sendemailnotification>true</sendemailnotification> element to the <watchcircle>
element.
Listing 10.4.1 - A snippet of the usersettings.xml-file. This part shows an example watch circle
configuration.
...
<watchcircle>
<centerlong>4.62000</centerlong>
<centerlat>52.36778</centerlat>
<radius>500</radius>
<sendemailnotification>False</sendemailnotification>
</watchcircle>
...

Please note that it is not possible to specify multiple send-to-e-mails in the current version of
Waves5.

10.4.6.2 Receivers
For each instrument, several receivers can be added. Under the <instrument> node, a
<receivers> node can be placed, which can contain multiple <receiver> nodes. Every such
node has a type, RX_C_ethernet, RX_C_serial, RX_D, Iridium_SBD and Internet are the
possible options.
Depending on the specific type of receiver added, different nodes are required to make the
receiver connection function properly. In Listing 10.4.2, an example configuration for the RX-C
(Ethernet) can be found.
Listing 10.4.2 - An example configuration for a DWR-MkIII which has a single RX-C (Ethernet)
communication connection configured.
<instruments>
<instrument>
<name>Datawell HLM</name>
<type>DWR_MkIII</type>
<frequencyseparation>0.11</frequencyseparation>
<sendwatchcircleemail>False</sendwatchcircleemail>
<receivers>
<receiver type="RX_C_ethernet">
<savepath>D:\Data</savepath>
<ipaddress>172.17.5.42</ipaddress>
<port>1180</port>
<nmeasettings>
<enablenmeamessages>True</enablenmeamessages>
<udpipaddress>255.255.255.255</udpipaddress>
<udpport>41650</udpport>
<nmeamessagetype>pdtwwrb</nmeamessagetype>
<nmeamessagetype>pdtwwds</nmeamessagetype>
<deploylong>4.62</deploylong>
<deploylat>52.36777778</deploylat>
</nmeasettings>
<savetype>hxv</savetype>
<savetype>raw</savetype>
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<savetype>spt</savetype>
<savetype>wvs</savetype>
<savetype>his</savetype>
<savetype>hiw</savetype>
<savetype>gpstxt</savetype>
<savetype>waft</savetype>
<savetype>kml</savetype>
</receiver>
</receivers>
<watchcircle>
<centerlong>4.62000</centerlong>
<centerlat>52.36778</centerlat>
<radius>500</radius>
<sendemailnotification>False</sendemailnotification>
</watchcircle>
</instrument>
</instruments>

10.4.6.3 User interface
The user interface is also be saved in the WA:FT. For example, the panels displayed in the
operational view are saved here. Furthermore, the visual settings of the plots are also stored in
this part of the WA:FT. The user interface element is denoted by <userInterface>. Inside of
this element, three different types of settings can be added.

<panels>
The <panels> element is a collection of <panel> elements which are displayed in the
Operational view. The amount of columns used to display the different panels is configured by
the cols attribute. A panel element has the value of the selected parameter. It has a lower- and
upper threshold value in the thresholdstring attribute, combined with the three colours to use.
Lastly, the position in the grid is configured by the pos attribute.

<plotting>
The plotting section defines the plotting behaviour of the different time series that can be
displayed by right-clicking a panel and selecting “Display history”. These plots depict the
history of the respective parameter. Currently, the vertical label can be changed by setting a
ylabel value. The default is “Parameter name [unit]”. Furthermore, a line colour can be set by
setting a hexadecimal ARGB value (e.g. #FF9BBB59). An ARGB value consists of four parts:
alpha, red, green and blue.

<operational>
The <operational> element contains several general settings for the Operational view. The four
available parameters are <displayparametername />, <savehistory>, <fontsize> and
<displaygpspositionamount>. The former two are a boolean value which indicates if the title
of the parameter should be displayed and whether or not the history of the operational
parameters should be saved when Waves5 is shut down and reloaded when Waves5 is started
up. The saving of history is currently turned off by default and this value cannot be changed.
The latter elements’ values are integers which indicate the font-size and the amount of GPS
positions displayed in the map, respectively.

<settings>
This node contains the general settings for Waves5, such as <uselocaltimesettings>,
<notifyemail>, <internetserver> and <outgoingmailaccount>. <uselocaltimesettings> is
a boolean, if it is set to False, <utcoffset> has to be supplied, which is an integer amount of
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hours. The <notifyemail> should be any e-mail address (string) to send the e-mails containing
out-of-watch-circle-notifications to, if they are configured. The <outgoingmailaccount> node
contains a <mailref guid=”x” /> node, see Section 4 for more information. Furthermore, the
<internetserver> node has to contain a <port> node and <autostart> node, which are an
integer number and a boolean respectively.

10.4.6.4 Mail accounts
Mail accounts are used for the Iridium SBD communication option, as well as for the e-mail
notifications that can be sent whenever an instrument goes out of its watch circle. See Section 4
for more information. The <mailaccounts> node can contain multiple <mailaccount> nodes.
Each has their own unique identifier attribute (Global Unique Identifier, GUID). This is used to
link the mail accounts to the options listed above. For each mail account, OAuth 2.0, SMTP,
POP3 or IMAP, the same properties should be configured. Please note that the password is
stored after encrypting it in a sophisticated manner. An example configuration can be found in
Listing 10.4.3.
Listing 10.4.3 - An example mail account configuration. Two accounts are configured. One to
send messages (SMTP) and one to receive messages (IMAP).
<mailaccounts>
<mailaccount guid="16251fcf-4cab-4ee2-a75e-29654bac8982">
<type>SMTP</type>
<username>mail@datawell.nl</username>
<password>...</password>
<server>outlook.office365.com</server>
<port>465</port>
<requireauthentication>True</requireauthentication>
<requiressl>True</requiressl>
</mailaccount>
<mailaccount guid="625bbeb1-e77f-4ef9-80fd-50f86311a329">
<type>IMAP</type>
<username>mail@datawell.nl</username>
<password>...</password>
<server>outlook.office365.com</server>
<port>993</port>
<requireauthentication>True</requireauthentication>
<requiressl>True</requiressl>
</mailaccount>
</mailaccounts>

10.4.6.5 Waves5 projects
In order to store the relevant data to access data in a project-like structure, .WVSPRJ files are
used, which are just small pieces of WA:FT. The regular <body> and <head> tags are present, of
which the <body> tag is used to define projects:
<project>
@guid (string) required
<name> (string) required
<lastsavedutc> (dateTime) required (format: “yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ”)
<assets>
<folders>
<folder>
@type in {“received”, “logged”, “processed”, “emails”,
“downloads”}
@path (string)

A .WVSPRJ-file should only contain one project node.
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11 Data encoding
Waves5 allows for different file formats to be output of the post-processing step. Several legacy
file formats which are not output of currently listed products are still supported by Waves5. The
way these formats are encoded by Waves5 is described in this section.

11.1 RAW format
A .RAW-file contains the raw displacement data, sampled at a frequency of 1.28 Hz. The
.RAW-files contain 30 minutes of data and therefore consist of 2304 lines of measurements.
These files originate from the post-processing of data from the DWR-MkI, -MkII and -MkIII
buoys. The format in the file is ASCII/Text, decimal. The RAW format is a CSV format. As
separator a comma “,” is used and values are left-space-padded. Each line consists of “status,
heave, north, west”.
The DateTime used in the file name is the DateTime the first set of displacement measurement
in the file is received in Waves5 if received by a receiver. If a data logger file is used it is
calculated from the used data logger files.
0, 13, 3, -13
0, 3, 13, -13
0, 15, 17, -11
0, -10, 2, -1
0, 7, 4, 2
0, 10, 25, 18
0, -26, 27, 10
0, -13, 20, -23
0, 24, 22, -13
0, 14, 16, 21
0, -6, 10, 13
0, -6, 14, -6
0, -11, -1, -8
0, 8, -3, -2
0, 8, 11, 14
0, -15, -2, 9
0, 2, -15, 4
0, 3, -6, 19
0, 6, 0, 24
0, -5, -25, 14
0, 0, -16, -8
0, 7, -8, 0
0, 4, -15, 24
...

status: [-] (integer)
0 to 7: see HXV format (Section 9.1).
16: one of the three displacements is outside ±4σ.
32: two of the three displacements are outside ±4σ.
48: all of the three displacements are outside ±4σ.
64: dummy vector to replace unreceived vector.
128: gap in GPS link (DWR-G buoys only).
heave: heave [cm] (integer)
north: north displacement [cm] (integer)
west: west displacement [cm] (integer)
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Note: the status given in the first column is a sum of the given options. For example: a status of
20 denotes a status of 4 from the HXV format and one of the three displacements being outside
±4σ.
Note: if the data originates from a Waverider-SG or DWR4 (which have a heave sampling
frequency of 2.56 Hz instead of 1.28 Hz) the amount of heave values is doubled. The extra
heave value will be placed in the north displacement position when received for the WR-SG.
The west displacement position is filled by a dummy value (-682 cm). In this case, the columns
of north and west values are both 0 in the RAW format. As the north and west displacement
sampling rate of the DWR4 are also doubled, the RAW files will just contain twice as many
measurements as DWR-MkIII RAW files.

11.2 SPT format
The SPT format contains information about one spectrum. Hence, a .SPT-file is generated for
every spectrum the buoy generates. As is described in the HXV format (Section 9.1), while one
spectrum file is being written, a system file is also being constructed. The 12 parameter header
of the SPT format consists of this system file.
The DateTime used in the file name is the DateTime of the first displacement measurement used
for computing the half hour spectrum. If the buoy site is suffixed by a dollar sign ($) in the file
name, the spectrum was computed by Waves5 rather than the buoy.
1
71.000
2.857
2.1271E-1
24.95
2.95
1
0.63000
0.68500
-0.55375
37.969°
73.037°
0.0250, 1.4088E-3,
0.0300, 3.5707E-3,
0.0350, 3.0733E-3,
...
0.0850, 1.9695E-3,
0.0900, 2.9234E-3,
0.0950, 1.8090E-3,
0.1000, 2.4664E-3,
0.1100, 1.6951E-3,
0.1200, 6.4093E-3,
0.1300, 3.9360E-2,
0.1400, 1.1648E-1,
...
0.5400, 1.0753E-1,
0.5500, 1.8177E-1,
0.5600, 2.1225E-1,
0.5700, 1.5961E-1,
0.5800, 1.4661E-1,

96, 80, 0.35, 1.42
35, 62, -1.21, 1.75
65, 68, 0.03, 2.14
98, 51, -2.73, 3.40
104, 44, 0.70, 6.06
115, 53, -1.73, 4.03
117, 44, 0.27, 5.46
114, 63, -3.81, 2.87
145, 64, 3.37, 2.47
198, 58, 0.33, 1.55
291, 34, -3.77, 9.22
122,
122,
131,
121,
114,

47,
38,
38,
43,
45,

-0.40, 1.71
0.03, 2.71
-0.90, 3.36
-0.20, 2.50
0.34, 2.34

Tn: transmission index (1 – 8)
Hs: significant wave height [cm]
Tz: zero-upcross period [s]
Smax: maximum of the PSD S(f) [m2/Hz]
Tref: reference temperature [⁰C]
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Note: if the buoy is equipped with a CAT4 antenna, Tref is replaced by Tair
without information on SIU or EVAP flags.
Tsea: sea surface temperature [⁰C]
Bat: battery status (0 = empty to 7 = full)
Av: offset of the vertical accelerometer [m/s2]
Ax: offset of the x-accelerometer [m/s2]
Ay: offset of the y-accelerometer [m/s2]
Ori: buoy orientation [⁰]
Note: the degrees sign is included.
Incli: magnetic inclination [⁰]
Note: the degrees sign is included.
After the header, the spectrum file containing a line of comma separated values for each
frequency bin is written. The frequencies start at 0.025 Hz, in steps of 0.005 Hz. From 0.1 Hz
and up, step size increases to 0.01 Hz, until 0.58 Hz, which results in 64 frequency bins.
f, S(f) / Smax, Dir(f), Spr(f), Skew(f), Kurt(f)
f: frequency [Hz]
S(f) / Smax: relative PSD [-]
Dir(f): wave direction [⁰]
Spr(f): directional spread [⁰]
Skew(f): skewness of the directional distribution [-]
Kurt(f): kurtosis of the directional distribution [-]
Note: if the spectrum in the spectrum file has been computed by Waves5, the header will only
contain values for Tn, Hs, Tz and Smax. The other values in the header will be set to 0.

11.3 WVS format
A .WVS-file contains all of the upcross waves of half an hour, chronologically ordered.
Furthermore, an indirect sort of upcross waves by height is added. The file name denotes the
timestamp of the first displacement measurement used in the computation of upcross wave
statistics.
2012-01-25T05:00:00.000,100, 116,
171,
28, -21, 4.071
451,
14,
-7, 2.835
385,
8, -20, 2.637
15,
32, -49, 3.230
140,
28, -24, 3.671
510,
3, -11, 1.983
134,
36, -18, 4.921
463,
11,
-9, 1.342
187,
34, -14, 2.747
501,
4, -12, 2.086
327,
18, -16, 3.016
376,
12, -17, 2.327
346,
16, -16, 4.260
545,
3,
-4, 1.327
115,
34, -22, 3.979
440,
15,
-7, 4.675
282,
8, -30, 2.915
86,
32, -27, 4.472
...

4.1,

78,

4.0,

62,

3.9,

40,

3.2, 0.534,553

The file starts off with a summary of 12 parameters:
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Timestamp: date and time (ISO8601) format: yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fff. This is the
timestamp of the first displacement measurement used in the computation of upcross
wave statistics.
Coverage: percentage of raw data used in constructing the upcross waves [%]
Hmax: maximum wave height [cm]
T(Hmax): period of the highest wave [s]
H[1/10]: mean height of the highest 1/10 of the waves [cm]
T(H[1/10]): mean period of the highest 1/10 of the waves [s]
H[1/3]: mean height of the highest third of the waves [cm]
T(H[1/3]): mean period of the highest third of the waves [s]
Hav: mean height of all waves [cm]
Tav: mean period of all waves [s]
eps: bandwidth parameter [-]
NumWaves: number of upcross waves [-]
Thereafter, a list of the upcross waves is given. This is a list of NumWaves entries, with 4
parameters each:
rank, crest, trough, period
rank: index of wave when sorted ascendingly (1 = highest)
crest: maximum heave within present upcross wave
trough: minimum heave within present upcross wave
period: duration of present upcross wave
Note: the wave height of an upcross wave is defined as the difference between crest and trough.

11.4 HIS format
A .HIS-file contains all the 19 spectral parameters of a single month. This means that for every
half an hour, a line is added. The file does not have a header.
2012-01-24T17:53:31.000, 4.35, 80.2, 26.1, 3.05, 85,
3.67, 4.29, 0.312, 0.547, 2.003, 0.059, 24.95, 2.80,
2012-01-24T18:23:31.000, 4.76, 66.1, 26.2, 3.12, 84,
4.01, 4.61, 0.336, 0.573, 2.066, 0.055, 24.95, 2.70,
2012-01-24T18:53:31.000, 4.55, 73.1, 27.1, 3.17, 86,
4.20, 4.45, 0.325, 0.571, 2.219, 0.055, 24.95, 2.80,
2012-01-24T19:23:31.000, 4.76, 74.5, 27.3, 3.13, 78,
4.27, 4.62, 0.348, 0.591, 2.179, 0.051, 24.95, 2.90,
2012-01-24T19:53:31.000, 4.55, 74.5, 20.9, 3.19, 77,
4.57, 4.58, 0.345, 0.595, 2.378, 0.049, 24.95, 3.10,
2012-01-24T20:23:31.000, 4.55, 71.7, 29.3, 3.06, 69,
3.91, 4.44, 0.337, 0.572, 1.998, 0.048, 24.95, 3.45,
2012-01-24T20:53:31.000, 4.55, 78.8, 24.8, 3.15, 72,
4.32, 4.61, 0.351, 0.596, 2.162, 0.047, 24.95, 3.35,
2012-01-24T21:23:31.000, 4.55, 78.8, 25.2, 3.11, 70,
4.32, 4.59, 0.350, 0.590, 2.231, 0.047, 24.95, 3.25,
2012-01-24T21:53:31.000, 4.76, 71.7, 29.7, 3.06, 69,
3.94, 4.90, 0.371, 0.599, 1.927, 0.047, 24.95, 3.30,

3.70,
2
3.90,
1
3.85,
2
3.91,
1
3.93,
2
3.78,
2
3.93,
2
3.89,
2
4.00,
2

3.19, 2.55, 3.34,
3.29, 2.56, 3.47,
3.33, 2.60, 3.49,
3.31, 2.52, 3.50,
3.37, 2.56, 3.55,
3.22, 2.51, 3.40,
3.34, 2.53, 3.52,
3.29, 2.51, 3.48,
3.27, 2.45, 3.49,

Timestamp: date and time (ISO8601) format: yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fff
Tp: the peak period (the reciprocal of the peak frequency) [s]
Dirp: the wave direction at the peak frequency [°]
Sprp: the directional spread at the peak frequency [°]
Tz: the zero-upcross period [s]
Hs: the significant wave height [cm]
TI: the integral period, or Tm(-2,0) [s]
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T1: the mean period, or Tm(0,1) [s]
Tc: the crest period, or Tm(2,4) [s]
Tdw2: wave period Tm(-1,1) [s]
Tdw1: peak period estimator [s]
Tpc: calculated peak period [s]
nu: Longuet-Higgins bandwidth parameter [-]
eps: bandwidth parameter [-]
QP: Goda’s peakedness parameter [-]
Ss: significant steepness [-]
Tref: reference temperature [⁰C]
Note: if the buoy is equipped with a CAT4 antenna, Tref is replaced by Tair
without information on SIU or EVAP flags.
Tsea: Sea surface temperature [⁰C]
Bat: battery status (0 = empty to 7 = full)

11.5 HIW format
A .HIW-file contains a timeseries of all the 12 upcross wave parameters of a single month, as is
computed for the WVS format described in Section 11.3.
2012-01-25T07:30:00.000,100,
2012-01-02T09:21:00.000,100,
2012-01-05T06:30:00.000,100,
2012-01-05T07:00:00.000,100,
2012-01-09T07:07:00.000, 98,
2012-01-18T05:30:00.000,100,
2012-01-18T06:00:00.000,100,
2012-01-18T14:16:00.000,100,
2012-01-24T15:00:00.000,100,
2012-01-24T15:30:00.000, 99,
...

114,
331,
372,
378,
318,
66,
63,
67,
116,
103,

3.6,
5.1,
7.3,
7.4,
5.8,
4.4,
2.8,
3.1,
4.2,
3.4,

88,
231,
324,
292,
225,
51,
50,
49,
81,
80,

3.7,
10.4,
7.4,
7.7,
7.3,
4.5,
4.8,
4.5,
3.5,
3.5,

70,
179,
261,
229,
133,
42,
40,
40,
64,
65,

3.7,
7.0,
7.6,
7.0,
5.2,
4.3,
4.4,
4.6,
3.5,
3.5,

45,
112,
169,
147,
69,
27,
25,
26,
42,
42,

3.2,
5.0,
5.9,
5.4,
3.8,
3.3,
3.2,
3.4,
3.0,
3.0,

0.556,557
0.625,256
0.697,304
0.678,227
0.562,541
0.612,542
0.621,341
0.601,485
0.497,592
0.411,598

For each set of wave statistical parameters computed by the upcross wave statistics, a line is
written, containing the following parameters:
Timestamp: date and time (ISO8601) format: yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fff
Coverage: percentage of raw data used in constructing the upcross waves [%]
Hmax: maximum wave height [cm]
T(Hmax): period of the highest wave [s]
H[1/10]: mean height of the highest 1/10 of the waves [cm]
T(H[1/10]): mean period of the highest 1/10 of the waves [s]
H[1/3]: mean height of the highest third of the waves [cm]
T(H[1/3]): mean period of the highest third of the waves [s]
Hav: mean height of all waves [cm]
Tav: mean period of all waves [s]
eps: bandwidth parameter [-]
NumWaves: number of upcross waves [-]
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11.6 GPS.TXT format
The GPS.TXT format is a timeseries of the GPS positions measured.
2012-01-25T07:23:32.000
2012-01-02T09:05:55.000
2012-01-05T06:23:03.000
2012-01-05T06:53:03.000
...

5
3
3
7

59.96545
59.96556
59.96595
59.96594

25.23298
25.23641
25.23523
25.23521

For each system message (which is transmitted during the transmission of a single spectrum
message) a line is written, containing the following parameters:
Timestamp: date and time (ISO8601) format: yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fff
Status: 3 = OK
Latitude: +/- = N/S, decimal degrees
Longitude: +/- = E/W, decimal degrees

11.7 KML format
The KML (Keyhole Markup Language) format is a XML based markup language for storing
and displaying geographical data. It has been developed for use with Google Earth. The KML
files produced by Waves5 contain the exact same geographical information as the GPS.TXT
files do. They can be opened by using Google Earth, which is freely available from the Google
Earth website. Each <Placemark> node denotes a unique GPS position received via the system
message.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">
<Folder>
<name>Datawell HLM</name>
<Placemark>
<name>2020-12-02T13:00:00.000</name>
<Point>
<coordinates>4.62,52.37</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>
<Placemark>
<name>2020-12-02T13:30:00.000</name>
<Point>
<coordinates>4.62,52.37</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>
</Folder>
</kml>

For each system message (which is transmitted during the transmission of a single spectrum
message) a node is created, containing the following parameters:
Timestamp: date and time (ISO8601) format: yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fff
Latitude: +/- = N/S, decimal degrees
Longitude: +/- = E/W, decimal degrees

11.8 CSV format
Comma-separated value (CSV) files are widely used as data storage means. As the name
suggests, these are values delimited by a comma. Each line of such a file is a data record.
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Typically, commas are used to delimit the various fields, but other characters such as the semicolon, tab or a space can be used as well. In Waves5, the tab (\t or 0x09 in ASCII) is used to
delimit the different fields in the CSV-files it produces. The decimal separator is a dot (“.”)
independent of the locale settings of the user. Thousand separators are not used.

11.8.1 Format specifiers
By using format specifiers, the data in the CSV-files can be parsed. The specifiers used by
Waves5 are listed below.
Date and time
Specifier
yyyy
MM
dd
HH
mm
ss
ffffff

Description
Year (zero padded).
Month (zero padded).
Day (zero padded).
Hour (24 hour clock, zero padded).
Minutes (zero padded).
Seconds (zero padded).
Fractional seconds. The number of
characters denotes that number of
numbers.

Example
2022
02
14
20
49
02
531415

Description
A number that is 0 when it is 0. E.g.
00.00.
A number that is not displayed when
it is 0. E.g. ##.##.
An integer.
A number which is separated by the
decimal separator. The number 3
denotes the number of decimals.
Scientific notation. Usually
combined with other specifiers. E.g.
0.00E+0.
A number in hexadecimal notation.
The number 3 denotes the number of
characters (=nibbles).

Example
01.23

Numbers
Specifier
0
#
D
F3

E+0

X3

1.23
14
2.718

1.23E+2

FE0 = 0xFE0 = 4064

11.8.2 Displacements
Each displacement measurement is saved as a row in the displacements file. The contents of the
rows of the displacements file are displayed in Table 11.8.1.
Table 11.8.1. The description of the fields in the displacement CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Status
Heave
North
West

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.ffffffZ
g, r or i
F3
F3
F3

m
m
m
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11.8.3 Heave spectrum message (0xF20)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF20 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.2. More information on message
0xF20 can be found in Section 9.6.3.3.
Table 11.8.2. The description of the fields in the 0xF20 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Nsgmt
𝑆(𝑓0 )
𝑆(𝑓1 )
…
𝑆(𝑓99 )

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
0.0000E+0
0.0000E+0

…
0.0000E+0

Unit

m2 /s
m2 /s
…
m2 /s

11.8.4 Primary directional spectrum message (0xF21)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF21 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.3. More information on message
0xF21 can be found in Section 9.6.3.4.
Table 11.8.3. The description of the fields in the 0xF21 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Nsgmt
𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝑓0 )
𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝑓1 )
…
𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝑓99 )
𝑆𝑝𝑟(𝑓0 )
𝑆𝑝𝑟(𝑓1 )
…
𝑆𝑝𝑟(𝑓99 )

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
F2
F2

…
F2
F2
F2

…
F2

Unit

deg
deg
…
deg
deg
deg
…
deg

11.8.5 Secondary directional spectrum message
(0xF22)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF22 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.4. More information on message
0xF22 can be found in Section 9.6.3.5.
Table 11.8.4. The description of the fields in the 0xF22 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Nsgmt
𝑚2 (𝑓0 )
𝑚2 (𝑓1 )
…
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Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
F4
F4

…

…

Name
𝑚2 (𝑓99 )
𝑛2 (𝑓0 )
𝑛2 (𝑓1 )
…
𝑛2 (𝑓99 )
𝐾(𝑓0 )
𝐾(𝑓1 )
…
𝐾(𝑓99 )

Format

Unit

F4
F4
F4

…

…

F4
F4
F4

…

…

F4

11.8.6 Secondary directional spectrum message
(0xF28)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF28 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.5. More information on message
0xF28 can be found in Section 9.6.3.6.
Table 11.8.5. The description of the fields in the 0xF28 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Nsgmt
𝑚2 (𝑓0 )
𝑚2 (𝑓1 )
…
𝑚2 (𝑓99 )
𝑛2 (𝑓0 )
𝑛2 (𝑓1 )
…
𝑛2 (𝑓99 )
𝐾(𝑓0 )
𝐾(𝑓1 )
…
𝐾(𝑓99 )

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
F4
F4

…

…

F4
F4
F4

…

…

F4
F4
F4

…

…

F4

11.8.7 Spectrum synchronisation message (0xF23)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF23 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.6. More information on message
0xF23 can be found in Section 9.6.3.7.
Table 11.8.6. The description of the fields in the 0xF23 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
ListOfUsedSegments
NumberOfSegmentsInRecord
ℎ𝑛−1
𝑛𝑛−1

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
D
X3
X3
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Name
𝑤𝑛−1
ℎ𝑛
𝑛𝑛
𝑤𝑛

Format

Unit

X3
X3
X3
X3

11.8.8 Directional spectral parameters message (0xF25)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF25 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.7. More information on message
0xF25 can be found in Section 9.6.3.8.
Table 11.8.7. The description of the fields in the 0xF25 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Nsgmt
𝐻𝑠
𝑇𝐼
𝑇𝐸
𝑇1
𝑇𝑧
𝑇3
𝑇𝑐
𝑅𝑝
𝑇𝑝
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜃𝑝
𝜎𝑝

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
F3
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F4
F2
0.0000E+0
F2
F2

Unit

m
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
m2 /Hz
deg
deg

11.8.9 Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF26 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.8. More information on message
0xF26 can be found in Section 9.6.3.9.
Table 11.8.8. The description of the fields in the 0xF26 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠
NumWaves
NumCrests
𝜀
Coverage
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Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
F3
F2

Unit

F3

m
s
s
m
m
s
m

D
D
F4
D

%

F2
F3
F3
F2

11.8.10 Upcross wave height quantiles message (0xF29)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF29 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.9. More information on message
0xF29 can be found in Section 9.6.3.10.
Table 11.8.9. The description of the fields in the 0xF29 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Coverage
NumWaves
𝜀
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐻1/10
𝑇𝐻1/10
𝐻1/3
𝑇𝐻1/3
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝐻𝑞 (𝑝0 )
𝐻𝑞 (𝑝1 )
…
𝐻𝑞 (𝑝22 )

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
D
F4
F3
F2
F3
F2
F3
F2
F3
F2
F3
F3

…
F3

Unit

%

m
s
m
s
m
s
m
s
m
m
…
m

11.8.11 Upcross wave period quantiles message (0xF2A)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF2A is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.10. More information on message
0xF2A can be found in Section 9.6.3.11.
Table 11.8.10. The description of the fields in the 0xF2A CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Coverage
NumWaves
𝜀
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐻𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇1/10
𝐻𝑇1/10
𝑇1/3
𝐻𝑇1/3
𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝐻𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑇𝑞 (𝑝0 )
𝑇𝑞 (𝑝1 )
…
𝑇𝑞 (𝑝22 )

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
D
F4
F2
F3
F2
F3
F2
F3
F2
F3
F2
F2

…
F2

Unit

%

s
m
s
m
s
m
s
m
s
s
…
s
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11.8.12 GPS location message (0xF80)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF80 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.11. More information on message
0xF80 can be found in Section 9.6.3.12.
Table 11.8.11. The description of the fields in the 0xF80 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
Latitude
Longitude

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
F8
F8

deg
deg

11.8.13 Sea surface temperature message (0xF81)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF81 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.12. More information on message
0xF81 can be found in Section 9.6.3.13.
Table 11.8.12. The description of the fields in the 0xF81 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
𝑇𝑤

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
F2

℃

11.8.14 Acoustic current meter message (0xF82)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF82 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.13. More information on message
0xF82 can be found in Section 9.6.3.14.
Table 11.8.13. The description of the fields in the 0xF82 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
FirmwareVersion
Speed
DirectionTo
𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
RSSI 𝑇1
RSSI 𝑇2
RSSI 𝑇3
𝑇𝑤
Status
𝜇𝑤
𝜎𝑤
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Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
string
F3
F2
F3
F2
D
D
D
F2
D
F3
F3

Unit

m/s
deg
m/s
deg
dB
dB
dB
℃
m/s
m/s

11.8.15 CAT4 air temperature message (0xF83)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xF83 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.14. More information on message
0xF83 can be found in Section 9.6.3.15.
Table 11.8.14. The description of the fields in the 0xF83 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟
Status
𝑇𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑇𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
F2
D
F2
F2
F2
F2

Unit

℃
℃
℃
℃
℃

11.8.16 DWR4 /ACM summary message (0xFB0)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xFB0 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.15. More information on message
0xFB0 can be found in Section 9.6.3.16.
Table 11.8.15. The description of the fields in the 0xFB0 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
𝐻𝑠
𝑇1
𝑇𝑧
𝑇𝑝
𝜃𝑝
𝜎𝑝
𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝐻𝑠𝑟𝑚𝑠
Latitude
Longitude
BatteryLifeExpectancy
𝑇𝑤
Speed
DirectionTo

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
F3
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2

Unit

m
s
s
s
deg
deg

D
F8
F8
D
F2
F3
F2

deg
deg
weeks
℃
m/s
deg

11.8.17 System message for the DWR4 (0xFC1)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xFC1 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.16. More information on message
0xFC1 can be found in Section 9.6.3.17.
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Table 11.8.16. The description of the fields in the 0xFC1 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
FirmwareVersion
HatchID
HullID
Uptime
EnergyUsedFromBatteries
EnergyToBoostcaps
HatchElectronicsTemperature
BatteryVoltage
BatteriesPerSection
NumberOfBatterySections
InitialEnergyInABattery
𝑂𝑣
𝐶𝑣
𝑂𝑥
𝑂𝑦
𝐶𝑥
𝐶𝑦
𝜇𝑜
𝜎𝑜
𝜇𝑖
𝜎𝑖
𝜇𝐻
𝜎𝐻
𝐶𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟

Format
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
string
D
D
D
F2
F2
D
F1
D
D
D
0.00E+0
D
0.00E+0
0.00E+0

Unit

s
Wh
Wh
℃
V

Wh

m/s 2
m/s 2
m/s 2

D
D
F2
F2
F2
F2
0.00E+0
0.00E+0
D
D
D

deg
deg
deg
deg
T
T

℃

11.8.18 Battery life expectancy message (0xFC3)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xFC3 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.17. More information on message
0xFC3 can be found in Section 9.6.3.18.
Table 11.8.17. The description of the fields in the 0xFC3 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
BatteryLifeExpectancy

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D

weeks

11.8.19 CAT4 version information message (0xFC4)
Every received DMF-message with message ID 0xFC4 is saved as a row in this file. The
contents of the rows of this file are displayed in Table 11.8.18. More information on message
0xFC4 can be found in Section 9.6.3.19.
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Table 11.8.18. The description of the fields in the 0xFC4 CSV files.
Name
Timestamp
Datastamp
InstrumentID
InstrumentSerialNumber
SlaveFirmwareVersion
MasterFirmwareVersion

Format

Unit

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ
D
D
D
D
D

11.9 NMEA format
The National Marine Electronic Association (NMEA) has introduced a specification for
communication between marine electronics. It describes both the electronic components used
and data formats. The main use of the specification is when GPS data is transmitted from GPS
receivers, but it can be used for logging of other sensors as well. There are different versions of
the NMEA standard, e.g. NMEA 0180, NMEA 0183 and NMEA 2000. As NMEA 0183 is the
most used NMEA standard, this standard is implemented in Waves5. In Waves5, we are only
concerned with the NMEA data format, which is described in this section.
All the timestamps in the messages are UTC timestamps and formatted as ddMMyyyy for the date
and HHmmss for the time, except for the time of the displacement NMEA message which is
formatted as HHmmss.fff, as described in Section 8.1. Datawell has officially registered a
manufacturer mnemonic code with the NMEA, DTW. Only proprietary messages are used, which
are denoted by the letter P. The general format of a NMEA message is as shown below:
$PDTW,

xxx,xxx,xxx,...

*chksum

<CR><LF>

|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
end of message
|
* checksum field delimiter and checksum
data (the first field identifies the message, MsgID)
$ = start of message, P = proprietary message, DTW = manufacturer ID
Data fields may contain characters, strings, integers or real numbers and are delimited by
commas. The decimal separator used is a period ‘.’. The checksum field is an 8-bit XOR
checksum over everything in between the ‘$’ and ‘*’ character, not including these two
characters in the checksum. NaN values or values of which there is no information, are denoted
by an empty field.

11.9.1 PDTW,WRB
The deployment- and GPS information. It is formerly known as MAWRB.
Table 11.9.1 - The contents of the PDTW,WRB NMEA message.
PDTW,WRB

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Deploy Latitude

Deploy Longitude

GPS Latitude

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Latitude as configured in
Waves5 in decimal
degrees.
Longitude as configured
in Waves5 in decimal
degrees.
GPS latitude as
transmitted by the buoy
in decimal degrees.

Format
8i
6i
9.6f (signed)

10.6f (signed)

9.6f (signed)
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Field
GPS Longitude

Description
GPS longitude as
transmitted by the buoy
in decimal degrees.

Format
10.6f (signed)

11.9.2 PDTW,WDS
The information from the displacement channel. It is formerly known as MAWDS.
Table 11.9.2 - The contents of the PDTW,WDS NMEA message.
PDTW,WDS

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss.fff
status
h
n
w

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Status byte as described
in [3].
Heave displacement in
metres.
North displacement in
metres.
West displacement in
metres.

Format
8i
6i
3i
6.3f (signed)
6.3f (signed)
6.3f (signed)

11.9.3 PDTW,TOT
The spectrum information computed by Waves5 over the total spectrum. This message contains
all the periods.
Table 11.9.3 - The contents of the PDTW,TOT NMEA message.
PDTW,TOT

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tz
T1
Tp
Tc
TE
TI

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Zero-crossing period in
seconds.
Mean period in seconds.
Modal period or peak
period in seconds.
Crest period in seconds.
Energy period in
seconds.
Integral period in
seconds.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f

11.9.4 PDTW,TOH
The spectrum information computed by Waves5 over the total spectrum. This message contains
all the wave heights.
Table 11.9.4 - The contents of the PDTW,TOH NMEA message.
PDTW,TOH
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Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Hm0

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Significant wave height
in metres.

Format
8i
6i
6.3f

11.9.5 PDTW,TOD
The spectrum information computed by Waves5 over the total spectrum. This message contains
all the directions.
Table 11.9.5 - The contents of the PDTW,TOD NMEA message.
PDTW,TOD

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Dirp
Sprp

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Peak direction in
degrees.
Peak directional spread
in degrees.

Format
8i
6i
5.1f
4.1f

11.9.6 PDTW,SET
The spectrum information computed by Waves5. This message contains all the periods for the
higher part of the frequency spectrum (sea). Frequencies in the interval [𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑝 , ∞) are used to
compute the different spectral parameters, where 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 1/𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 . See Section 12.7. If the
separation frequency is 0, the Tsep field will be empty.
Table 11.9.6 - The contents of the PDTW,SET NMEA message.
PDTW,SET

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsep
Tz
T1
Tp
Tc
TE
TI

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Separation period in
seconds.
Zero-crossing period in
seconds.
Mean period in seconds.
Modal period or peak
period in seconds.
Crest period in seconds.
Energy period in
seconds.
Integral period in
seconds.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f

11.9.7 PDTW,SEH
The spectrum information computed by Waves5. This message contains all the wave heights for
the higher part of the frequency spectrum (sea).

Table 11.9.7 - The contents of the PDTW,SEH NMEA message.
PDTW,SEH

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsep
Hm0

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Separation period in
seconds.
Significant wave height
in metres.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
6.3f
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11.9.8 PDTW,SED
The spectrum information computed by Waves5. This message contains all the directions for the
higher part of the frequency spectrum (sea).
Table 11.9.8 - The contents of the PDTW,SED NMEA message.
PDTW,SED

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsep
Dirp
Sprp

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Separation period in
seconds.
Peak direction in
degrees.
Peak directional spread
in degrees.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
5.1f
4.1f

11.9.9 PDTW,SWT
The spectrum information computed by Waves5. This message contains all the periods for the
lower part of the frequency spectrum (swell). Frequencies in the interval [0, 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑝 ) are used to
compute the different spectral parameters, where 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 1/𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 . See Section 12.7. If the
separation frequency is 0, the Tsep field will be empty.
Table 11.9.9 - The contents of the PDTW,SWT NMEA message.
PDTW,SWT

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsep
Tz
T1
Tp
Tc
TE
TI

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Separation period in
seconds.
Zero-crossing period in
seconds.
Mean period in seconds.
Modal period or peak
period in seconds.
Crest period in seconds.
Energy period in
seconds.
Integral period in
seconds.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f
5.2f

11.9.10 PDTW,SWH
The spectrum information computed by Waves5. This message contains all the wave heights for
the lower part of the frequency spectrum (swell).
Table 11.9.10 - The contents of the PDTW,SWH NMEA message.
PDTW,SWH

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsep
Hm0
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Description
UTC date
UTC time
Separation period in
seconds.
Significant wave height
in metres.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
6.3f

11.9.11 PDTW,SWD
The spectrum information computed by Waves5. This message contains all the directions for the
lower part of the frequency spectrum (swell).
Table 11.9.11 - The contents of the PDTW,SWD NMEA message.
PDTW,SWD

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsep
Dirp
Sprp

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Separation period in
seconds.
Peak direction in
degrees.
Peak directional spread
in degrees.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
5.1f
4.1f

11.9.12 PDTW,SPT
The spectrum information received from a buoy in Waves5. This message contains all the
parameters for a particular frequency, such as one line in the SPT format. However, the
skewness and kurtosis are replaced by the centred Fourier coefficients 𝑚2 and 𝑛2 , such as
present in the spectrum file. See Section 9.1.1.2.
Table 11.9.12 - The contents of the PDTW,SPT NMEA message.
PDTW,SPT

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
f
S

Dir
Spr
𝑚2
𝑛2
k

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Frequency in Hertz.
Power spectral density
in m^2/Hz. (Not
relative)
Mean direction from in
degrees.
Directional spread in
degrees.
The second centred
Fourier coefficient
(cosine).
The second centred
Fourier coefficient
(sine).
Check factor.

Format
8i
6i
5.3f
8.6f

7.3f
6.3f
5.3f (signed)

5.3f (signed)

5.3f

11.9.13 PDTW,SYS
The system information received from a buoy in Waves5. This message contains the complete
system message, which is the header in the SPT format (see Section 11.2), but without the
transmission index and the accelerometer offsets, which are sent in the message PDTW,AOS,
see Section 11.9.14.
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Table 11.9.13 - The contents of the PDTW,SYS NMEA message.
PDTW,SYS

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Hm0
Tz
Smax
Battery status
Orientation
Inclination

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Significant wave height
in metres.
Zero-upcross period in
seconds.
Maximum of the PSD
S(f) in m^2/Hz.
Battery status as
transmitted by the buoy.
Buoy orientation in
degrees.
Magnetic inclination in
degrees.

Format
8i
6i
6.3f
5.2f
8.6f
1i
6.3f (signed)
6.3f (signed)

11.9.14 PDTW,AOS
The system information received from a buoy in Waves5. This message contains the
accelerometer offsets.
Table 11.9.14 - The contents of the PDTW,AOS NMEA message.
PDTW,AOS

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Av
Ax
Ay

Description
UTC date
UTC time
Offset of the vertical
accelerometer in m/s^2.
Offset of the xaccelerometer in m/s^2.
Offset of the yaccelerometer in m/s^2.

Format
8i
6i
7.5f (signed)
7.5f (signed)
7.5f (signed)

11.9.15 PDTW,TEM
The temperature parameters and flags thereof. For more information on CAT4 flags, see Table
9.1.6.
Table 11.9.15 - The contents of the PDTW,TEM NMEA message.
PDTW,TEM

Field
ddMMyyyy
HHmmss
Tsea
Tref / Tair (Tair if
CAT4 is installed)
ERROR
BUSY
SIU
EVAP
Tblack
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Description
UTC date
UTC time
Seawater temperature in
degrees Celsius.
Reference / Air
temperature in degrees
Celsius.
ERROR flag
BUSY flag
SIU flag
EVAP flag
The temperature of the
black sensor in degrees
Celsius.

Format
8i
6i
5.2f
5.2f

1i
1i
1i
1i
5.2f (signed)

Field
Twhite

Tmetal

Tgrooved

Description
The temperature of the
white sensor in degrees
Celsius.
The temperature of the
metal sensor in degrees
Celsius.
The temperature of the
grooved sensor in
degrees Celsius.

Format
5.2f (signed)

5.2f (signed)

5.2f (signed)
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12 Post-processing
Waves5 facilitates in several post-processing steps of which the algorithms are described in this
section. The aim of this section is to explain the algorithms used in Waves5 in such a way that
they can be fully implemented in the programming language of user’s choice.

12.1 Wave height spectrum
In Waves5, the wave spectrum is calculated as follows. At a sampling rate of 𝑓𝑠 = 1.28 Hz (for
DWR-MkIII and Wave Unit) or 𝑓𝑠 = 2.56 Hz (for WR-SG and DWR4), every 200 seconds a
total number of 𝑁 = 256 (for DWR-MkIII and Wave Unit) or 𝑁 = 512 (for WR-SG and
DWR4) heave samples ℎ𝑘 are collected:
ℎ𝑘 = ℎ(𝑘Δ𝑡), 𝑘 = 0, 1, … , 𝑁 − 1,
where Δ𝑡 = 1/𝑓𝑠 is the sampling time. For the DWR-MkIII and Wave Unit, every sample is
used, whereas for the WR-SG every even sample (𝑘 = 0,2,4, …) is used after decimation,
described in Section 12.3. A fast Fourier-transform (FFT) is applied to obtain a spectrum in the
frequency range 0 Hz to 𝑓𝑠 /2 = 0.64 Hz, having a resolution of 𝑓𝑠 /𝑁 = 0.005 Hz.
The FFT yields Fourier coefficients according to:
𝑁−1

𝐻𝑙 = 𝐻(𝑓𝑙 ) = ∑ 𝑤𝑘,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 ℎ𝑘 exp(2𝜋𝑖𝑘𝑙/𝑁) , 𝑓𝑙 =
𝑘=0

𝑙
, 𝑙 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1,
𝑁Δ𝑡

(12.1.1)

where 𝑖 = √−1. The 𝑤𝑘,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 indicate the normalized window coefficients.
III-series instruments windowing
Datawell applies a cosine-shaped window over the first and last 32 samples, according to:
1
𝑘𝜋
𝑤𝑘 = 𝑤255−𝑘 = (1 − cos ( )) , 𝑘 = 0,1, … ,31
2
32
𝑤𝑘 = 1
, otherwise.

(12.1.2)

This type of windowing function is known as a Tukey window. For normalization all window
coefficients must be divided by:
𝑁−1

𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 = √𝑓𝑠 ∑ 𝑤𝑘2 .

(12.1.3)

𝑘=0

The 𝑤𝑘,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 are then given by:
𝑤𝑘,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

𝑤𝑘
𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

, 𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1.

(12.1.4)

IV-series instruments windowing
Datawell applies a cosine-shaped window over all samples, according to:
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1
2𝜋𝑘
𝑤𝑘 = (1 − cos (
)) , 𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1
2
𝑁

(12.1.5)

This type of windowing function is known as a Hann window. For normalization all window
coefficients must be divided by:
𝑁−1

𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 = √𝑓𝑠 ∑ 𝑤𝑘2 .

(12.1.6)

𝑘=0

The 𝑤𝑘,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 are then given by:
𝑤𝑘,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

𝑤𝑘
𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

, 𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1.

(12.1.7)

Windowing the data over which a discrete Fourier transform is applied is generally done to
prevent spectral leakage. Leakage occurs due to the required time domain truncation, as a finite
measurement interval is used. This truncation results in a discontinuity in the time domain if the
signal is not truncated at an exact multiple of its period, or if the signal is not periodical at all.
A hard truncation introduces side lobes in the frequency domain as it introduces a convolution
of data with the sin(𝑓) /𝑓 = sinc(𝑓) function. Another windowing function is chosen in order
to reduce spectral leakage and broadening of the central peak. The Tukey windowing function is
chosen as it has smaller magnitude side lobe characteristics than truncation does.
The power spectral density (PSD) or 𝑆(𝑓) with units m2 /Hz is obtained from the Fourier
coefficients. For the specific case of the power spectral density this means that:
𝑃𝑆𝐷(𝑓0 ) = |𝐻0 |2 ,
𝑃𝑆𝐷(𝑓𝑙 ) = |𝐻𝑙 |2 + |𝐻𝑁−𝑙 |2 , 𝑙 = 1,2, … ,
2

𝑁
− 1,
2

𝑃𝑆𝐷(𝑓𝑁/2 ) = |𝐻𝑁/2 | ,
where frequencies range from 0 Hz to 0.64 Hz in steps of 0.005 Hz for the DWR-MkIII and
Wave Unit, and frequencies range from 0 Hz to 1.28 Hz in steps of 0.005 Hz for the WR-SG
and DWR4.
III-series smoothing and averaging
There is one more step in the computation of the PSD. All coefficients are smoothed
according to:
1
1
1
𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑙 = 𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑙−1 + 𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑙 + 𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑙+1 .
4
2
4

(12.1.8)

In the buoy, the number of frequencies is limited by leaving the low frequency coefficients
(𝑓𝑙 ≤ 0.1 Hz) as they are, while only every other smoothed coefficient on the high frequency
side (𝑓𝑙 > 0.1 Hz) is kept in the spectrum file. Finally, eight consecutive spectra covering
1600 seconds are averaged and used to compute the half-hourly wave spectrum. Each halfintegral hour (1800 seconds) a new cycle starts.
IV-series averaging
Finally, 17 half-overlapping spectra covering exactly 1800 s are averaged and used to
compute the half-hourly wave spectrum. Each half-integral hour (1800 s) a new cycle starts.
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When Waves5 is using the spectra for operational purposes, it tries to use the newest calculated
spectra computed over the last half an hour. As the operational parameters have an update rate
of once every 100 seconds, overlap of spectra will be introduced. For the DWR-MkIII and
Wave Unit, this behaviour is different from the spectrum calculations in the instrument.
Waves5 uses all spectra available in the last half an hour. After initialization of the operational
parameters, at least four spectra are used to compute the spectral parameters. If there are less
than four spectra available in the last half an hour, no value for the parameters is displayed.

12.2 Wave direction spectrum
The Directional Waverider MkIII, Directional Waverider 4 /ACM and Wave Unit do not only
measure heave displacement values, but they measure north- and west displacement values as
well, as opposed to the heave-only WR-SG. Above description only considers the vertical, or
heave, displacement values. The analysis of the wave direction spectrum starts by considering
the three displacements (ℎ, 𝑛, 𝑤) for heave-, north- and west displacements. By following the
method above, three associated (complex) Fourier coefficients are obtained for each frequency
𝑓𝑙 :
𝐻𝑙 = 𝛼ℎ,𝑙 + 𝑖𝛽ℎ,𝑙
𝑁𝑙 = 𝛼𝑛,𝑙 + 𝑖𝛽𝑛,𝑙
𝑊𝑙 = 𝛼𝑤,𝑙 + 𝑖𝛽𝑤,𝑙 .

(12.2.1)

Here, the 𝛼𝑗 are the real components of the complex Fourier coefficients and 𝑖𝛽𝑗 the imaginary
components of the Fourier coefficients, where 𝑗 ∈ {ℎ, 𝑛, 𝑤}. In further analysis, the frequency
dependency of the Fourier coefficients is omitted. By using these Fourier coefficients, the coand quadrature (quad) spectra can be calculated, which are denoted by 𝐶 and 𝑄 respectively:
𝐶𝑎𝑏 = 𝐴 ⋅ 𝐵 = 𝛼𝑎 𝛼𝑏 + 𝛽𝑎 𝛽𝑏 ,
𝑄𝑎𝑏 = 𝐴 × 𝐵 = 𝛼𝑎 𝛽𝑏 − 𝛽𝑎 𝛼𝑏 ,

(12.2.2)

where 𝐴, 𝐵 ∈ {𝐻, 𝑁, 𝑊} and 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ {ℎ, 𝑛, 𝑤}. For example:
𝐶𝑛𝑤 = 𝛼𝑛 𝛼𝑤 + 𝛽𝑛 𝛽𝑤
𝑄ℎ𝑛 = 𝛼ℎ 𝛽𝑛 − 𝛽ℎ 𝛼𝑛 .
In total, 9 components arranged in a 3 × 3-matrix will be obtained for both co- and quadspectra. Note that the co- and quad-spectra should be averaged and smoothed according to the
method described above.
It can be seen that 𝑄ℎℎ = 𝑄𝑛𝑛 = 𝑄𝑤𝑤 = 0 by definition. Furthermore, the co-spectra denote the
in-phase components and the quad-spectra denote the out-of-phase components of the waves.
Hence, 𝑄 represents a rotation. A rotation directed vertically would imply the presence of eddy
currents, which is not a part of the physics of waves. Hence it would be expected that the quadspectra 𝑄𝑤𝑛 = 𝑄𝑛𝑤 = 0.
If one wants to obtain the directional distribution of ocean waves, it is not possible to measure
this distribution directly. An estimation has to be made by estimating derived properties of the
distribution, such as the Fourier coefficients. Point measurements, as made by a heave/pitch/roll
buoy, allow for estimating the first four Fourier coefficients. When direction is also taken into
account, the co- and quadrature spectra can be estimated as described above.
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Using these coefficients, parameters such as the mean wave direction, wave directional spread,
kurtosis and skewness can be obtained. These parameters can in their place be used to fit
various models to the acquired data and with this produce an estimation of the directional
distribution. Several models have been proposed, such as cos2s, Maximum Entropy Method
(MEM) and Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM). Before defining some of these models,
formulae for some of these parameters will be given below, starting with the Fourier
coefficients of the normalized directional distribution 𝐷(𝜃, 𝑓).

12.2.1 Mathematical derivation
The wave directional spectrum 𝑆(𝑓, 𝜃) is written as a product of two functions,
𝑆(𝑓, 𝜃) = 𝑆(𝑓) ⋅ 𝐷(𝜃, 𝑓),

(12.2.3)

where 𝑆(𝑓) is the omni-directional wave spectrum and 𝐷(𝜃, 𝑓) is the normalized directional
distribution. Any such function 𝐷(𝜃, 𝑓), positive for 𝜃 ∈ (−𝜋, 𝜋) with integral equal to 1, can
be described by a Fourier series (omitting the frequency dependency once more) in multiple
representations:
1 1
{ + 𝑎1 cos 𝜃 + 𝑏1 sin 𝜃 + 𝑎2 cos 2𝜃 + 𝑏2 sin 2𝜃 + ⋯ }
𝜋 2
1 1
= { + 𝑚1 cos(𝜃 − 𝜃0 ) + 𝑚2 cos 2(𝜃 − 𝜃0 ) + 𝑛2 sin 2(𝜃 − 𝜃0 ) + ⋯ }
𝜋 2
1
= {1 + (𝑎1 + 𝑖𝑏1 ) exp(−𝑖𝜃) + (𝑎1 − 𝑖𝑏1 ) exp(𝑖𝜃) + (𝑎2 + 𝑖𝑏2 ) exp(−2𝑖𝜃)
𝜋
+ (𝑎2 − 𝑖𝑏2 ) exp(2𝑖𝜃) + ⋯ }
1
= {1 + 𝑐1 exp(−𝑖𝜃) + 𝑐1∗ exp(𝑖𝜃) + 𝑐2 exp(−2𝑖𝜃) + 𝑐2∗ exp(2𝑖𝜃) + ⋯ }
𝜋
+∞
1
=
∑ 𝑐𝑘 exp(𝑖𝑘𝜃) , 𝑐0 = 1, 𝑐−𝑘 = 𝑐𝑘∗ .
2𝜋

𝐷(𝜃, 𝑓) =

(12.2.4)

𝑘=−∞

The first equation describes the said function in terms of the Fourier coefficients 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 ,
where 𝑛 ∈ ℕ. The second equation uses centred Fourier coefficients, about the mean direction
𝜃0 . The centred Fourier coefficients are denoted by 𝑚1 , 𝑚2 , 𝑚3 , … and 𝑛2 , 𝑛3 , …. If the cosine
and sine terms are rewritten as complex exponentials, a more compact notation can be used as
shown in the last equation. The (complex) coefficients are denoted by 𝑐𝑛 , where 𝑛 ∈ ℤ. As can
be seen above, the first two coefficients are 𝑐1 = 𝑎1 − 𝑖𝑏1 = 𝑚1 exp(−𝑖𝜃0 ) and 𝑐2 = 𝑎2 −
𝑖𝑏2 = (𝑚2 − 𝑖𝑛2 ) exp(−2𝑖𝜃0 ).
The first four Fourier coefficients 𝑎1 , 𝑏1 , 𝑎2 and 𝑏2 can be obtained using the co- and quadspectra measured by the directional instruments:
𝑎1 =
𝑏1 =

𝑄𝑛ℎ
√(𝐶𝑛𝑛 + 𝐶𝑤𝑤 ) ⋅ 𝐶ℎℎ
−𝑄𝑤ℎ

√(𝐶𝑛𝑛 + 𝐶𝑤𝑤 ) ⋅ 𝐶ℎℎ
𝐶𝑛𝑛 − 𝐶𝑤𝑤
𝑎2 =
,
𝐶𝑛𝑛 + 𝐶𝑤𝑤
−2𝐶𝑛𝑤
𝑏2 =
.
𝐶𝑛𝑛 + 𝐶𝑤𝑤

,
,
(12.2.5)

Which in their turn can be transformed to the centred Fourier coefficients as described in [1]:
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𝜃0 = atan

𝑏1
,
𝑎1

𝑚1 = √𝑎12 + 𝑏12 ,

(12.2.6)

𝑚2 = 𝑎2 cos 2𝜃0 + 𝑏2 sin 2𝜃0 ,
𝑛2 = −𝑎2 sin 2𝜃0 + 𝑏2 cos 2𝜃0 .

Kuik [4] works with a similar set of parameters, which can be found in for example the SPT
format (see Section 11.2). The mean direction 𝐷𝑖𝑟, the directional spread 𝑆𝑝𝑟, the skewness
𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤 and the kurtosis 𝐾𝑢𝑟𝑡. These parameters can also be used to compute the centred Fourier
coefficients:
𝜋
,
180
1
𝜋
𝑚1 = 1 − 𝜎 2 , where 𝜎 = 𝑆𝑝𝑟 ⋅
,
2
180
1
𝑚2 = (𝐾𝑢𝑟𝑡 ⋅ 𝜎 4 − 6 + 8𝑚1 ),
2
𝜃0 = 𝐷𝑖𝑟 ⋅

(12.2.7)

3

2
1
𝑛2 = −𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤 ⋅ ( (1 − 𝑚2 )) .
2

12.2.2 Maximum Entropy Method (MEM)
The Maximum Entropy Method is based on the fact that many physical systems move towards
states which maximize the entropy. Hence, after the entropy of a system has been defined we
search for the distribution which maximizes this function. To this extent, Lygre and Krogstad
[5] have defined
1
𝜎𝑒2
,
2𝜋 |1 − 𝜙1 exp 𝑖𝜃 − 𝜙2 exp 2𝑖𝜃 − ⋯ |2
𝜎𝑒2 = 1 − 𝜙1 𝑐1∗ − 𝜙2 𝑐2∗ − ⋯.

𝐷(𝜃) =

(12.2.8)

Here, 𝜎𝑒2 is called the error variance, for which should hold that 𝜎𝑒2 ≥ 0. The complex
coefficients mentioned above can be computed by solving the Yule-Walker equations:
1
𝑐1
⋮
⋮
[𝑐𝑛−1

𝑐1∗
1
⋱
⋱
⋯

⋯
⋱
⋱
⋱
⋯

⋯
⋱
⋱
1
𝑐1

∗
𝑐1
𝜙1
𝑐𝑛−1
𝑐
𝜙2
⋮
2
⋮
⋮
= ⋮ .
𝑐𝑛−1
𝑐1∗ 𝜙𝑛−1
𝑐𝑛 ]
[
𝜙
[
]
1 ]
𝑛

The 𝑐𝑛 are given by Equation (12.2.4). For a second order solution, which is used in Waves5,
we thus solve the set of two equations for 𝜙1 and 𝜙2 :
𝜙 + 𝑐1∗ 𝜙2 = 𝑐1
.
{ 1
𝑐1 𝜙1 + 𝜙2 = 𝑐2
Where we can use that 𝑐1 = 𝑚1 exp(−𝑖𝜃0 ) and 𝑐2 = (𝑚2 − 𝑖𝑛2 ) exp(−2𝑖𝜃0 ). It follows that
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𝑐1 − 𝑐1∗ 𝑐2
,
1 − 𝑚12
𝑐2 − 𝑐12
𝜙2 =
,
1 − 𝑚12
1 − 𝑚22 − 𝑛22 − 2𝑚12 (1 − 𝑚2 )
𝜎𝑒2 =
.
1 − 𝑚12
𝜙1 =

(12.2.9)

which can then be used to obtain the second order MEM solution:
1
𝜎𝑒2
,
2𝜋 |1 − 𝜙1 exp 𝑖𝜃 − 𝜙2 exp 2𝑖𝜃|2
2
∗
∗
𝜎𝑒 = 1 − 𝜙1 𝑐1 − 𝜙2 𝑐2 .

𝐷(𝜃) =

(12.2.10)

12.3 Samples used
Note: The following only applies to III-series instruments.
Waves5 does not produce exact replicas of the spectra computed in the instrument. Spectral
parameters are computed on shore with an update rate which is higher than is used in the buoy
for operational purposes. For determining the spectra, it is tried to have an exact match between
the samples used in the Fourier analysis in the instrument and in Waves5. However, an exact
match cannot be guaranteed. Problems such as data loss due to bad reception occur when
sending data to a receiver. Hence, the two sets of displacement measurements can differ.
Note: The following part is written for DWR-MkIII buoys with firmware release larger than -40.
These firmware versions are versions with GPS time synchronisation.
The filter length of the double integrating filter of the DWR-MkIII is approximately 133
seconds, or 170 displacement samples. This means that the governing wave conditions
(displacement values) are outputted approximately 133 seconds after an acceleration
measurement was conducted.
The displacement measurements received by Waves5 are timestamped as they are received.
Hence, a displacement timestamp will have a slightly different value than the timestamps of the
RDT files generated in the instrument. In addition to the 170 displacement samples offset due to
the filter, a FIFO buffer of 16 samples is used in the HF transmission.
The displacement measurements of the first eight sets of 200 seconds in half an hour are used to
compute the spectra. Thereafter, 200 seconds are reserved for computing the spectrum, which
equates so a cycle of half an hour. For GPS time synchronised instruments, this means that
displacement measurements from xx:00:00 until xx:26:40 are used to compute the spectrum
labelled with timestamp xx:30:00 or from xx:30:00 until xx:56:40 to compute the spectrum
labelled with timestamp xx+1:00:00. Waves5 uses the same timestamp convention.
Note: The following part is written for WR-SG buoys with firmware release larger than -40.
These firmware versions are versions with GPS time synchronisation.
The WR-SG has a heave sampling rate which is double that of the DWR-MkIII and DWR-G.
The 2.56 Hz heave sample frequency is decimated to 1.28 Hz by using a filter. This filter
introduces some additional delay to the spectral calculations. The coefficients of this filter can
be found in Table 9.1.
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Table 12.3.1 - The coefficients of the "D-filter" used to decimate the 2.56 Hz heave values to
1.28 Hz heave values. This symmetric filter has non-zero coefficients for odd coefficient indices.
Note that only half of the coefficients are shown in this table. The zeroth coefficient is the point
about which the filter mirrors and the only even index which has non-zero coefficient value. It is
used only once in the filter operation.
No
0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17

Coefficient
0.499948740005493
0.317877054214478
-0.104896783828735
0.0616803169250488
-0.0427389144897461
0.0319159030914307
-0.0248105525970459
0.0197346210479736
-0.0159027576446533
0.0129005908966064

No
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37

Coefficient
-0.0104894638061523
0.00852060317993164
-0.00689697265625
0.00555109977722168
-0.00443363189697266
0.00350785255432129
-0.00274395942687988
0.00211787223815918
-0.00160956382751465
0.00120115280151367

No
39
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
even

Coefficient
-0.000877857208251953
0.0006256103515625
-0.000432491302490234
0.000288009643554688
-0.000182628631591797
0.000108480453491211
-5.84125518798828E-5
2.64644622802734E-5
0

Because of the extra delay introduced by this decimating filter, more than 256 vectors are
required to compute the Fourier analysis. Hence, if data originating from a WR-SG buoy is
received via Waves5, the operational values will only display after receiving 300 seconds of
uninterrupted data (200 seconds + 100 seconds), instead of the 200 seconds which is used to
compute a spectrum when data originating from a DWR-MkIII buoy is received.
As a HXV vector is received (at 1.28 Hz) which includes two heave displacement values, the
filter is applied, which results in one heave displacement value per received HXV vector, and
thus the heave displacement values are decimated by a factor of two. The new heave value at
time 𝑛 is computed by
54

ℎ𝑛 = 𝑐0 ⋅ 𝑥[54] + ∑ 𝑐𝑖 (𝑥[54 − 𝑖] + 𝑥[54 + 𝑖]),

(12.3.1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑥 is an array of the 2 ⋅ 54 − 1 most recently received heave displacement values. Please
note that it is used that 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐−𝑖 for all 𝑖.
After applying the decimating filter, the computations of spectral parameters are performed in
the same manner as in other buoys.

12.4 Spectral wave parameters
Several wave parameters are calculated in Waves5 by utilizing the (directional) wave spectrum.
In this section we will elaborate on the mathematical calculations necessary to get to these
parameters.
Most of the parameters are calculated by using the moments 𝑚𝑛 of the power spectral density
𝑆(𝑓). The moments are computed by:
𝑚𝑛 = 𝑚(𝑛) ≡ ∫ 𝑓 𝑛 𝑆(𝑓)𝑑𝑓.

(12.4.1)

𝐹

Furthermore, for some parameters it is necessary to define:
𝑚𝑛,𝑘 = 𝑚(𝑛, 𝑘) ≡ ∫ 𝑓 𝑛 𝑆(𝑓)𝑘 𝑑𝑓 .

(12.4.2)

𝐹
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In both cases, a set of 64 frequencies is used to compute the value numerically:
𝐹 = {𝑓0 , 𝑓1 , … , 𝑓63 } = {0.025,0.03,0.035, … ,0.1,0.11,0.12, … ,0.58}.
The value of the integral is approximated by using numerical integration, which uses the two
neighbouring frequency values and makes two exceptions at the two outer edges:
𝑚𝑛 ≈ (𝑓1 − 𝑓0 ) ⋅ 𝑓0𝑛 ⋅ 𝑆(𝑓0 )
62

1
+ ∑ (𝑓𝑖+1 − 𝑓𝑖−1 ) ⋅ 𝑓𝑖𝑛 ⋅ 𝑆(𝑓𝑖 )
2

(12.4.3)

𝑖=1

𝑛
+ (𝑓63 − 𝑓62 ) ⋅ 𝑓63
⋅ 𝑆(𝑓63 ).

𝑚𝑛,𝑘 is computed in a similar way.

12.4.1 Significant wave height
The significant wave height 𝐻𝑠 or 𝐻𝑚0 is one of the most used parameters in measuring wave
height. It is defined as
𝐻𝑠 ≡ 4√𝑚0 .

12.4.2 Zero-crossing period
The zero-crossing period 𝑇𝑧 or 𝑇2 is the average period of the zero up-cross waves. It is defined
as
𝑚0
𝑇𝑧 ≡ √ .
𝑚2

12.4.3 Peak period
The period at which 𝑆(𝑓) has its highest value. It is denoted by 𝑇𝑝 .

12.4.4 Peak direction
The direction at which 𝑆(𝑓) has its highest value. It is denoted by 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑝 .

12.4.5 Peak directional spread
The spread in direction of the peak of 𝑆(𝑓). It is denoted by 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑝 .

12.4.6 Crest period
The crest period 𝑇𝑐 average period between wave crests. 𝑇𝑐 has a finite value only if the
spectrum is curtailed at the high-frequency end due to dependency on the fourth moment.
𝑚2
𝑇𝑐 ≡ √ .
𝑚4

12.4.7 Energy period
The energy period 𝑇𝐸 can be used to calculate the total wave power in deep water. [6, pp. 48,
53] It is defined as
𝑇𝐸 ≡
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𝑚−1
.
𝑚0

12.4.8 Integral period
The integral period 𝑇𝐼 is the 𝑇𝑧 of the integral of the record. It is defined as
𝑚−2
𝑇𝐼 ≡ √
.
𝑚0

12.4.9 Mean period
The mean period 𝑇1 or 𝑇̅ is defined by
𝑇1 = 𝑇̅ ≡

𝑚0
.
𝑚1

12.4.10 Goda’s peakedness parameter
Goda’s peakedness parameter 𝑄𝑝 has been used in many papers on wave groups as a measure of
spectral bandwidth against which to assess group duration and other parameters of the
groupiness. [6, p. 156]
𝑄𝑝 is defined by
𝑄𝑝 ≡ 2

𝑚1,2
.
𝑚02

12.4.11 Datawell specific periods
Legacy file formats contain two Datawell specific periods, 𝑇𝑑𝑤1 and 𝑇𝑑𝑤2. Both parameters are
some sort of estimator for the peak period. As the peak period calculated by taking the
reciprocal of the frequency (𝑇𝑝 ) is limited by the resolution of the frequency, there are some
more widely used approximations of the peak period which behave better, i.e. are less sensitive
to minor fluctuations in the magnitude of the spectrum. 𝑇𝑝𝑐 is such a parameter as well.
If one is looking at a bimodal spectrum, it can be the case that the fluctuations in the magnitude
of the spectrum make the peak frequency jump between the two peaks, which can be
undesirable when analysing the sea state.
The definition of the parameter 𝑇𝑑𝑤1 lies very close to Goda’s peakedness parameter 𝑄𝑝 , except
that it weights the square of the power spectrum by period instead of frequency, which isn’t too
common in literature:
𝑇𝑑𝑤1 ≡

1
√∫ 𝑓 −1 ⋅ 𝑆 2 (𝑓)d𝑓.
𝑚0

The two 𝑇𝑑𝑤 s compute the centre of mass of the spectrum with some spectral averaging to
mitigate the effect the finite frequency resolution introduces. By taking the square of the power
spectral density in the definition of 𝑇𝑑𝑤1, one draws the centre of mass estimation more to a
peak, which is beneficial for the estimation if the spectrum is unimodal, but increases the risk of
drawing the estimator away from the global maximum towards a local maximum if the spectrum
is not unimodal, but for example bimodal.
𝑚−1
𝑇𝑑𝑤2 ≡ √
.
𝑚1
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12.5 Upcross wave statistics
Upcross wave statistics is one of the used algorithms to determine wave parameters. It can be
seen as the time domain approach to wave analysis. Well-known parameters originating from
this type of analysis are 𝐻max and 𝑇𝑧 .
Essentially the raw displacement data is cut into waves. This is done by taking the crossing of
the buoy with the mean sea level, or the zero line. There are two main methods, looking at the
upcrossings (where the buoy goes from a negative heave value to a positive heave value) and
downcrossings (where the buoy goes from a positive heave value to a negative heave value). At
Datawell, we work with upcross wave statistics and therefore in the following description,
upcross wave statistics will be taken as a basis.
Note: the two methods, upcross and downcross wave statistics, typically yield different results.
At Datawell, half an hour of heave measurements are used to compute the upcross wave
statistics. At a heave sampling rate of 1.28 Hz this results in 2304 heave measurements (DWRMkIII and Wave Unit). At a heave sampling rate of 2.56 Hz this results in 4608 heave
measurements (WR-SG and DWR4).
One can see that if different time intervals are used in upcross wave statistics, different results
will be obtained as longer time intervals allow shorter waves to dominate the measurement set,
and parameters are shifted towards the more abundant type of wave. E.g. the value of H[1/10],
which is the average of the 10% highest waves, will be influenced if the upcross wave statistics
are computed over a longer interval. In this case, relatively more small waves are present.
The period of the wave is defined as the difference in time between two crossings. The wave
height is defined as the difference between the maximum heave value in the wave (the crest)
and the minimum heave value in the wave (the trough).
The exact time of a zero upcrossing can be computed by taking the heave values before and
after the upcrossing and assuming that the displacement happens linearly in this interval.
Assume that in between heave measurement 𝑗 − 𝑚 and heave measurement 𝑗 a zero upcrossing
occurs. Then the fraction η of the interval where the actual upcrossing takes place is given by:
𝜂=

𝑚
1+|

ℎ𝑗
ℎ𝑗−𝑚

,
|

where 𝑚 denotes the amount of heave values used during the upcrossing period. This can
thereafter be used to calculate the period 𝑇 of the upcross wave:
𝑇=

𝑗−𝑚+𝜂
,
𝑓𝑠

where 𝑓𝑠 is the heave sampling rate.
The wave height is determined by selecting the maximum heave value in the wave, subtracted
by the minimum heave value. If we have a wave consisting of 𝑛 heave values 𝐻 =
{ℎ0 , ℎ1 , … , ℎ𝑛 }, the crest is the maximum value crest = max ℎ, whereas the through is the
ℎ∈𝐻

minimum value through = min ℎ. Then, the wave height is the difference between the two:
height = crest − through.
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ℎ∈𝐻

Above, a threshold has been mentioned. The value 𝑡ℎ𝑟 (1 cm in all instruments) defines a band
around the zero displacement line.

It can be the case that the heave displacement values stay in the vicinity of zero for a longer period
of time, which makes determining the exact moment of an upcrossing harder, see the figure below.

As long as measurements fall in this band, no upcrossing will be detected. When the first
measurement falls out of this band, a linear course between the last measurement under the
negative threshold and the first measurement above the positive threshold.
In the next section it will be shown how this can be implemented in software.

12.5.1 Constructor
Firstly, a new instance of the Upcross-class will be created. It takes as input a list of heave
displacement values, the sampling frequency (such that the temporal length of the wave can be
calculated) and the threshold value. The private variable _dhThreshold has been created in order
to determine the zero-upcrossings of the derivative, which will be explained below.
On initialization, the parameters used to initialize the class are written to private variables of the
object, which are always prefixed by an underscore _. In this way, the variables are available to
all called functions. Following this, all relevant functions are called in order. They return the
boolean value true if they are successful and the value false if they are unsuccessful. If one of
the functions returns false, the successive functions will not be called.
public Upcross(double[] heave, double fs, double hThreshold)
{
_heave = heave;
_fs = fs;
_hThreshold = hThreshold;
_dhThreshold = hThreshold / 2;
bool success = FindStartingPoint() &&
FindUpcrossings() &&
FindWaves() &&
FindMaxima() &&
FindParameters();
}
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12.5.2 Find starting point
In this part the first heave displacement value in the heave displacements set which lies above the
negative threshold value is searched. When the current heave displacement measurement is not a
value that satisfies the said condition, the index is raised by one and the next heave displacement
measurement is looked at. If all heave values are 0, an error is written to the debugger and the
upcross wave statistics calculation is aborted.
private bool FindStartingPoint()
{
try
{
while (_heave[_startIndex] >= -_hThreshold)
{
// Search for the first heave measurement that is greater than
// or equal to -_hThreshold and thus falls in or above the band.
_startIndex++;
}
return true;
}
catch (Exception)
{
if(_heave.All(x => x == 0))
{
Debug.WriteLine("[INFO] Could not compute wave statistics due to
all values being 0 in this half an hour period.");
_errorEncountered = true;
}
return false;
}
}

12.5.3 Find upcrossings
Starting from the just determined starting position, the heave displacement measurements are
looped through. Whenever a measurement is found which crosses the zero line, the position of
the zero crossing is calculated as described above. The index of this point is saved in the list
_indexUpcrossings.
It can happen that multiple points are inside the threshold band, as described above. The counter
_m counts this amount, such that if the counter _m = 1, no measurements are inside the band in
the zero crossing. Whenever a value inside of the band is found, the counter will be increased by
one.
private bool FindUpcrossings()
{
try
{
for (int j = _startIndex; j < _heave.Length; j++)
{
if ((_heave[j] > _hThreshold) && (_heave[j - _m] < -_hThreshold))
{
// Found upcrossing
double eta = _m / (1 + Math.Abs(_heave[j] / _heave[j - _m]));
_indexUpcrossings.Add(j - _m + eta);
// Reset
_m = 1;
}
else if (Math.Abs(_heave[j]) < _hThreshold)
{
// Found a point within boundaries
_m++;
}
else
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{

// Found a new point outsize boundaries, not upcrossing
_m = 1;

}
}
return true;
}
catch (Exception)
{
return false;
}
}

12.5.4 Find waves
The amount of waves and their starting position (and thus, also their end position) are known
now. The waves can be looked at individually at this point. The wave height has been defined as
the highest heave displacement value (crest) in the wave minus the lowest heave displacement
value (trough) in the wave. For every wave these three numbers are saved. Furthermore, the period
(temporal duration) of the wave is calculated by using the number of measurements used
(difference between start- and stop index) and dividing this number by the sampling frequency.
private bool FindWaves()
{
try
{
_waveHeights = new double[_indexUpcrossings.Count - 1];
_wavePeriods = new double[_indexUpcrossings.Count - 1];
_waveCrests = new double[_indexUpcrossings.Count - 1];
_waveTroughs = new double[_indexUpcrossings.Count - 1];
for (int j = 0; j < _indexUpcrossings.Count - 1; ++j)
{
int waveStartIndex =
Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(_indexUpcrossings[j])) + 1;
// First entry does not belong to the record, hence add 1.
int waveStopIndex = Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(_indexUpcrossings[j
+ 1]));
double waveCrest = _heave.Skip(waveStartIndex).Take(waveStopIndex waveStartIndex + 1).Max();
double waveTrough = _heave.Skip(waveStartIndex).Take(waveStopIndex
- waveStartIndex + 1).Min();
// Add number of heave measurements in wave to total measurements
used:
_measurementsUsed += waveStopIndex - waveStartIndex + 1;
_waveHeights[j] = waveCrest - waveTrough;
_wavePeriods[j] = (_indexUpcrossings[j + 1] - _indexUpcrossings[j])
/ _fs;
_waveCrests[j] = waveCrest;
_waveTroughs[j] = waveTrough;
}
return true;
}
catch (Exception)
{
return false;
}
}
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12.5.5 Find maxima
In order to determine the bandwidth parameter 𝜀, computing the number of (local) maxima is
relevant. A (local) maximum can be found by analysing the zero crossings of the derivative of the
time series. In a similar manner as described above, the zero crossings of the derivative are
determined, but in this case only the number of maxima in the set are relevant. The value is of no
use.
NumWaves 2
𝜀 = √1 − (
)
NumMaxima
private bool FindMaxima()
{
try
{
// Maxima are downcrossings of the derivative.
// Hence, compute the derivative.
_dHeave = new double[_heave.Length - 1];
for (int j = 0; j < _heave.Length - 1; ++j)
{
_dHeave[j] = _heave[j + 1] - _heave[j];
}
// Downcrossing in _dHeave is upcrossing in -_dHeave
_dHeave = _dHeave.Select(x => -x).ToArray();
_m = 1; // Reuse counter
int firstWaveIndex = Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(_indexUpcrossings[0]))
+ 1; // Start at the first wave
int lastWaveIndex =
Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(_indexUpcrossings[_indexUpcrossings.Count - 1])); //
Run until last wave
for (int j = firstWaveIndex; j < lastWaveIndex; ++j)
{
if ((_dHeave[j] > _dhThreshold) && (_dHeave[j - _m] < _dhThreshold))
{
// We do not need the value of the maximum to compute
statistical parameters, just the count.
_numberOfMaxima++;
// Reset
_m = 1;
}
else if (Math.Abs(_dHeave[j]) < _dhThreshold)
{
// Found a point within boundaries.
_m++;
}
else
{
// Found a point within boundaries but not upcrossing.
_m = 1;
}
}
return true;
}
catch (Exception)
{
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return false;
}
}

12.5.6 Find parameters
At the end of the process the output parameters are determined. Firstly, the waves are sorted
descending by their height. In this way, 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the first entry, and 𝐻1/3 can be determined by
taking the average value of the first one-third of waves. Other parameters are computed similarly.
private bool FindParameters()
{
try
{
// Sort waves by height
var sorted = _waveHeights
.Select((x, i) => new KeyValuePair<double, double>(x, i))
.OrderByDescending(x => x.Key);
double[] sortedHeights = new double[_waveHeights.Length];
double[] sortedPeriods = new double[_waveHeights.Length];
int i = 0;
_ranks = new int[_waveHeights.Length];
// There might be a smarter way to do this. (Indirect sort)
foreach (int index in sorted.Select(x => x.Value))
{
_ranks[index] = i + 1;
sortedHeights[i] = _waveHeights[index];
sortedPeriods[i] = _wavePeriods[index];
++i;
}
Hmax = sortedHeights[0];
THmax = sortedPeriods[0];
var nsub = _waveHeights.Length / 10.0;
var eta = nsub - Math.Floor(nsub);
H10 = sortedHeights
.Take(Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(nsub)))
.Select(x => x / nsub)
.Sum()
+ eta * sortedHeights[Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(nsub))] / nsub;
TH10 = sortedPeriods
.Take(Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(nsub)))
.Select(x => x / nsub)
.Sum()
+ eta * sortedPeriods[Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(nsub))] / nsub;
H3 = sortedHeights
.Take(Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(_waveHeights.Length / 3.0)))
.Select(x => x / Math.Floor(_waveHeights.Length / 3.0))
.Sum();
TH3 = sortedPeriods
.Take(Convert.ToInt32(Math.Floor(_waveHeights.Length / 3.0)))
.Select(x => x / Math.Floor(_waveHeights.Length / 3.0))
.Sum();
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Havg = _waveHeights.Sum() / _waveHeights.Length;
Tavg = _wavePeriods.Sum() / _waveHeights.Length;
eps = Math.Sqrt(1 - Math.Pow((double)_waveHeights.Length /
(double)_numberOfMaxima, 2));
NumWaves = _waveHeights.Length;
return true;
}
catch (Exception)
{
return false;
}
}

12.6 Statistical wave parameters
Several parameters originate from upcross wave statistics:
Coverage
The percentage of heave measurements used in the computation of upcross wave
statistical parameters.
Hmax
The maximum wave height measured in the measurement set.
T(Hmax)
The period corresponding to the wave with the maximum wave height.
H[1/10]
The average height of the 10% highest waves.
T(H[1/10])
The average period of the 10% highest waves.
Note: this is not the period at the value H[1/10] as the name might suggest.
H[1/3]
The average height of the 33% highest waves.
T(H[1/3])
The average period of the 33% highest waves.
Note: this is not the period at the value H[1/3] as the name might suggest.
Hav
The average height of all waves.
Tav
The average period of all waves.
eps
𝑇 2
𝑇𝑧

The bandwidth parameter, which is defined as 𝜀 = √1 − ( 𝑐 ) or as described above.
NumWaves
The amount of waves in the measurement set. This is equal to the amount of crossings
minus one.

12.6.1 Initialization
When (in real-time receiving) the measurements are started, it is impossible to compute upcross
wave statistics until one complete wave is being received. In operational conditions it is
desirable that a value for 𝐻max is found relatively quick and that it is updated relatively quick.
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Hence, a different scheme for upcross wave statistics is used in Waves5 if data is received in
real-time. In this case, 200 seconds of measurements are acquired after which the first set of
statistical parameters is computed and displayed.
After every 100 seconds, these 100 seconds are added to the existing set and parameters are
computed again. This is done until 1800 seconds (half an hour) of measurements are available.
After this points, the last 1800 seconds of measurements are used to update the statistical
parameters every 100 seconds.

12.6.2 Erroneous data
It can be the case that displacement data is received which has been rejected due to the fact that
it was received with a status byte value which indicates a problem. In the case displacement
values miss in the data set, upcross wave statistics is computed in a different way than when no
measurements miss.
Upcross wave statistics is computed over an interval of measurements, e.g. 2304 measurements,
including the problematic data. Firstly, the searching for upcrosses is conducted in the same
manner as if the data did not contain any rejected displacement values. Thereafter, any waves
containing any problematic data are not used to compute the wave statistical parameters.

12.6.3 Other remarks
Actually, when we talk about the upcross wave statistical parameters being computed over an
interval of 30 minutes or 2304 measurements (4608 in the case of the WR-SG and DWR4), it
cannot be guaranteed that the first sample of this interval is the start of an upcross wave. Hence,
it is insurmountable that some displacement measurements are not used. The percentage of
measurements used when all displacement measurements are used is thus less than 100% in
most cases.

12.7 Sea and swell
The spectral parameters described in Section 12.4 can be split into two parts, a swell component
and a sea component. The sea component is determined by the effects of the local wind,
whereas the swell component is determined by the effects of wind elsewhere. Because swell
waves have to travel a long distance, these waves typically have long periods as shorter waves
dampen out more easily.
Thus, making a separation in the frequency spectrum will make one able to distinguish between
the sea and swell components. There are many methods to define sea and swell, the most
rudimentary being the introduction of a separation period 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 1/𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑝 . By using this period,
all waves with a period shorter than 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 belong to sea, and all waves with a period longer than
𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝 belong to swell. This is the method Waves5 uses to distinguish between sea and swell.
Using these two separate sets of frequencies, the spectral parameters are computed for both sea
and swell in the same manner as described in Section 12.4.
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13 Contact information
Sales:
Zomerluststraat 4
2012 LM Haarlem
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 23 531 4159
E-mail: sales@datawell.nl

Service and Warehouse:
Voltastraat 3
1704 RP Heerhugowaard
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 72 534 5298
E-mail: servdept@datawell.nl

Website:
www.datawell.nl
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14 Release notes
Last version: 2453.
Current version: 2465.
 Added support for receiving and logging IV-series instruments (DWR4) via an RX-C over
a serial and Ethernet connection.
 Binary Vector A (.BVA, IV-series data logger files) can now be converted to humanreadable CSV files.
 Updated to C# 10, .NET 6.0 and corresponding Telerik UI for WPF version (R1 2022).
 Added modern authentication for Microsoft organisations and Microsoft personal accounts.
These can now be used to receive e-mails with (Iridium SBD) and send e-mails with
(watch-circle and Iridium SBD).
 Added support for .DMF-files which originate from the III-series buoys equipped with a
CAT4 antenna. They can be opened in the same way the files introduced in version 2453
can be opened.
 Fixed a bug which caused received files to increase in size where they were supposed to be
cleaned of old data.
 Fixed a bug which caused some files to be saved as if they originated from a Waverider
SG, hence not containing any directional information.
 Fixed a bug which caused the data in .WVS-files to be offset by a 30 minute period.
 From now on, only one real-time receiver can be added at a time per instrument.
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plot
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post-processing, 185
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receiver
compatibility, 9
GSM Internet, 9
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Iridium SBD, 9
RX-C, 9
RX-D, 9
reference position, 35
RX-C
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RX-D, 19
SDT, 103
sea and swell, 26
sea surface temperature, 107
settings
date and time, 22
operational, 21
receiver, 19
telemetry, 20
watch circle, 21
significant steepness, 106
significant wave height, 192
smart decimation, 147
spectral leakage, 186
spectral parameters, 106
spectrum
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quad, 187
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radius, 21
settings, 21
wave direction spectrum, 187
wave groups, 193
wave height
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